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SUMMARY 
This dissertation describes the experimental investigation of 
rotating stall in compressors of high hub-tip ratio. Measurements 
were obtained in builds of one to four stages, covering a wide range 
of design flow rates and also a change 1n design reaction. The purpose 
of the experimental work has been to gain a better understanding of the 
details of the flow in the stall cell, so as to make possible the 
prediction of the in-stall performance of axial flow compressors. 
A new, on-line, phase-lock sampling technique has been developed, 
which, for the first time, allows the quasi-continuous recording of 
instantaneous velocity, pressure and flow direction measurements from · 
within the stall cell. The technique provides results of superior 
quality to any hitherto available, and has been used to study the details 
of the flow under various test conditions. In particular, the axial and 
radial profiles of the stall cells in multi-stage compressors of 
different design flow rates were considered. The effects of changes 1n 
design reaction, blade row spacing and the influence of the number of 
stages in the compressor were also investigated. Finally, measurements 
were obtained to try to determine the differences between full-span and 
part-span stall. 
From a study of the results obtained, a fundamentally new 
picture of the flow in the stall cell has been built up, which Sh01:.75 
features that are at variance \vi th conventional ideas about stall cell 
structure. It has been shOwn that \.J"ithin the cor;:pressor itself, the 
edges of the cell do not follow streamlines in the unstalled flm", as 
might be expected of a dead wake, but rathe.r aSSU!!ie an a ttitude 
implying tangential f1ov:, across the cell. The pres ence of this 
tangent i al flow is eas ily detectable from the meas urements obtained 
f 
within the cell, and is supported by the observation of extremely high 
whirl velocities just upstream of the rotor blades. Comparat~vely 
little flow is sho~m to pass axially through the stalled region, but, 
because of the opposing accelerating and decelerating influences of the 
rotor and stator blades, the axial movement ' of this small amc',mt of 
fluid has been shown to lead to the dissipation of large amounts of 
mechanical energy. This results in the overheating of the compressQr 
during stall. 
Centrifugal effects in the swirling flow ahead of the rotor 
blades are shown to contribute to strong radial pressure gradients in 
the stall cell, and are thought to be responsible for the fact that the 
pressure rise across a stage in the stalled region occurs ahead of the 
rotor blades. This observation is included in an overall model of 
compressor performance v1hich is then used to explain the observed 
relationships between the various time-averaged compressor characteristics. 
This performance model is also used to provide some explanation of the 
observation (first made by McKenzie) that the total- to-static pressure 
rise across a stalled compressor appears to be independent of the blading 
used, but increases by a fixed amount for each stage in the compressor. 
Time-averaged measurements were obtained from all the compressor 
builds tested, and were used in conjunction with the overall floy1 model 
to formulate a new correlation for predicting the perforn~nce of a 
stalled compressor. The correlation makes use of the above idea that 
the pres sure rise during stall is indepe.ndent of the bladillg used, for 
both part-span and full-span stall, and relies on the c oncept of a 
critical level of cell blockage to distinguish be tween operation ~n 
either of these t~v o modes. The work reveals the effec t of the. numb er of 
stages and t he design flOy7 coefficient on the behaviour of the compres s or ~ 
and demonstrates the unexpec t ed influenc e. of sy s t em paramet ers ( s uch as 
throttle line slope) on the stalling performance. The correlation also 
makes it possible to predict the occurrence of either full-sp.m or 
part-span stall at stall inception from a know1edge of the unstalled 
characteristic, and allows estimates to be made of the size of the 
stall/unstall hysteresis loop. Data obtained from the litere::ure are 
successfully correlated by this approach, and a new basis is therefore 
established from which to view the stalling behaviour of all axial flow 
compressors. . 
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NOTATION 
All symbols arc defined locally in the text, but for ease of 
reference, the more important ones are listed here. 
P total or static pressure according to context (referenced to 
atmospheric pr~ssure) 
P time-averaged pressure of flow in stalled and unstalled parts 
of annulus 
I-A 
c 
c 
x 
pressure rise coefficient; denominator PU2 unless specifically 
stated to the contrary 
( p _ P ) I U2 
. exit static inlet total P 
(P. . - P. 1 . ) I P U2 ex~t stat~c ~n et stat~c 
flow coefficient, C III 
x 
design flow coefficient (after Rowell) 
local flow coefficient ~n unstalled flow 
local flow coefficient ~n stall cell 
averaged flow coefficient of flow in stalled and unstalled 
parts of annulus 
portion of annulus occupied by stall cell, expressed as a 
fraction or a percentage 
portion of annulus unstalled 
absolute velocity 
axial component of velocity, positive from inlet to exit 
tangential compone.nt of velocity, positive in direction of 
rotation 
A annulus cross - sectional area 
x 
Ae cross - sectional flmy area ~n meridional plane 
-U blade spe.ed at mid-height 
R compressor radius 
N n umber of stages 
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CHAPTER 1 
Introduction 
Rotating stall was first observed in the 1940's, but only 
became of real interest to the engineering world during the early 
stages of the development of the jet engine. It was immediately 
recognized as the source of blade vibrations leading to spectacular 
failures and therefore became a problem in urgent need of a solution. 
The first academic work on rotating stall appeared in the early 1950's 
and continued energetically for almost a decade. However, by 1960 
some of the problems of blade vibration had been overcome by mechanical 
means, and as no adequate description of the phenomenon had emerged 
from either theory or experiment, v70rk in this field slowed dovm. 
In the last five years interest in rotating stall has been 
revived. This has been partly due to improvements in analytic methods 
made possible by the advent of the electronic computer and partly due 
to new requirements from industry. In the latter respect,emphasis has 
shifted from blade vibration problems to a need for design information 
on the performance of compressors operating in stall. The present work 
began in response to this request, but it is hoped that the results 
obtained will be of wider interest, S1.nce entirely new light is shed, on 
some aspects of the phenomenon. 
A rotating stall cell can be described as a propagating 
disturbance which moves from blade to blade around the compressor 
annulus. Stall cells \"ill form \ .... hen the compressor 1.S throttled 
beyond the stall limit and may appear 1.n any numbe.r from 1 to pe.rhaps 
16 or more, dep ending on the compres sor configuration. The phenomenon 
1.S not limited to compressors, but also occurs in s tationary blade rm,s, 
both annular and linear. The cla s s ica l explanat ion for the propaga tion 
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of the cells can be described as follm.,s: . the cell, being an area of 
ret:ardeci flow, will divert the oncoming fluid about itself in such a 
~Tay that the angle of incidence on the blades to one side of the cell 
will be increased, while that on the other side will be decreased. 
Th~ blades subject to the increased incidence will stall and those on 
the other side ,.,ill unstall, thus the cell moves from blade to blade. 
In absclute terms/the direction of propagation in a compressor will be 
the same as that of the rotor, ",,,hile the velocity .. Till cormllonly be 
betH~en one-tenth and two-thirds of the rotor speed .• 
In order to guard against blade vibrations caused by rotating 
stall, it is necessary to know the number of cells and the speed of 
rotation. The greater part of the early theoretical Hork was therefore 
concerned with the prediction of these quantities. In most cases the 
cell number and speed of rotation were regarded as being functions of 
the blading characteristics only. The results obtained ",,,ere not 
conclusive and thus later theories have attempted to introduce 
interactive effects between various blade rows. All in all, however, 
it must be concluded that the theoretical predictions have been rather 
disappointing, especially 1n terms of useful results for single stage 
and multi-stage compressors. The work reported here suggests that the 
failure of these methods is partly due to unrealistic assumpt.ions about 
the behaviour of the fluid in the stall cells. 
There has also been a large amount of experimental research 
aimed at understanding rotating stall. The experimental techniques 
have been many and varied. High response instruments have been employed 
to record the velocities and pressures 1n the stall cell and to monitor 
the changes ,·lhich take pla ce when the. blading configura tions are 
altered. Smoke t es t s and Schlieren photogra phy have also been used to 
study the detail s of the f lm". The meaS Uremel'lts have shmm that. the 
explanation of stall propagation lS not as simple as suggested by the 
classical idea of stalling and unstalling of blades due to changes in 
incidence ang les • Hm"ever, the camp lexi ty of the phenomenon has meant 
that the results from various sources have remained as isolated 
observations, they have not been drmm together to produce a unified 
picture of stall behaviour. The new ph2.se-lock sampling technique 
descri~ed in this thesis has improved the understanding of rotating 
stall to the point where certain conmlonly observed phenomena can nm" 
be explained in terms of an overall model of the flow. 
It ,,,as mentioned previously that part of the motivation 
behind the present vlOrk is due to the interest of gas turbine 
manufacturers in the stalled performance of an axial flow c.ompressor. 
This interest has arisen from design proposals in ,·,hich a short axial 
compressor is mounted ahead of a centrifugal impeller. In order to 
match the tvlO components, it is desirable to be able to predict the 
performance of the axial unit over the entire operating range. 
Another situation In which an understanding of stalled 
performance has recently become significant lS In the analysis of the 
dynamic behaviour of the compression system as a "hole. A successful 
method of predicting compression system surge cycles has recently been 
published by Greitzer (1 & 2), but the analysis depends on prior 
knm\Tledge of the stalled pressure ri-se characteristic of the compressor. 
The 1.le", S8lTli -'empirical model presented In this thes is can be used to 
provide this information, and to satisfy the requirements of the engine 
manufac t urers. 
Exp er i mental \wrk on rotating stall suggests that the type. of 
st.all cell present in the compressor influences the stalled performa1lce. 
In this respect stall cells can be divid ed into two types, full-span 
or part-span, according to the radia l extent of the disturbance. It 
3 
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has been observed that when a compressor 1.S throttled beyond the 
stall limit, the first stan cells to) form may be either fun-span 
or part-span depending en th:: compressor configuration. In the case 
of the former type, the pre'3sure rise frequently falls abruptly at 
stall, but if part-span cells <:'Ire presen~ the pressure is more likely 
to decrease progressively as the throttle 1S closed. If, 1n the case 
of part-span stall, the compressor flow rate is sufficiently reduced, 
this configuration will give way to full - span stall with an 
accompanying drop in pressure r1se. Full-span stall is thus the end 
result of severe throttling. Some exceptions to this rule have been 
noted, but only in compressors of relatively lmv hub-tip ratio. 
These observations form the basis of the performance correlation 
described in Chapter 6. 
The work presented 1n this thesis can be divided into t,vo 
parts, one concerned with the details of the floH in the stall cell 
and the other with the time-averaged performance during stall. The 
study of the flow in the stall cell makes use of detailed measurements 
obtained from a new phase-lock sampling technique. The results are 
more comprehensive than any hitherto available and cover a v,ide r.a nge 
of compressor designs. From these, a model of the flow in the stall 
cell has been built up, Ylhich shows the cell to be a highly active 
region rather than a passive region of dead fluid as has often been 
assumed in the past. In spite of the improved measurements and cell 
model, there are still certain aspects of the flmo1 ",hich r emain 
unexpla ined and it has ther efor e not been po s sible to pr edict the 
pressure rise of the compr es s or from fi r st p'c inciples. 
Hith r egard to the time-averaged performance, an analysis 
of the prCSSUT e rise characteristics of the va rious compres sor builds 
ha s l ed to the for mulation of a new s emi -empirica l cor rel ation f r om 
4 
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which the overall performance can be calculated. In this work, use 
is made of the parallel compressor hypothesis and of the beha~7iourdl 
characteristic of full-span and part-span stall. The correlation is 
not only useful in its own right, but its formulation has provided a 
unifying basis from which to vie\v all other stall performance resu:i.ts. 
It has been shown for the first time that the desib'1l flo", nite, the 
number of stages and the slope of the throttle line, all influence the 
type of stall cell present and affect the size of the stall/unstall 
hysteresis loop. It has also been shown that the rules usually 
assumed to relate the static~to-static and tota l-to-static 
characteristics in unstalled flow cannot be applied during stalled 
operation, so that the way in which the compressor performance is 
measured in stall is of vital importance. These observations help to 
explain the diversity of some of the results obta.ined in the past. 
A background to the present work is given in Chapter 2 in the 
form of a broadly based literature review. The experimental apparatus 
and instrumentation, including the phase-lock sampling technique, are 
described ~n Chapter 3. Both time-averaged and unsteady results are 
presented ~n Chapter 4, while the de tails of the flow in the stall 
cell are discussed in Chapter 5. In Chapter 6 the model for the 
stalled performance prediction is considered. The conclusions drawn 
from all of the work are summarised in Chapter 7 • 
5 
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CHAPTER 2. 
Revie~v of Previous Work 
The literature on rotating stall can be divided into 
theoretical and experimental categories. Certain aspects of the work 
1n both these fields will be considered so as to ~Lovide a general 
background to the current project. 
The majority of theoretical papers set out to provide 
information on stall inception and to predict the number and 
rotational speed of the stall cells. A much smaller portion of the 
literature is concerned with the performance of a compressor once 
rotating stall has been established. The latter work is of greatest 
importance here, however, some discussion of the inception and 
propagation theories will be included in the literature reV1ew because 
of the relevance of the present work to the flow models employed in 
these theories. Surge analysis and stage stacking procedures will 
also be discussed for similar reasons. 
The experimental papers,on the other hand,are generally 
concerned with attempts of one form or another to determine the 
factors controlling rotating stall. The earlier papers concent rate 
on the behavioural details of the stall cells, ~vhile some of the later 
papers are concerned with compressor performance during stall and 
with the detailed measurement of the unsteady f10T/7. The vlOrk reported 
in this thesis is concerned ~vith both perforrr.ance and unsteady 
measur ements and so the later pap ers Hill be considered in greater 
detail. 
6 
2.1 Theoretical Literature 
When rotating stall was first discovered in th2 early 1940's, 
it was immediately held to be the source of vibrations causing fatigue 
failure of compressor blades. It was ·therefore of great importance to 
the engine designers to be able to predict the rotational speed and. the 
number of stall cells which may occur in a particular compressor. 
With this practical problem as the prime motivation,numerous rotating 
stall models were proposed during the 1950's, nearly all of which were 
based on small perturbation analyses. It soon became clear, hm.;rever , . 
that the accurate prediction of stall cell frequencies was a difficult 
problem and, through lack of success, work in this direction s lm.;red dmm. 
In recent years numerical techniques made possible by the advent of 
the digital computer have re-a\voken interest in this field, especially 
1n Japan where most of the latest work has been done. 
The practi'cal interest 1n propagation frequencies meant that 
little attention was g1ven to the problem of predicting the performance 
of a compressor operating in stall. Even at the present time there are 
only a: few theories concerned with this problem. It may be t:hought 
that this branch of the analysis would .have followed directly from the 
rotating stall theories, as any accurate description of the flow 
field would provide information on the time-averaged pressure rise to 
be expected. Hm.;rever, since none of the rotating stall theorie~ were 
found to be really successful, no attempts \Olere m8de to pursue the 
analyses further. Another point to be noted here is that most of the 
rotating stall theories ,.;rere limited to the simple case of an 
isolated blade rm.;r and, therefore, were not expected to be very useful 
for predicting the behaviour of multi--stage compressors. For these 
reasons, the performance theories which are available have developed 
iudep endently of the rotating sta.ll analyses (excep t in one ease) and 
7 
are not based on a detailed description of the flov1 field. Instead, 
the use of the parallel compressor model has been invoked in' order to 
simplify the analysis and to allow it to be applied to multi-stage 
com,pressors. 
In the discussion of the theoretical work ,,,hich follows, the 
rotating stall theories are considered first, after which the 
performance models vIil1 be revie,,,ed. Part of the prese:lt experimental 
work is intended to provide a better understanding of the details of 
the stall cell, and therefore particular attention 'will be given to 
the physical assumptions made in the rotating stall theories. The 
performance theories, on the other hand,are of interest in themselves 
as they provide a background to the performance correlation proposed 
in this thesis. 
2.1.1 Rotating Stall Theories 
The objectives of rotating stall theories are usually three-
fold: to provide some sort of stall inception criteria, to predict 
the number of stall cells and to estimate the speed of rotation. In 
some cases, only one or two of these objectives are attained depending 
on the ,,,ay in '''hich the mathematical model of the flow is set up. 
The greater number of these theories are limited to small perturbations 
and cannot be expected to provide useful information once the stall 
cell disturbance has increased to a finite size. In v~ew of this 
restriction, a fe,v models have been proposed in '"hich finite 
disturbc:nces are <ldmissiblc. The stall theories are therefore divided 
into two groups depending on the restrictions placed on the size of 
the stall cells. The lar ger group will be conside red first. 
1) Small Perturbation Theories 
Small perturbation ana lyses can us ually be regarded as 
8 
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consisting of three parts: an upstream potential flow field, a 
linearized dOl-mstream field in which all disturbances ar8 small anc. 
the static pressure satisfies Laplace's equation, and a set of matching 
conditions relating these two flow fields through the performance 
characteristics of the blade row. Expressing the system in tbis wc:..y, 
the stall cell details can be found by perturbing the flow and 
observing the wave number and frequency at which the disturbance first 
tends to stabilise. 
It should be noted that not all small perturbation a:nalyses 
are able to determine the number of stall cells. This ability depends 
mainly on the way in Ylhich the cascade parameters are introduced into 
the analysis. It WaS suggested by Emnons, Kronauer and Rockett (3), 
that a full solution is only possible if the equations are set up ln 
the absolute reference frame and if the cascade performance 
characteristics are nonlinear and include a boundary layer response 
time of some sort. These requirements will ensure that the boundary 
condition placed on the upstream flow field will contain terms of 
sufficient dimensional variety to permit the determination of both 
stall velocity and. wave length. 
Revie\vs of small perturbation theories nave been glven by 
Emmons, Kronauer and Rockett (3), Dunham (If), Takata and Nagano (5), 
Horlock (6) and in the NASA cOILlpressor manual, SP ·-36. For this reason 
detailed descriptions of the theories will not b? given here, houever, 
a survey y,7ill be undertaken of the various physical assumpt:i_ons and 
cascade details used ln the analyses. It will thus be possible to 
compare the physical concept of the stall cell embodied ln the theori es 
with the detailed flml7 1i1eaSUrellle~ts presented in Chapter 4. The 
physical assumptions can be listed c'.S follows: 
a) Constant exit plane static pressure. This assumption ~vas made by 
9 
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Emmons, Pearson and Grant (7), Stenning and Krieble (8), and Fabri 
and Siestrunck (9). It avoids the necessity for a linearizcd solu~ion 
of the dOvlllstream flow field as used by the other small perturbation 
theories. It Has pointed out by Dunham (4) that this assumption is 
not expected to be true for isolated blade rows and H certainly not 
true for single or multi-stage compressors. 
b) Constant blade leaving angle. This \,Tas assumed by Emmons, Pearson 
and Grant (7), Stenning ,and Krieble (8), Marble (10), Dunham (4), and 
Fabri and Siestrunck (9). Emmons, Kronauer and Rockett (3) also mnde 
this assumption, saying that it is experimentally fairly good, but do 
not refer to any specific experiment. The present work, although not 
for an isolated blade row, suggests that this is not true even for 
small stall cells. The experimental work of Nagano, Takata and 
Machida (11) also shows that under unsteady conditions the outlet 
flow angle ~s a definite function of the inlet angle. Ludwig, Nenni 
and Arendt (12) ~n their analysis make use of a measured relationship 
between inlet and outlet angles. 
c) Channel exit area as a function of inlet angle. This assumption 
was made in conjunction Hith that of constant exit plane pressure by 
Emmons, Pearson and Grant (3), and Stenning and Krieble (8). The 
cascade blades are represented as channels of finite length in which 
the exit flow area is taken to be a linear fUrlction of inlet angle. 
By expressing blockage in terms of an area ratio in this ~'Tay, the 
pressure rise across the blade rmv can be related to the velocity 
perturbation in the upstream flm·J field. 
This pict:ure of the £lm" may be a good representation of 
blades on the verge ·of stalling, but the present experiments suggest 
that it is unrealistic for even the smallest of stall cells. 
cl) Stagnation pressure less as a function of inlet angle. Here the 
stagnation pressure loss coefficient is de.fined as a linear, or 
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nonlinear , function of inlet angle. Stenning and Krieble (8), 
Emmons, Kronauer and Rockett (3) and Dunham (4) all cssume a. . nonlillear 
continuous relationship bet\veen loss coefficient and irLlet angle for 
all possible angles. Harble (10) and Fabri and Siest.runC'.k (9),on the 
other hand,assume the relationship to be discontinuous at a critical 
stalling angle. 
Recent experimental work by Nagano et a1. (11) suggests the 
/ 
relationship to be nonlinear and continuous. 
e) Boundary layer time delay. The two methods of relating pressure 
rise to inlet flow angle considered in c) and d) above were for 
steady stat.e conditions. In unsteady f1mv, the blades cannot be 
expected to respond instantaneously to changes in inlet angle. To 
estimate the dynamic response from the steady performance, a boundary 
layer time delay is introduced. Most of the theories make use of a 
time delay except Marble (10) and Dunham (4). Ludwig et a1. (12) 
include a time delay in their analysis, but then assuree it to be 
negligible. 
Nagano et al. (11) attempted to obtain an accurate measurement 
of the boundary layer response time. This work 'l1i11 be considered 
further in the section on experimental papers. 
f) Constant mass flow rate. This is an assumption \vhich is tacitly 
made in all small perturba tion analyses and is tantamount to aSSUIll1.ng 
a throttle of infinite impedance . . If a more realistic throttle line 
were to be assumed, the boundary conditions at upstream infinity would 
have to be changed as the flow becomes unstable and the pressure 
rlse falls. 
It will be ShOHIl ln Chapter 6 that in reality the throttle 
line plays a significant par t ln the stalled behaviour of the 
C'.ompres sor. 
The physical picture of the flow introduced into the small 
perturbation theories by the above ct:~sumptions cannot be checked by 
experimental results obtained from fully developed s tall cells, as 
under these circumstances the disturbances are always large. 
Nevertheless, if useful propagetion velocities are to be predicted 
by these methods,tllen the flow picture should at least be 
representative of the true situation in the actual compressor. 
2) Nonlinear Finite Disturbance Theories 
Only three rotating stall theories will be considered 10 
this section; namely those of Takata and Nagano (5), Stenning and 
Krieble (8) and Fabri and Siestrunck (9). The approach adopted is 
different in each case and so the papers will be reviewed separately. 
a) Takata and Nagano give a perturbation analysis in which the 
equations of motion are not linearized in the downstream field, and 
finite disturbances are admissible. The analysis is the most advanced 
to date and is used in a qualitative manner to try to determine the 
factors influencing the number of cells and speed of rotation. 
The analysis considers an irrotational upstream flm\' field; 
and a dmoffistream field in which the static pressure can be assumed 
constant, e ither at the blade row exit or at dOvmst ream infinity. The 
two flmy fields are connected across an actuator plane by a continuity 
condition and the unsteady blade rm(' characteristics. These 
characteristics are pxpr 2ssed in terms of a total pressure loss 
coefficient and an outlet fhM angle, both of \.lhich are nonlinear 
functions of the ~n l e !:. £lm(' arig l e and incL.l(le the boundary l ayer time 
delay measured by Nagano et al. (11). The solution is achieved 
numerically by means of a su.cc es sive o;cr-relaxation technique applied 
to finite difference vers ions of the equations in which both time and 
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space have been segmented in the doymstream flow field. 
The steps involved 1n obtaining a solution can be summarized 
ln the following way: the inlet flow angle 1S fixed and an arbitrary 
disturbance fed into the equations. If the disturbance dies mvay 
after a set number of time steps, rotating stall w~ll not take place. 
'Che inlet angle is then increased fractionally and the process 
repeated until a stable solution with a propagating disturbance 1S 
obtained. The speed of rotation can then be calculated from the 
distance moved 1n a given time. Further throttling of the flmv can 
be represented by increasing the inlet flm. angle and using the 
previous solution as an initial disturbance. 
The analysis vlaS used in a quali~ative vlayto try to determine 
the factors influencing the number of cells and the speed of rotation. 
1\"0 examples of isolated blade rows ,,,ere considered, one for t,vo-
dimensional flow and the other for three-dimensional flow; the latter 
using three different sets of blade row characteristics to represent 
changing conditions over the blade height. In both cases it was found 
that the number of cells could not be uniquely determined. The same 
",as true for t,vo blade rows of infinitesimal spacing. The number of 
cells was however uniquely determined 1n the case of an inlet guide 
vane row followed by a rotor row. Here, the number of cells and the 
speed of rotation were shown to depend on the spacing between the two 
blade rows, and thus it ,,,as suggested that the inertial effect of the 
fluid bet,,,eell the blade rO\<7S plays an important part in selecting the 
number of cells. 
The quantitative results obtained were reasonable, but, 
although the analysis represents a considerable advance on any of the 
small pertuxhdtion theories , unique solutions for the important cases 
of an isolated blade ra,,, and a rotor-stater combination are still 
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not possible. 
b) Stenning and I~iebl~ - Vortex Theory (8). After observing 
interferograms uf ~he stalling process in a cascade of aerofoils, 
Stenning and Krieble proposed a vortex shedding model of rotating 
stall from which plausible propagation velocities can be obtained. 
A picture of the stall cell \>7ake is built up by assuming 
that each aerofoil entering the stall cell sheds a discrete potential 
vortex and,similarly, each aerofoil leaving the stalled area sheds 
another vortex, but of opposite sign. These vortices then move in 
such a way as to form two parallel sheets \>lhich translate tangentially 
at the speed of the cell. In the wake,the vortices are positioned so 
that the velocities they induce can be matched with the velocity of 
the unstalled flow surrounding the cell. If the induced velocity 
between the vortex sheets is held near zero,and if the strength of the 
shed vorticity is assumed equal to the bound vorticity of the unstalled 
blades, then the propagation velocity of the cell can be determined ln 
terms of the velocity of the unstalled flow. This velocity can ln 
turn be related to a loss free pressure rlse coefficient to give the 
cell speed as a function of the cascade performance. 
Although the analysis is not restricted to cells of small size, 
the authors suggest that if the distance between the two vortex sheets 
becomes too great, the requirement of zero axial flow in the cell ~vill 
not be upheld. III this case, the cell Hill split as the aerofoils at 
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the centre of the cell unstall. The number of Cells \vill therefo-r'e 
increase as t.he mean compressor fImv nlte decreases, 'ivhich5 by 
experimental observation, is not. usually the case. A further limitation 
of the model is tha t it is clearly restricted t.o isolated blade rmvs 
and cannot be used to explain stall in more comp lex configurations. 
c) Fabri and Siestrunck (9). In this work the results of a small 
perturbation theory (mzntioned p'reviously) are generi'llis2d t:o appl;1 
to finite disturbances. An argument based on ~ critical angle of 
attack and the duality of conditions in the stalled and l<l1stalled 
flow on the cell boundaries, is used to shmv that the propagation 
velocity for a finite disturbance will be the same 'as that for a 
small perturbation. The paper goes on to develop a one-dimensional 
model of stall in which the angle of attack of the unstalled flow 
remains at the critical value. The cell size is then directly 
related to the overall mass flow rate of the compressor. These ideas 
were extended by Fabri 1.n a more recent paper which \V'ill be considered 
belmv. 
2.1.2 Stalled Performance Models 
In this sectibn, the models and theories for predicting the 
performance of a compressor operating in stall ,vil'l be considered. 
These models are of primary interest to the present work as they 
provide a background to the ne,v performance correlation presented 
1.n Chapter 6. 
The difficulties involved in obtaining an adequate description 
of the flmv field in an isolated blade rmv have been demonstrated in 
the preceding section. mlen attempting to predict the performance of 
a multi-stage compressor therefore, a more general approach has been 
necessary in Hhich the precise details of the flmv in the blade rmv 
are not. considered. Instead, use is made of the pacallel compressor 
hypothesis in which the compressor is vie'ved as a unit, irrespective 
of the number of stages. The stalled and unstalled parts of the 
annulus a.re assumed to opera.te as separate compressors in parallel, 
discharging into the same exit ducting. The various conditions under 
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which this model of the f1moJ 1.S app.1ied distinguishes one performance 
th,;ory from another. 
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a) Smith and F1etcher (15). The earliest work on stalled performance 
was done by Smith and F1etcher in 1954. They observed the stalling 
behaviour of six compressors of different designs and types and then 
attempted to explain the shapes of the characteristics obtained. 
Because their measurements did not show any consistent change in cell 
size with change in overall f10v1 rate, a model vTaS proposed i~ \oJhich 
the flow rate through the cell was allm.;red to change, but the cell 
size \.;ras held equal to half the compressor annulus. Thus, as the 
throttle \oJas closed the flow rate in the stalled· and unstalled areas 
changed until,at shut-off,the reversed flow velocity was equal to 
that of the through-flow. The average pressure rise vTaS al1moJed to 
increase during this process. 
Models much like those of Gray and Dunham belov1 were also 
proposed, but were not accepted because of the necessity of the idea 
of a change . in cell size \oJith a change in overall flow rate. 
Subsequent measurements have, however, shovffi this idea to be valid. 
b) McKenzie (16). Of the three fairly similar models proposed by 
Dunham, Gray and McKenzie, the McKenzie model is the simplest and 
most practical and \oJi11 therefore be considered first. 
In accordance \.;rith the parallel compressor hypothesis, the 
stalled and unstalled areas of the annulus are considered to operate 
separately, like U.;ro compressors in para llel. The assumption is 
then made that there 1S zero flow through the stalled area,while the 
unsta lled flow operates as it would do under steady conditions, but 
at a flow rate such that the pressure rise will be equal to that 
generated in the stall cell. Constant exit plane static pressure 1S 
thus assumed. In terms of the compressor characteristic,the operating 
which, this model of the flm.;r is app.lied distinguishes one performance 
th,~ory from another. 
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a) Smith and Fletcher (15). The earliest work on stalled performance 
was done by Smith and Fletcher in 1954. They observed the stalling 
behaviour of six compressors of different designs ~md types and then 
attempted to explain the shapes of the characteristics obtained. 
Because their measurements did not show any consistent change in cell 
size \.;rith change in overall floy1 rate, a model vlaS proposed i~ \.;rhich 
the flow rate through the cell was allowed to change, but the cell 
Slze was held equal to half the compressor annulus. Thus, as the 
throttle was closed the flow rate in the stalled· and unstalled areas 
changed until,at shut-off,the reversed flow velocity was equal to 
that of the through-flow. The average pressure rise Has allm.;red to 
increase during this process. 
Models much like those of Gray and Dunham belovl were also 
proposed, but were not accepted because of the necessity of the idea 
of a change in cell size with a change in overall f1m.;r rate. 
Subsequent measurements have, however, shovffi this idea to be valid. 
b) McKenzie (16). Of the three fairly similar models proposed by 
Dunham, Gray and McKenzie, the McKenzie model is the simplest and 
most practica l and \.;ri1l therefore be considered first. 
In accordance with the parallel compressor hypothesis l the 
stalled and unstalled areas of the annulus are considered to operat~ 
separately, like U.;ro compressors in parallel. The assumption is 
then made that there 18 zero flow through the stalled area,while the 
unsta lled flow operates as it would do under steady conditions, but 
at a floH rate such that the pressure r ise \.;rill be equal to that 
generated in the stall cell. Constant exit plane static pressure 1S 
thus assumed. In terms of the compressor characteristic,the operating 
z 
points of the t\VO flow regions can be illustrated as folloHs: 
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The assumption of constant exit plane static pressure implies 
that on a total-ta-static plot ·as shm.ffi, the stalled branch of the 
chavacteristic will simply be a horizontal line. Thus, if the 
compressor flow rate is reduced the pressure rise will remain the same, 
but the stalled and unstalled areas will change in size. The fraction 
of the annulus occupied by the stall cell can be related to the mean 
flow rate, cfl , by the expression: 
fraction stalled = A 
<Pus - <P 
cf>us 
where '" is the flow coefficient of the unstalled flm.,. The idea 
'rus 
of determining the Slze of the stall cell in this way is extremely 
useful and will be used extensively in Chapter 6. 
In this model the vertical position of the stalled branch of 
the characteristic is fixed empirically. It was noted by McKenzie 
that the shut··off pressure rise of most compressors is independent of 
the compressor design) 3nd usually falls bct,.,een the limits of 
UI -" 1.'£-8 - .1 and Ij!T-'S = .15 , per stage . The st a lled branch of the 
characteristic is th2refore just a horizontal line ,.,ith a zero-f low 
intercept somewhere betv.Teen these two limits. 
Having outlined this model of the flow, McKenzie suggests that 
it can be used to explain the phenomenon of abrupt or progressive 
'l'T-S 
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stall. If, in a high hub-tip ratio compressor, the peak unstalled 
pressure rlse lS above the shut-off pressure rise the pressure will 
fall abruptly at stall. On the other hand, if the m~ximum unstalled 
pressure rise lS less than the shut- off value, as may happen in a 
lightly loaded machine, the pressure rise will continue to lncreas!;> 
progressively as the flow rate lS reduced to zero. A more detailed 
argument, based on local blade characteristics, lS used for lmv 
hub-tip ratio compressors. 
The model is simple and practical and glves ~ealistic results 
ln the majority of cases, hmvever, it makes no distinction bet\veen 
full-span and part-span stall and says nothing about the size of the 
hysteresis loop. 
c) Gray (17). The experimental work of Turner and Sparks (18) shmvs 
that a unique characteristic can be defined for a blade rmv forced to 
operate under conditions of negative flow. Gray proposed that such a 
characteristic should be incorporated into the McKenzie model to take 
account of reversed flow ln the stall cell. A sketch illustrating 
this idea is shown belmv. 
stalled flow operates 
B here AB - unstalled characteristics 
<Ps 
unstalled flow 
:operates here 
:1 le 
A 
<Pus 
CD - rotating stall chic. 
EF - reversed flow chic. 
<P - mean flow coefficient 
<P - unstalled flow coef. 
us 
~s - reversed flow coef. 
The negative flm., characteristic represents, of course, a pressure 
loss betvleen exit and inlet rather than a pressure rlse betvleen 
inlet and exit. In this model the fraction of the annulus occupied 
by the stall cell is given by: 
-~us <P 
::: 
</Jus - <Ps 
This model would explain the experimental observation made 
by Iura and Rannie (19) that the annulus is not completely stalled 
-
at shut···off, i.e. at <P = 0 • 
d) Dunham (4 and 14). Dunham postulated the existence of a fully 
stalled characteristic to represent the performance of the blades 
operating under stalled conditions. This idea is supported by the 
\.;rork of Cornell (20) who analysed the performance of a c,,!-scade of 
flat plates with flow separation from one surface. The analysis 
su.gges ted a character istic of negative slope,as shown in the sketch 
belm.;r. In accordance with the parallel compressor hypothesis,the 
stalled flOlv in the annulus is expected to operate on this fully 
stalled characteristic, \.;rhile the unstalled flOl" will operate on the 
steady- state branch. 
'!IT- si 
F.' 
stalled flow operates 
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I 
I 
I 
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o <ps~ · <Pus 
AB - unstalled characteristic 
CD - rotating stall chic. 
EF - fully stalled chic. 
<P -- mean flow coefficient 
'" - unstalled flmv coef. 
"'us 
<p - stalled flow coef. 
s 
Dunham did not make the direct assumption of constant exit 
plane static. pressure, but made use of a constant pressure r~se 
throughout the rot a ting stall regim.e. In reference (4) Dunham shows 
that the exl.l plane static pressure will not be constant, but tha t 
the circumf erential average of the pressure in the stalled and 
, 
unstalled par t of the annulus \"ill be equal. The use of a horizontal 
line j oinilig the t\.JO characteristics is therefore accept able. 
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The throttle position 1n it~elf is not sufficient to fix the 
operating pressure leveJ in a L,w-part flow system such as that shown 
here, and so som~ further cOlLdition is required. In the HcKenzie model 
the condition was satisfied by empirical inf~rmation, h owe';" er , Dunham 
suggested that the level is dictated by a stability requirement. In 
reference (4),:m analysis of cell stability 'vas undertaken leading to 
the conclusion that the slopes of the stalled and unstalled 
characteristics should be equal at the operating level. The compressor 
characteristic is thus completely defined, but only if the shape of 
the fully stalled characteristic is kno~m. No measurements of such a 
characteristic are available and these ideas remain unchecked. 
An alternative stability criterion was proposed by Yerskov (21) 
based on a principle of maximum flow of energy, i.e. the integral of 
pressure rise times flmv rate. The arguments in favour of this 
principle \Vere not accepted by Dunham. Also, from reference (21) it 
would appear that the stability argument can only be applied if the 
stagnation pressure rise at zero f10\v is at least comparable w'ith 
that of the unstalled flmv. If this were not so! then rotating stall 
would only be possible at one isolated point on the entire 
characteristic. 
In the Dunham wodel, the fr ae tion of the annulus ,.,rhich is 
stalled 18 given by: 
= 
The annulus will thus be fully stall '2 d before the shut-off condition 
is reached. 
e) Fabri (22). The one-dimensiona l model used by Fabri 1S much 
like tha t of McKenz ie. Zero flow is assumed in the sta ll c ell and 
the static pressure is t aken as constant in the exit plane. The 
'l'T-S 
D 
model is, however, significantly diffen~.nt from the preceding Harks 
in'that the stall limit and the stall operating level are obt'lined 
from an analysis of the flow field downstream of an isolated rotor. 
In this sense the model is restricted to a single blade ~' mv. 
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for solid body rotation 
dmvnstl:eam of rotor 
The analytic determination of the stall operating level ~ests 
on the requirement that the radial pressure gradients in and out of 
the stalled flmv downstream of the blade row should be equal. Since 
the stall cell wake i's assumed to consist of dead fluid \vhich rotates 
as a solid body to retain its identity, the unstalled flow surrounding 
the cell should also rotate as a solid body. Only ~n this way can 
the pressures in the stalled and unstalled flo\07 be ~n equilibrium. 
The level of the pressure rise during stall is thus fixed by the 
flmv coefficient, $ ,at \vhich the unstalled flmo1 dmmstreum of the 
us 
rotor will rotate as a solid body. 
To find the unstalled flow coefficient con'esponding to solid 
body rotation, us e is made of the expression for the cell speed 
derived in an earlier paper by Fabri and Siestrunck (9). The 
express ion gives the stall frequency coeffici ent, c , at any radius, 
r , as a function of the local pressure r~se coefficient: 
c 
Vcell 
= - --U 
r 
1 + 'l' T- S 
--~--
2 
where 'l'T-S is the total-to-static press ure r~s e divided 
by 2 !pU , where U ~s the local bl ade speed. 
r r 
If the stalled 
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, and unstalled' flo"1 do .. mstream of the. -rotor 1.S to rotate as a solid 
body, then the stall frequency coefficient must be the same at all 
radii, i.e. dc/dr: '" o. This requirement fixes the radial variation 
1n pressure n,se coefficient across the blade rm." and can be used in 
conjunction with a knowledge of the local blade row characteristics 
to determine the flow coefficient at which solid body rotation occurs. 
In the experimental case quoted by Fabri, the predicted stall 
performance level Has in good agreement vJith the experimental results. 
. The possibility that the requirement of solid body rotation 
might not be met anywhere on the unstalled characteristic ,.,as 
investigated by Le Bot (23) • He suggested that,in such a case,rotating 
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stall would not be possible and so axisymmetric stall ,.,ould be necessary. 
Experiments conducted in connection with the present work were not 
entirely in support of this idea. '-JaIl stall may have been present, 
but was soon replaced by rotating stall on further throttling. 
The arguments presented by Fabri are restricted to an isolated 
blade row and rely heavily on the accuracy of the cell speed equation. 
The model as a whole 1.S also difficult to apply due to the necessity 
of a prior knowledge of the blade rm., characterist.ics, 1..e. the local 
friction and off - design losses. 
It can be seen that the performance Ir,odels presented here 
are all very similar in essence, each one. making use of the parallel 
compressor hypothesis, but undei.' slightly different boundary 
condit.ions. The Gray, H,:,Kenzie and Dunham models respectively make 
provision for reversed f1mv, zero £10\.;', and through flm'1 in the 
stall cell. The exper imenta l result.s ·of Chapter Lf shm'7 that these 
three assumptions are only ideali sed case.s of a more complex situation 
in which reversed flow and through flmv can exist simultaneously in 
the stall cell. In Chapter 6, a ne,v performance model is proposed 
Hhi.ch t ::Jees account of differences betHeen full-span and par·t-span 
stall and is able to predict the size of the .hysteresis loop. 
2.1.3 ~tag£ Stacking Procedures 
Stage stacking procedures are not directly relevant to the 
present ''lork, as they are intended to predict the performance of 
mUlti-stage compressors in which compressibility effects play an 
important part. These procedures are,however.of interest in terms 
of the assumptions they make about rotating stall performance. 
Three papers were consulted: those of Huppert and Benser (24), 
Benser (25), and Doyle and Dixon (26). In each case, performance 
characteristics were assumed for var~ous groups of stages and then 
used to compute a performance map for the compressor as a whole. 
Through the use of abrupt or progressive characteristics and the 
introduction of hysteresis loops, the computed maps were made to look 
like those obtained in practice. Stage interaction effects were also 
simulated in the model by linking certain groups of stages in such a 
way that the stalling of one of the stages would force the premature 
stalling of the remaining stages in the group. By simulati.ng the 
compressor performance ~n this way, the effect of var~ous stage 
characteristics on the compressor map could be determined and 
suggestions made for improvements in perfol~ance. 
It should be noted that in all three papers considered, the 
perform~nce of any stage in the compressor 'vas assumed to be pre-
determinE'!d and invar iable . It Hill be shO\m in Chapter 6 t.hat this 
assumption is not true. The sta lling perfOl~mance of a compressor 
stage is not unique, but (lepends on the eonditions under l.vhich it 
operates. Thc exit plane conditions of a stagc may be modified by a 
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. follmying unstalled stage, ~n which case a stage normally exhibiting 
ab~upt 0tall may be forced to stall progressively and vice versa. 
This point vIas also made by Dunham in reference (14), but without 
experimental examples. 
2.1.4 Compressor Surge 
Although the problem of surge does not fall within the scope 
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of this thesis, it is often allied with rotating stall in the literature. 
In broad terms, surge may be regarded as a compression system instability 
rather than an instability of the compressor itself. Linear analyses 
have been presented by Em.'nons, Pearson and Grant (7), Huppert and 
Renser (24) and others, but with regard to the quantitative prediction 
of the type of instability which will occur, either stall or surge, 
the nonlinear ,york of Greitzer ~Sl the most important. 
Grietzer has presented t,ya papers (1 and 2); the first setting 
out the stability analysis and the second providing the experimental 
support. In the analytic paper, the transient response of a compressor 
system subject to an initial disturbance v78S analysed using the non-
linear equations of motion and the meas ured steady characteristic of 
the compressor. A time constant was introduced to re.late the dynamic 
performance of the compressor to the steady state performance. The 
analysis shows that a critical value of a nondimensionalized 
parameter, B , can be defined above which the compre.ssor will surge 
and belmy which rotating stall will be found. The parameter B ~s 
primarily a function of compressor speed, plenum volume, and ducting 
length. In the experimental paper it Has verified that. if these 
parameters are varied, but keeping B constant, the system performance 
Hill rema in unchanged . The existence of a critical value of B~ 
dividing stall and surge, was also proved. 
Numerous experiMental reports have been published over the 
last 30 years, b'lt only those most pertinent to the present work will 
be considered here. In this respect,attention has been focussed on 
papers dealing ,\Tith general behavioUl' of rotating stall cells, the 
performance of compressors operating in stall and the detailed 
measurement of the flow in a stalled blade row. The latter category 
is considered to be of greatest interest here. A more general vieYl 
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of the experimental work on rotating stall can be obtained from reviews 
such as those published by Emffi6ns, Kronauer and Rockett (3), Rannie (27), 
Hor10ck (6) and from the NASA Compressor manual, SP-36. A comprehensive 
review of all rotating stall literature, both theoretical and 
experimental, has also been compiled by Yershov (21). This work was 
found very useful, however, it was not easy to follm>1 as the available 
translation was unedited and the Russian technological symbols had 
been retained. 
2.2.1 General Studies of Rotating Stall 
Three early papers are grouped under this heading: those of 
Rockett (28), Va1ensi (29) and Iura and Rannie (19). All are concerned 
with the behavioural details of rotating stall cells. 
Iura and Rannie YlOrked mainly ,,,ith a three stage free vortex 
compressor of 0.6 hub .. tip ratio. Single stage builds of both free 
vortex and solid body blading were also studied. The three stage 
,york is considered more important as this is one of the very few 
papers giving stall details ill a multi-stage compressor . Hot Hires 
''icre used to count the number of cells and to dis tinguish between 
part - span and full-span stall. The effect of these different sta.ll 
types on the compressor performance ,,,a s illustrated through the 
pressure ris e mid torque characteristics. By car eful measurement,it 
wa s also shown that the circumferential extent uf the stall c2ll ie, 
an almost li:lear function of the flmv rate. 
Rockett considered the problem of modulation ln stall cell 
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speed. The Hork was conducted on a single stage rig of 0.57 hub-tip 
ratio in w'hich the stator rmv Has positioned 6 chord lengths dmvnstream 
of the rotor. In this configuration,it was found that towards the 
extremities of the flow range covered by a particular cell configuration, 
the speed of rotation became unsteady. This unsteadiness 'vas shovTll to 
be orderly and reliable data could therefore be extracted from the hot 
Wlre measurements over a 'vider range of flow r a tes. These results 
were then used to shmv that the cell speed can be a strong function 
of flow rate, and that the stall cell Slze lncreases steadily with a 
decrease in flow rate. As in the previous case , the indications are 
that the stall cell will not cover the entire annulus a t shut-off 
because of the presence of reversed flow. The process of cell splitting 
was also studied. 
Valensi observed the stalling process of a single stage 
compr essor of 0.5 hub - tip r a tio. Smoke tests were conducted Ln which 
a serles of high speed photographs were obtained shmving the separation 
of the flow from the rotor blades. In this connection, an important 
stat ement was made '-Inich can nmv be expla ined in the light of the 
present measur ements; "as 8. matt er of fact the 2ir appears to be 
cycling in fr ont of the rotor in the sta lled r egion", This point will 
be consider ed further in Chapter 5. Total and static pres sure 
measurement s wer e also obta ined using an early inductan ce - type 
transduc er. Few of these r esult s were actually pres ented. 
2.2.2 Compressor Performance Papers 
The papers included in this section cover a diversity of 
subjects and so W'ill be considered separately. 
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a) Turner ;:md Sparks (18). Turner and Sparks measured the performance 
ofa single stage compressor of intermediate hub-tip ratio operating 
over a \vide range of flmv conditions. All possible flmv rates Here 
considered from high positive floW' to strong floW' in the negative 
direction, the latter being induced by an auxiliary fan. A similar 
variation of floW' rate W'as also considered with the rotor operating 
in the reverse direction. The characteristics W'ere presented in the 
conventional '.'lay, i. e. '¥ vs et> , and on the basis of a percentage of 
a chosen datum so that speed could be considered as a variable; 
possible Reynolds Number effects \Vere ignored. 
The negative flov] characteristic demonstrates the existence 
of a unique relationship bet\veen pressure loss and negative flmv rate. 
Such a characteristic W'as used by Gray in his performance model to 
express a fall in pressure from exit to inlet due to the negative flow 
in the stall cell. It should be noted, however, that Turner and 
Sparks made no attempt to monitor the details of the floH during stall, 
and so it is not knmvn whether the negative floH characteristic 
represents steady floH operation or the average performance of a tuo-
part flmv system. Neve.rtheless I the measurements are useful as they are 
the only ones available shmving the performance of a compressor under 
all possible floH conditions. 
b) Borisov, Lokshtanov and Ol'shteyn (30). In this paper a stability 
argument is used to explain the discontinuity l.n the pressure rJ_se 
characteristic of a compressor which stalls abruptly. Att empts are 
also made to relate the type of stall to the huh·-tip ra tio of the 
compressor. 
An experiment on a high hub-tip ratio compressor l . S described 
in which the authors demonstrate a discontinuity in the characterLtic 
and suggest that this is due to a static instability condition, i.e. 
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the slope of the characteristic being steeper than the throttle curve. If 
the throttle curve is then made steeper by dmvnstream suction,they show 
that the discontinuity in the characteristic can be eliminated. The 
break in the characteristic was thus attributed to static instabil.ity 
rather than the absolute impossibility of obtaining a stable cell 
structure in this region. 
In the second part of the paper it is suggested that full-span 
stall gives rise to a steeper characteristic than does part-span stall 
and is therefore always associated with a discontinuous pressure rlse. 
The authors then assume that, as abrupt and progresslve characteristics 
are usually found in high and low hub--tip ratios respectively, the 
type of stall cell present in a particular case depends on the 
dimensions of the compressor annulus. A simple radial eql!ilibrium 
analysis is then put fonvard attempting to show Hhy part-span stall 
should always occur in 10lv hub-tip ratio compressors and full-span stall 
in high hub-tip ratio builds. 
The arguments used in ' the second part of this paper are 
tenuous and some of the physical assumptions made in the radial 
equilibrium analysis are very doubtful. Furthermore, part-span stall 
has been found in compressors of high hub-tip r ot io; both by Tanaka 
and Nurata (31) and by the present author. l'he experime.nt&l v70rk 
reported in the first pa.rt of the paper is howeve:r. usefill, as it 
demonstrates quite clearly that the pr essure rise characteristic of a 
particular blade row is not unique. 
c) Naga,1.o s Takata and Hachida (11). Nagano et al. set out to 
investigat.e the dynamic performance of stalled blade rmvs using a 
counter--rotating compressor J..n which the stall cell could be brought 
to rest. By measuring the distribution of velocity, pressure and flow 
direction upstream and dOvmstream of the stalled blade rOlvS, it was 
possible to estimate the unsteady response of the blades to changes ~n 
inlet conditions. The express~on chosen to relate the steady and 
unsteady total pressure loss coefficient is 
= x - X 
ss 
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where X and X are the steady and unsteady coefficients respectively, 
ss 
c3.!ld T is the boundary layer delay time constant. The inertia of 
x 
the fluid in the blade channels was taken into account when X vlaS 
estimated from the measurements, and so T ~s only dependent on the 
x 
boundary layer response time. (The boundary layer and inertial effects 
'vere actually found to be of the same order of magnitude.) The 
dynamic response of the outlet flow angle in terms of the inlet angle 
was also obtained from the measurements. These results were used by 
Takata and Nagano (5) in their nonlinear analysis of rotating stall. 
Hhen interpreting the measurements, the implicit assumption 
,,,as made that the stalled flow passes through the blade channels with 
a certain constant axial component of velocity. The majority of 
detailed flm" measurements obtained in the present work, and by other 
experimentors (13, 32 and 35), suggest that recirculation and 
tangential convection are likely to occur in a stall cell attached to 
a rotating blade rmv. The assumption of c.onstant axial velocity 
between the two meaSUY1ng positions upst ream and downstream of the 
blade rO\v,I·,ould thercfo,.-e appear to be questionable. 
d) Tanaka and }iurata (31). This is a recently published paper 
concerned 'vith the effects of hub ··t ip r at io and blade rmv spacing on 
the stalled performance of a single stage compres s or. The stalled 
behaviour of three compressors of differellt hub - tip ratio were 
observed as the stator rm-l ~'!a S moved up to~vards the rotor from far 
.iov;rnstrearn. The results suggest that full-span and part-span stall 
cells are responsible for an abrupt and progressive characteristic 
respectively, and that part-span stall is more likely to form in 
ccmpressors of low hub-tip ratio, or , in compressors with large 
blade rmV' spacing. Part-span stall "!as, hmvever, observed ~n the 
high hub-tip ratio builds under certain conditions. The results also 
suggest that multi-cell configurations are usually made up of part-
span cells, and that these cells ahvays rot!1te at gX'eater ' sp eed than 
do full-span cells in the same compressor. 
This work shows that hub-tip ratio 1.S an important parameter 
affecting the stalled performance of a compressor. It will be shmm 
in Chapter 6 that another, and perhaps more important, parameter is 
that of design flow rate. 
2.2.3 . The Detailed Measurement of Stalled Flow 
Some of the earliest detailed flmv measurements were 
obtained by Costilow and Huppert in 1956 (33). Dunham (13), 
Bodeen (34) and Pavlenko (35) in England, America and Russia 
respectivel~ all worked in the early 1960's, but little has been 
published since then except for the very recent work of Tanaka and 
Murata in Japan (1975) (32). The experimental techniques used have 
improved ",ith time and so the papers are best discussed in 
chlonological order. 
a) Costilmv and Huppert investigated the stalled floY! in an isolated 
rotor of 0.9 hub-tip ratio. Radial1y mounted hot wires, inductance-
type pressure transducers, and high response thermocouples \vere all 
used to monitor the behaviour of the flmv at a number of axial 
stations in the compressor. It was found t.hat. for small stall cells 
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the velocity fluctuations were large near ~he rotor, but were quick 
to atte~mate at greater distances from the b-lade rOVl. The larger 
stall cells, on the other hand, produced velocity fluctuations ,.;rhich 
persisted undiminished for a radius or more dmmstream. The static 
pr,~ssurC'. measurements shO\.;red that the fluctuations upstream of the 
rotor \.;rere ah.;rays greater than those downstream. (This observation 
can nml be explained as a result of the present ,,,ork.) It ,.;ras also 
suggested that the uustalled flow operates at peak pressure r1se on 
the unstalled characteristic. 
No flow direction measurements ",ere obtained and no attempt 
was made to interpret the results in terms of a flow model. Hm"ever, 
some interesting temperature rise calculations were undertaken. The 
flo\o] in the stall cell was assumed to rotate at blade speed and thus 
the temperature rise across the cell could be estimated. The result 
was 1n general agreement with the measured temperature r1se. Good 
correlation between theory and experiment for unstalled flm" was 
also obtained. 
b) Bodeen (34) used a number of different compressor configurations 
to investigate the relationship between stall cell speed and the 
tangential velocity component of the uD_stalled flm". This part of 
the work did not seem to produce any overall conclusion, although 
detailed flO\" measurements, both in and out of the stall cells, Here 
obtained in the process. Sophisticated, multi-wire anemometers 
were used to measure the velocity and flow direction at isolated 
points in the flow field for both full-span and part-span stall. 
Most measurements were obtained behind the rotor hlades, but in the 
one case ",here measurements ahead of the rotor Here reported,it can 
be seen that high tangential velocities ",ere present in the stall 
cell. Behind the rotor the velocities were much lower. A flow model 
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as such was not contemplated, but it was observed that' the classical 
idea of flow separation in the. blade passages "laS not representative 
of the actual flow in the stall cell. 
c) Dunham (13) made use of a single- hole, cylindrical pressure 
transducer to measure the details of the stalled flow in a single 
stage compressor of low hub- tip ratio. The pressure transducer ,vas 
calibrated against yaVJ angle and so, by taking measurements at a 
number of probe settings, the velocity, total pressure, static pressure 
and flow angle could be estimated. As the calculations ,vere done by 
hand from oscillograph measurements, only a limited number of results 
were obtained in the stalled and unstalled flow. The purpose of the 
work was to provide support for the parallel compressor hypothesis 
and the velocity measurements ,vere therefore presented · in terms of 
axial velocity coefficients. This method of presentation tends to 
obscure the fact that the flm'" in the stall cell ahead of the rotor 
has a very high tangential velocity. 
The conclusions drmm from the results are sununarized in the 
follov7ing sentences: "Air ,vas centrifuged outwards in the stalled 
blade passages of the rotor and blovffi forward tmvards the loG. V. 
trailing edges; the stagnation pressure of the centrifuged air was 
very high. Only a small flow emerged from the trailing edges of the 
rotor." It will be seen in Chapter 5 that this is a more than apt 
description of some of the results obtained in the present work, 
even though the hub-tip ratio of the compressor used is very different. 
d) Yershov (21) revie,ved some experimental vlOrk done by Pavlenko. 
Unfortunately the exper imental technique ,vas not mentioned and the 
source of the information is unavailable. From the results quoted, 
it is clear that in the stall cell an area of high velocity existed 
ahead of the rotor in Hhich the £lmv moves El the tangentia l direction. 
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Behind the rotor the velocities were much lmver, but in contrast to 
Dunham'!O results, reversed flow was still present dOvmstream of the 
rotor. Once again these results compare favourably with specific 
examples from the present 'Y'ork. 
e.) Takata and Murata (32), in the most recent work in this field, 
used a three- hole cobra-type transducer to explore the stalled flmY' 
in an isolated rotor. The output from each probe channel was recorded 
and compared with calibration figures to determine the velocity, total 
pressure and flow direction at la or 12 discrete points in the stall 
cycle. For small stall cells this means that only 20r 3 measurements 
were obtained in the stall cell itself. The flmY' field 'Y'as examined 
at various measuring planes upstream and dmmstream of the rotor and 
the results presented in terms of axial and tangential velocity 
coefficients. The total pressure measurements ,,,ere 'Y'cighted by the 
local axial velocity coefficient. However, because the axial velocity 
component is almost zero in the stall cell, this means that the 
results obscure the fact that the total pressure is extremely high 
ahead of the rotor. 
The measurements suggest a picture of the stalled flow ,{hich 
is much like that of the previous pap ers. Ahead of the rotor, the flmY' 
moved at high speed in the tangential direction with a small component 
of reversed flow. Behind the rotor, the floH 'vas also in the reversed 
direction, but moving much more slmY'ly. The revers ed flow appears to 
be restricted to a small area near the rotor which led to the idea of 
recirculation 1n the stall cell. A picture of the flow field was 
g1ven 1n Hhich the stall cell is seen as a sYTIlllietrical disturbance 
consisting of two coun ter-ro tating vortices, one on each side of the 
cell, Hhich induce . reversed flo", betHeen them. This vort.ex idea ',las 
suggested hy the ,,'ork of Krieble (36). Although the result.s 
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presented in this paper are in general agreement with the present 
° work, the concept of sYTJunet°.c lca1 flow in the stall cell is not 
supported by the more detaile.d measurements shown in Chapter 4. 
The experimental results of Dunham, Bodeen, Pav1enko, 
Takata and l1urata and the present \-lork, all ShOH simi.lar trends ln 
the stall cell, even though the hub~tip ratios and blading 
configurations of the compressors used are 1videly different. In 
this thesis,the idea is put forward that a stall cell is not just a 
turbulent reglon of retarded flmv, but rather a highly active 
disturbance with characteristic properties and a definite cell 
structure. 
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CHAPTER 3 
Test Rig and Instrumentation Techniques 
The experimental work can be divided into tHu separate 
categories. The first concerns the steady state measurements of 
compressor charac teristics and torque measurements,' "(>7hi le the second 
deals with the acquisition of instantaneous information about the 
flO\v in the stall cells. The equipment and techniques used in both 
of these areas are described in this chapter. The results are 
presented separately in Chapter 4. 
The compressor is described first, after which the various 
measuring probes and supporting electronics are considered. The 
approach adopted towards the steady state measurements is then 
briefly discussed before considering the more complieated sampling 
techniques used for the unsteady work. 
3.1 Test Compressor 
As part of the initial thinking \01hen setting up the proj ect, 
it lvas decided that a high hub-tip ratio compressor should be used. 
It was hoped that this would simplify the problem by reducing radial 
variations in blade angles and stage performance. The 4-stage Rolls 
Royce compressor belonging to Derby College of Arts and Technology 
seemed admirably suitable, having a hub~tip ratio of 0.8 and with 
the added advantage of a wide range of blading. This compressor vJas 
subsequently loaned to Cambridge University for the duration of the 
current Hork. 
A schematic diagram of the rig 1.S shmvn in Figure 1. Air is 
drawn in through the bcll-1l10uth inle t ,·,hich surrounds the drive shaft, 
and is expelled at the r ear through a diffuser and a conical throttle. 
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The blade tip diameter: is 356 lillU. A 4--s tage build is illustrated 
here, but by removing the blade rOHS and replacing the gaps "Jith 
blank r1ngs, the cOiTlpressor can be built up 1n almost any 
configuration, including tilat of an isolated rotor. The inlet guide 
vanes, \'lhich are externally variable, cau be removed altogether, but 
cannot be replaced an~'lhere other than in the first position in the 
compressor. The outlet guide vanes are of fixed camber and stagger 
and can be positior.ed anY\'lhere in the stack. 
The compressor lS driven V1a a gear-box by a 50 h.p. motor. 
A rotational speed of 3000 rpm was used throughout the tests, this 
speed giving a Reynolds Number of +5 .5xlO ~ based on a chord length 
of 17.8 mm. Whilst this value may be considered to be a bit low, 
tests Hith a turbulence grid demonstrated clearly that the performance 
was not being influenced by boundary layer effects. Furthermore, all 
flo", angles measured in the compressor were found to be in good 
agreement \vith estimates based on Hm·!ells correlation (38), and so 
excessive deviations due to lm'l Reynolds Number Here not suspected. 
THO sets of blading were used l.n the tests, one of 400 cambel" 
and the other of 200 • In all other respects the blades were 
,10 % il,'Ck, 
identical: unt\\listed, of C5 aerofoil section" ~'lith circular camber 
line, 17.8 mm . in chord and 35.5 mm 1n span. These blades could be 
slotted into rotor dis c s and stator rings to fortn blade rows of 
var10us stagger angles. Settings of 000 20 ,35 and 50 stagger \-lere 
used. A range of pitch-chord ratios ,-las mad e possibl e by putting 
blade s 1.n every second or every third slot as required. In most cases 
64 blades Here used in each rOH, g1.Vlng a pitch-chord ra.tio of 0.94 
The d e t ails of the compressor builds tested 1.n the pres ent ''lork are 
considered ln the foIloHing section. 
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In order that the blade rmvs 1n the compressor should be fully 
interchangeable, the \vidth of each rotor disc and stutor ring 'is t1Le 
same, irrespective of the angle of the blade s] ots. This mc.~a(js that the 
distance between the centre lines of each blade rOH 1S fixed,but the 
Slze of the gap between the trailing edge of th,~ one blade rm'7 and the 
leading edge of the next is affected by the stagger angle of the rings 
and discs being used. In the case of a 200 stagger build (50% reaction), 
the axial Eap is of the order of 1.0 chord lengths, but this 
increased to 1.5 for the highest stagger, i.e. when the blades are 
set at the greatest angle to the aX1S. These large gaps are necessary 
as' this 1S an experimental compressor and space J.S required for 
instrumentation bet\veen the blade rows. An experiment is described 
in the next chapter where a special configuration with greatly reduced 
gaps was used to investigate the effects of inter-row spacing. 
The various measur1ng positions us ed during the experiments 
are shown in Figure 1. These "vill be referred to by number \vhen the 
results are considered. Traverse rings are fitted between the blade 
rows in planes 2 to 10, allowing probes mounted in the . rings to be 
traversed circumferentially over an arc of 360 • 
Two static taps are fitted 1n each ring, 50 apart, so as to 
record the \vall static pressure J_n the compressor. No measuring 
facilities are available over the remainder of the circumference. 
In plane ~ ) five static taps are spaced around the inlet and t.he 
average pressure from these is used in conjullction ,,,ith a c<:1.libration 
c.urve to determine the compressor mass flO\v rate. Durihg stall, 
conditions in the inlet Here disturbed to such an exten.t that an 
orifice plate had to be mounted downstream of the throttle in order 
to obtain accurate results . 
III 
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3.2 Details of Compre~sor Builds 
The thirteen compressor configurations tested Hre lisced in 
Table 1, page 174 When selecting these builds it wasdecide.d that 
the tests should cover as \vide a range of design flmv rates as 
possible. Three basic designs of low, intermedi a te an1 high flo~l 
rates were chosen, all of 50% reaction. As the work progressed, 
interest grew In the part played by design reaction and so a fourth' 
configuration of 65% reaction was also tested. The flow rate in 
this case fell between the intermediate and high flow rate builds, 
thus providing further information for the study of the effect of 
design f10\07 rate on the stalled performance. In the \vork described 
below, the 50% reaction builds are designated as Low </>*, 
~" * Intermediate </> and High </> builds. The 65% reaction 
configurations are referred to as the High Reaction builds. 
3.3 Instrumentation 
a) Hot Wires 
Conventional, single Wlre, constant temperature probes were 
used for the greater part of the work. Temperature compensated probes 
were unfortunately unsuitable on account of their size, howevey, by 
operating \vith a high over - heat ratio, typically 1. 8 to 2,0 , it was 
found that the resul ts \vere not unduly affected by the temperature 
fluctuations in the flmv. Measurements by other experimenters (33) 
show that local temperature rises occur 1.n the stall cell, \vhich 
means that velocities measured without temperature compensat ion are 
likely to be too low rather" than too high. The hot \v i:ce output vTas 
filter ed in all cases by a cut - off fil ter set at 300 times the 
stall cell frequency. This cut-off frequency Has chosen because it 
gave the best results in the ensemble averaging process Hhich \vill 
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be di scussed l a ter. The individual blade wakes wer e diminished by 
the filtering, bt.:.:': not ent ir ely remo"/ed. 
A conventional hot w~re is directionally sensitive, but ~s 
unable to distinguish betHe~Il flo~·r directions 1800 apart. It ~s 
therefore at Cl disadvantage \?hen reversed flmv is present. Some 
specialised probes were developed to over come this difficulty and 
examples of three of these are given in Figure 2a. These probes all 
work 011 the principle that the flow is obstructed when f1m:Ting in 
the reversed direction. The respons e of each of the probes was shmm 
" 
to be line.3.r by testing ~n a calibration tunnel, however the t,vo ramp 
probes 'vere found to be adversely affected by any r adial flow 
components. It should be stressed that these probes were not used for 
quantitative mea surements, but simply for checking the flow direction 
in cases where doubt existed. 
All of the measuring probes, including those in the follm"ing 
section, were mounted in a special traverse gear so that they could 
be traversed in both radial and circumferential dir ec'tions. Once 
secured in the holder, the probe could be rotated about its ax~s J.n 
discr,ete increments of 100 by means of a hand op erated ratchet 
mechanism. If desired, this mechanism could be disconnected to make 
the angle setting infinitely variable. 
b) Pressure Transducers 
T,vo mini.ature pressure transducers 'vere us ed, one for static 
pressure and the other for total pres sure. Both ~'ler e manufac tur ed by 
Gaelt ec Ltd., and had a r e sonant f r eque.ncy of appr oximately 50 KHz . 
The transducers were us ed in the dif f erent ial mode , i . e. referenc ed 
to atmo sphere, in which condition the pressure range wa s limit ed to 
.15 a t mos pheres on each side of z.ero . The r esponse \las linear f or 
both positive and nega tive pres s ures ,·r.ithin this range , and it ldas 
found that the difference between the two calibration constants was 
S0 small that a mean value could be assumed ,vithout introducing 
errors of more than I! percent. 
The static pressure probe consisted of a pressure sensitive 
diaphragm fitted across the end of a length of 3 ~ hyperdermic 
tubing - Figure 2b. The probe was mounted in the compressor in such 
a way that the diaphragm ,,,as flush with the outer wall, thus allowing 
the static pressures to be measured directly. The trarlsducer was 
statically calibrated before and after each t est and the zero setting 
checked each time the probe 'va s moved to a new position. Some zero 
shift difficulties Here experienced due to temperature gradients, but 
by giving the rig time to warm up with the probe in position accurate 
measurements could b~ obtained. 
The total pressure transducer was of the twin diaphragm type 
mounted l.n a 3 nun probe holder. A small hole in the wall of the 
tube served as a pressure port, as shmm in Figure 2c. When properly 
aligned \o7ith the flow, the transduc ers could be used as a cylindrical 
total pres sure probe. The two diaphragms were positioned on each 
side of the hole and,thus 1 longitudinal t emperature gradients mad e it 
difficult to eliminate zero drift when th e compres s or was operating 
stalled. To overcome this a short extension vas fitted so that the 
transducer could be mouri.ted out of the flow field. The ext ension 
\vorked s a tisfactorily and it wa s sllO\om quite clearly tha t,ovar the 
range of interes t, the f r equency response of the. transducer '/72S not 
affec t ed ln any way. 
As bef ore, the transducer out put wa s filtered by a low- pass 
filt er se t a t 300 times the ce ll f requency , This cu t-off l evel 
gave the clear est over a ll pict ure of t he £loH fi e. ld. 
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c) Piezo-electric Probe 
This probe 'oJaS invented for use as a flm,T direction indicator 
and although it proved unsuccessful l.n .this respect, it ,,,as found to 
be invaluable for counting stall cells and as a position reference 
for the phase- lock sampling procedure. 
A sketch of the probe is given l.n Figure 3a. It consists of 
a strip of piezo-electric material from a gramophone pick-up, which ,,,as 
bound between t,.;ro copper connectors and mounted in a probe holder so 
that half the sensor was left protruding into the flow. Two examples 
of the output from the probe obtained during stall are shown ln 
Figure 3b, the first filtered and the second unfiltered. In the 
filtered state,the output is suitable for use as a reference pulse, 
while in the unfiltered state, it provides a ready means of counting 
the cells and estiflating the circumferential extent of the disturbance. 
For fundamental work,such as cell fr~quency analysis, this 
probe has a number of advantages over a hot wire probe. As well as 
being simple to use and inexpensive to make, it is very robust and 
insensitive to the accumulation of dirt and oil. The frequency 
response is extremely high and can thus be used for high speed engine 
testing, The other obvious advantage is that it requires no 
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supporting electronics; it can be connected directly to an oscilloscope. 
d) On- line Computer Facilities 
The experimental work described l.n this thes is 'vas only 
possible ,,,i th the aid of an on-line digita l computer. Attempts have 
been made in the past to obta in the same info rmation from oscilloscope 
traces , but the proces s vIas too t edious to produce results of any 
grea t deta il. There have been no other reported attempts of on- line 
analysis of rotating s tall mea surements bec ause of the irregtil<:n: 
r " 
behaviour of most stall cells. In the present case this difficulty 
118'3 beerl overcome by means of a phase-lock sampling technique which 
will be described ln a later section. 
The on-line T,70rk was done on a PDP 12 computer 'vhich is 
sIJ€.cially intended for this type of v70rk. The output from the various 
!!leasur~ng probes Has fed directly to the computer lvhere the analogue-
digital conversion \Vas done automatically by built-in hardware. The 
rate at which the sampling and conversion. was done could be varied at 
ti ') L~ 
will, but for the present ,vork it was adjusted so that 256 measurements 
Hould cover a period of about H revolutions of the stall cell. In 
this wa~ results of sufficient detail were obtained without the use of 
excessive computer time. (It should be noted that 256 lS half of 
iooo in the octal system, 'vhich was the maximum number of conversions 
,fuich could be done before the digital results were transferred to 
core.) The final results were stored in digital form on magnetic tape. 
For stalled measurements, the sampling process \vas initiated 
by a Scleidt trigger fed with a reference signal from the piezo-electric 
probe. mounted in the compressor. This meant that sampling ,laS ahlays 
initiated Hhen the stall cell was in exactly the same position relative 
to the reference probe. The data acquisition process is described in 
detail in the section on unsteady measurements. 
3.4 Experimental Techniques 
The pe.rformance characteristics of the '"ar~ous compressor bui lds 
Here calculate d from time- averaged me asurements recorded on conventional 
\'later manomet e rs. The outer \"all static ?ressure s 've r e used for this 
purpose. The results \'70uld h av e b een improved if the inner \vall 
pressures Here also availabl e , hm"ever the se me a s urements could not be 
obtained because of the vla y ~n which the compressor was constructed. 
It should be noted that no total pressure characteristics were 
recorded during stall. Under these conditions, the flow direction 
downstream of the compressor is uncertain and insufficient settling 
length \'7as available to ensure that the probes could be placed in 
reasonably uniform flow. 
Three types of characteristics ,.,ere measured: 
1) Total-to-static. This characteristic represents the difference 
bet\veen the static pressure downstream of the last stator row 
and the inlet total pressure, which was assumed atmospheric 
in all cases. 
2) Static-to-static. This term is sometimes used to refer to the 
difference in static pressure across the entire compressor, 
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but in the present case it refers to the difference in static 
pressure measured after the IGV' sand before the OGV' s. The 
excbJsion of the guide vanes is necessary if the static-to-
static performance curves of compressors of different numbers of 
stages are to be compared directly. 
3) Individual stage characteristics. These characteristics 
represent the increase in static pressure measured across 
each stage ~n the compressor. 
Hhen measuring the time-'averagE:d static pressures, it Has found 
that large circumferential variations in pressure existed l11 all 
measuring planes upstream of the rotors in compressors of high design 
flow rate. Downstream of the rotors the variations were much less 
obvious. By rotating the traverse rings and measuring the pressure at 
numerous circumferentia l intervals,it was found that this pressure 
variation 'vas cyclic and of a vlavel ength equal to the pitch of t!le 
blades in the. upstream stator rm.,. An example of the measurements 
obtained during stall is shmm in 1?igure Lfa, where it can be seen that 
the magnitude of t he fluctGatio1'ls is of the order of 
-U is the mean bJade sp eed. Fluctuations of a slightly reduced 
magnitude were also noted during unstalled opera tion. 
In the case of unstalled flow, the fluctuations are thought to 
be explained in terms of a pitch-vlise variation in flm·, angle .~lhich 
affects the pressure fields surrounding the rotor blades. During 
stall, on the other hand, this explanation can only be used for the 
unstalled part of the flow. In the stall cell itself, reversed flow 
is thought to impinge on the trailin g edges of the stator blades at 
very oblique angl es, thus generating local pressure fields which, 011 
a time~'averaged basis, ~'lOuld tend to reinforce the fluctuations in 
the unstalled flm". These arguments are supported by the fact that 
rever s ed flow is most severe in compres s ors of high design floH rate, 
and that dmmstream of the last stator, where there is no follm.!ing 
rotor~ the t j me -averaged static pressure is circumferentially uniform. 
The non- uniformity of the wall static pressure ~n compressors 
of high flmv rate can lead to erroneous measu):ements of inter-stage 
characteristics, especially for a stage positioned betHeen t wo others. 
An example is given in Figure 4b showing the range of possilJle error 
in an inter - stage characteristic in a compressor of design flow rate 
* et> 1.0 In the present experiments, l arge numbers of static taps 
~"ere not available for the circl1.mferential averaging of the stat ic 
pressur e , and so the taps which were used Here carefully positioned 
between the ,,rake s of t he up s tream st.2tor blades so as to rec01:d, as 
near a s pos sible, the true average pres sur e. 
3.4.2 Hass Flm" Ra te Meas1.irement s 
For uns talled operat ion,the fl o\>7 J.n the compr es sor inlet ~s 
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steady and so the flm., rate can be estimat'ed from the inlet 
calibration curves. During stall, however, conditions in fh~ inlet 
are seriously disturbed and the calibration curves are no longer valid. 
For the purpose of the present exper~nents, suitable ducting and an 
ori.fice plate were fitted downstream of the throttle Hhere the flow 
\07asmore or less uniform and thus accurate measurements Here obtained. 
In Vle~l of the Hide range of floH rates covered ,.,hen measuring a 
characteristic, several plpes of different diameters with appropriate 
orifice plates Here required. 
In ,Figure Sa an example is given shm.,ing hm., the orifice plate 
measurements differ from those estimated from the inlet calibration. 
The agreement is good for unsta lled flml, but when rotating stall is 
established, large discrepancies are immediately obvious. It should 
be noted that, ,.,ith the throttle fully closed . the inlet calibration 
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still indicates a sizable amount of through-flm." \-.,hile the orifice plate 
correctly indicates no flow. Figure 5b illustrates the effect of the 
erroneous inlet flm., measurements on a typical pressure rise 
characteristic. 
3.4.3 ~~steady Heasurements 
In the initial phases of the Hork,the unsteady measurements 
were conducted in the conventional manner using hot \-lires and a U-V 
oscillograph recorder. For a number of reasons this approach "las 
found to be unsati sfactory as a means of obtaining detailed flow 
measurements. The U- V tr2.ces T, 7ere tedious to anal~/se and the' unsteady 
behaviour of the stall cells meant that consecutive traces were not 
identical, so that a certain amount of judgement ,,,as necessary to obtain 
an accurate result. It Has also di fficult to obta in quantj,tative 
measurements in the stall cell itself, since th e flow direction was 
unknown and the probe could not be correctly aligned with the flm~' . 
To overcome these diffL::ulties a phase-lock sampling technique 
was developed wh~;reby an on-line computer Has used for data acquisition 
and processing. This meant that the minor differences between 
consecutive stall cycles could be eliminated by averaging repeated 
measurements, and tlle problem of probe alignment overcome through the 
analysis of data acqui~ed at numerous probe settings. The details of 
the technique can best be considered in three sections: data 
acquisition, ensemble. averaging and probe alignment. These topics 
\V'ill be discussed belo\", after which a short summary of the actual 
experimental routine v1ill be given. 
a) Data Acquisition. The data acquisition process makes use of 
phase-lock sampling. This is a familiar technique in turbomachinery 
whereby the recording of information is phased to co~~ence at a 
specific point in a cycle. In most cases the recording lS initiated 
by a reference pulse supplied by a marker on a rotating shaft. In 
the case of rotating stall, however, the cell speed is not precisely 
linked to the shaft speed, thus the reference signal must be obtained 
from the cell itself. It was found that the piezo- electric probe 
described earlier,cDuld be used to provide a well defined signal each 
time the stall cell passed. Using this signal as a reference, the 
computer vIaS programmed to sample and digitize the output. from 
measuring probes :in the compressor. The rate of sampling was chos en 
to give sufficiently detailed information \"ithout excessive use of 
computer time and to demonstrate the periodicity of the measurements. 
For most of the Hark, 256 samples were taken cover lug a period of 
abou.t n revolutions of the stall cell. 
b) Ensemble Averaging. Having established a reliable method of 
acquiring phase-locked measurements, the use of ensemble averaging 
4(i 
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could be considered as a way of obtaining an averaged result from 
rc~peatE:.d measu.r ements. The approach adopted in the pre.sent case can 
be describ ed as £011m(1s: repeated phase-lock samples ) each consisting 
of 256 discrete measurements, 'vere obt a ined from a particular 
measuriLlg probe and stored in matrix form in the computer core. After 
25 set s of measurements had b een recorded,the values at corresponding 
points in each set were averaged to produce a single ensemble averaged 
resul t lvh ich was then stored on magnet ic tape. 
In symbolic t erms the process can be represented as follows: 
SAMPLE 1 = , ... , 
SAMPLE 2 , ... , 
SAlvIPLE 25 S25 = 2SHl 25M2 , ... t 2:iM256 
25 25 25 
1. nHl l. M 1. M2 '- G 1 1 n 2 1 n :J ENSENBLE AVERAGE S 25 25 , ... , 25 
The number of samples us ed in this process could be varied at 
Hill, but was kept at 25 throughout the pr esent ,,,ork . This numb er 
represents a compromise betHeen accuracy and running time. 
It should be noted that if the sampl e s used are not all 
perfectly in phase, the avera.ging process Hill lead to a dete:ciora ti on 
of the basic '(1ave form of the signal being studied. For example, the 
corners of a square Have signal vlOuld be rounded if the samples were 
occa siona lly out of phase . Stall cells are knOlvl1 to b e erratic both 
~n terms of speed and s~ape and so it raight be thought t:-,<lt, as the 
cells themselves '(1ere used to phase the data acquisition. process, the 
results '<lOul d be distor t ed . To establish tha t this Has not so, 
checks "Jere carried out by comparing the ensemble averaged result \,1it h 
examples of the rm(1 s ignal. Surprisingly, little loss of detail '(1as 
observed for single stall cells, but attempts to obtain measurements 
in multiple cell configurat.ions had i:o be abandoned on ac(;ount of ,the 
unsteadiness of the cells. 
c) Probe Alignment. The £101,.'; direction: ~n stalled flmv is known to 
change rapidly with the passage of the stall cell. A hot Hue or total 
pressure probe cannot, therefore, be correctly aligned with the flow at 
all points in the stall cycle. To overcome this difficulty, a.nd to 
determine the unknomt flow direction, use Has made of the fact that 
for either probe the correct alignment (i. e. the orientation at ~vhich 
a true measurement is obtained) coincides ~vith maximum probe output. 
Thus, by rotating a probe about its axis in finite increments and 
obtaining phase-locked averages at each setting, the results can be 
analysed to determine the orientation of the probe corresponding to 
maximum output at each point in the stall cycle. The true velocity 
or total pressure ~s then g~ven by the maximum output at each point 
and the flmv direction by the corresponding probe angle. 
In the present work both probes Here rotated in increments of 
10 degrees. This \vas considered to give sufficiently good resolution 
~n vie~v of the turbulent nature of the flm17. The number- of 10 degree 
increments through ~vhich the probes ne ed to be rotated depends on the 
type of probe. The cylindrical total pressure probe glves a correct 
result for flmv from one direction only and therefore needs to be 
d h h 3600 rotate t roug to take account of all possible flow directions. 
The straight-pronged hot Hire, on the other hand, is symmetrical in 
respons e and needs only to be rota t ed through 1800 , but the sense of 
the flow is left undetermined. For this rea son the dir ectional1y 
sensitive hot w'ires Her e developed and used to fix the s ense of the 
fImv ~vhere doubt existed. In most instances , hOVlever> total pressure 
measurements ~"ere 'also availabl e and thus a ny areas of r eversed flm" 
could be picked out from t hes e results. 
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In the procedure described above, it was stated that the flow 
direction ~.;ras det enf).in~~d ca tile basic of maXl.luum probe output. Hmvever, 
in the case of the hot wi.re, it ~oJas found to be more reliable to search 
for the minimum veloc.ity, ::".e. when the flmoJ is parallel to the sensing 
wire, as the variations of probe output ~ith angle change is more 
sharply defined in this region. The velocity itself ~oJas still obtained 
from the maX1.illUm output. 
Typical examples of the results obtained from both hot W1.re 
and total pressure transducer are shown 1.11. Figure 6. In each case 
the fl0Y7 directions have been plotted above the velocity or total 
pressure measurements, ~vith a one-to-one c.orrespondence bet~.jeen the 
dots in each set of results. The two examples ~oJere obtained under the 
same flmv conditions and so the direction measurements should be in 
reasonable agreement. Some discrepancy can be seen at the centre of 
the stall cell, but in V1.ew of the turbulence of the flm.;r in the 
region, the correlation is considered to be good. It should be noted 
that all angles are measured from the axial direction in such a Hay 
that 90° represents flml7, in the direction of rotor movement, i.e. in 
the tangential direction. 
Having describ ed the sampling technique and demonstrated the 
results obtained, it will be useful to outline the steps involved ln 
the actual experimental procedure. 
1) The piezo-electric probe j.s mounted ahead of the first rotor 
near the blade tip and is adjusted so as to give as sharp a 
pulse as possible each time the stall cell passes. The probe 
is then fixed rigidly in this position and the output fed to 
the Scrunidt trigger in the computer. 
2) The hot wire or total pressure transducer 1.S then mounted in 
a special prob e holder and pos itioned at t.he de s ired measuring 
station. The initial orientation bf the probe, relative to 
the compressor axis, being carefully noted. 
3) When t.riggered by the reference pulse,the computer starts 
sampling the output from the measuring probe, taking 256 
discrete measurements over approximately l~ revolutions of 
the stall cell. This sampling is repeated 25 times, after 
which the computer produces an ensemble averaged result which 
is stored on magnetic tape. 
4) The ensemble averaged results on the tape c;an nm~ be analysed. 
The computer determined the floVT direction by searching each 
point in the stall cycle for the probe setting at ''''hich the 
velocity is a minimum or the pressu.re a maximum, as the case 
may be. The magnitude of the velocity or pressure is then 
found from the maximum probe output at each point,and the 
results finally plotted out in the form shmm in Figure 6. 
The process described here is a lengthy one and it has been 
suggested that a crossed hot ,,,,ire could have been used to resolve the 
velocity and £1.0'" direction ,,,,ith less difficulty. The £1 m·] angles 
can change by as much as 1200 1.n anyone stall cycle aud ·thus the 
\-70rking range of a crossed hot \-lire , ''''hich lS approximately 45 0 , 
,,,ould clearly be exceeded. Moreover) ,.,ith the technique used here, the 
hot ,,,,ire and total pressure measur ements are treated In the same way 
and the direction results can be compared directly. 
Hall static pressures 'vere also record ed and ensemble averaged 
by the same method, but in this cas e there ",as no need to rotate the 
probe. By using the same trigger ing probe for all measurements, the 
total pressure, velocity and static pressure traces were all in phase, 
thus providing a fairly complete picture of the flmv field . Under 
these circums tances, the velocities and total pressures me.asured near 
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the outer wall could be used to calculate a static pressure,which 
ccald t!len be compared with that recorded by the static pressur'e 
transducer. An example comparing the trace deduced in this "my 
with that measured directly, is shown in Figure 7. The correlation 
is good, even though the velocity and the total pressure were 
measured 5 mm in from the outer wall. This provides fairly 
convinL:ing evidence that the measuremen,ts are accU1~ateand that the 
piezo-electric probe is allowing consistent ensemble averaging. 
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CHAPTER 4 
Experimental Results 
The information obtained from the present experimental ,,,ark 
will be pre6ented in this chapter. Apart from explanatory notes, the 
interpretation and discussion of the results will be - left to the 
following chapters. 
The time-averaged measurement s are considered in S~ction 4.1. 
Thes e measurements include the preSSllre rise characteristics of the 
various compressor builds and demonstrate the change in performance 
associated ,,,ith the systematic variation of design parameters. 
Observations of the stall cell type are included nere and some examples 
of torque measurements are given. Section 4.2 is devoted to the 
general properties of rotating stall, such as: rotational speed, 
number of cells and variation of cell S1.ze with mass flm" rate. 
In Section 4.3 the phase- lock sampling results for full-span stall 
are considered. Particular attention is paid to the results from the 
3-stage compressor builds. The single stage measurements are 
compared with the multi--stage results in Section LI.LI to ascertain the 
effect of the number of stages on the cell details. Finally, the 
results obtained during par t-span stall are considered in Section 4.5. I 
.' . .' ~ 
4.1 Time-Ave~~~ed M.easurements 
For each compressor configuration, the total "'to-static and 
static-ta-static characteristics were measured) along with the 
individual stage characteristics . Of these three) the total-to-static 
charac teristic 1.S the most important and ~vi ll be presented in detail 
for each compressor build. The static-to-static and individual stage 
characteristics are of l esser importance and only selected e.xamples 
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w'i11 be considered at the end of the section. 
4.1.1 Tota1-to - Static Characteristics 
The single stage and 3-stage characteristics of the Lm,T 
compressor builds are shmm in Figure 8. The design f10~q coefficient 
for this b1ading 1S 0.35, 117hich is 10\07 by comp.:lrison with current 
engine designs. Stall inception occurs at ~ ~ 0.33 in'both builds, 
thus indicating that the number of stages has little effect on lhe 
stalling flow rate. The charac~eristics can be described as being of 
the progressive type as no abrupt change in the pressure rise occurs 
at- stall inception. In both cases. multi-cell part-span stall is 
found at high flow coefficients, and sing1e-'cell stall at Iml7er values. 
At very 1m" flow rates rotating stall gives 1'lay to axis~,;'lumetric stall. 
No hysteresis loop appears in the performance curve,as the same changes 
1n stall behaviour which occur on closing the throttle, occur again in 
reverse order at the same f1my coefficient ,,,hen opening the throttle. 
The characteristics for the four Intermediate q,* builds are 
* shown in Figure 9. By comparison \"ith the Low ~ resu1 t8 in Figure 8, 
it 1S clear that the ],ncrease 1n design f1my rate from 0.35 to 0.55 
is accompanied by an 1ncrease in pressure r1se. The f1my coefficient 
at ,yhich stall occurs is again found to be the san:e for each build. 
The pressure rise falls abruptly at stall, but in the 1, 2 and 3-stage 
builds, stabilises in part - span stall before changing to full-span 
stall. In the 4- stage build, no part-span stall occurs on reducing 
the mass flow rate. On increasing the flow rates fll11-span stall 
gives 'l7ay to part-span stall, ,,,ith a minimal amount of hysteresis" 111 
all four builds. The 4--stage build is thus umque :lll that the f1m" 
regime di f fers depending on the direction of approach. All builds 
exhibit.ed axisymmetric stall near shut-off. 
The three configurations tested ,,,ith the 65% reaction 
* blading (~ 0~71) are shown in Figure 10. The single stag0 ' 
characteristic shaHs an area of part-span not present in tb8 other 
builds. On increasing the mass flo,., rate in all the builds, the 
flow regime changes directly from full-span stall to steady o[leration, 
leading to a noticeable hysteresis loop. The Slze of the loop 
increases \-lith the number of stages. A small area ofaxisynmletric 
stall is again detected near shut-off. 
The singLe stage and 3-stage characteristics of the High 4>* 
builds are given in Figure 11. (The 2 and 4-£tage characteristics of 
this design are unfortunately incomplete.) Here the design flow 
coefficient 1S 1.0. As in the High Reaction cilse, only the single 
stage build exhibits part-span stall. The hysteresis loops are very 
large in this configuration, especially for the 3-stage build, and 
unlike the previous configurations, full-span stall persists right up 
t.o zero flm". 
In revie,"~ng the compressor characteristics of the four 
different categories of blading, it can be seen that as the design 
floH rate increases so does the peak pressure rise. This is 
illustrated more clearly in Figure 12 "There the characteristics of 
all the 3-stage builds have been replotted on a single set of axes. 
The peak pressure r1se can be seen to increase almost linearly \'7ith 
increasing design flow rate andJat the same tim8, the slope of the 
unstalled part of the charac t eristic becomes less steep. Both of 
these trends may be predicted from elementary theory on unstalled 
blade performance. It should be noted that the pressure rise at zero 
flow ,,,ould appear to be more or less independent of the blading used. 
In the previous chapter it ",,"a s mentioned that a 3- stage build 
* of Low ~ blading was t ested with greatly reduced axial spacing. 
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The three configurations tested with the 65% reaction 
* bIading (</> -- O~ 71) are shown in Figure 10. The single stage 
characteristic shaHs an area of part-span not present in tb8 other 
builds. On increasing the mass flm. rate in all the builds, the 
flow regime changes directly from full-span stall to steady o!leration, 
leading to a noticeable hysteresis loop. The size of the loop 
1ncreases with the number of stages. A small area ofaxisynunetric 
stall is again detected near shut-off. 
* The single stage and 3-stage characteristics of the High <i> 
builds are given in Figure 11.. (The 2 and 4-stage characteristics of 
this design are unfortunately incomplete.) Here the design flow 
coefficient 1S 1.0. As in the High Reaction cl'lse, only the single 
stage build exhibits part-span stall. The hysten .. sis loops are very 
large ln this configuration, especially for the 3-stage build, and 
unlike the previous configurat .. ions, full-span stall persists right up 
to zero flm •. 
In rcview~ng the compressor characteristics of the four 
different categories of blading, it can be seen that as the design 
floV] rate increases so does the peak pressur8 rise. This is 
illustrated more clearly in Figure 12 ~1here the charac.teristics of 
all the 3-stage builds have been replotted on a single set of axes. 
The peak pressure rlse can be seen to increa se almost linearly '"lith 
increasing design flow rate andJat the same time, the slope of the 
unstalled part of the characteristic becomes less steep. Both of 
these trends may be predicted from elementary theory on unstallE::d 
blade performa nce. It should be noted that the pressure rise at zero 
flow would appear to be more or less independent of the blading used. 
In the previous chapter it \~a.s mentioned that a 3-stage baild 
* of Low ~ blading was t ested with greatly reduced axial spacing. 
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The purpose of this test was to prove that the picture of the stall 
cell obtained fror.l the unsteady meas".rements \"ould still he 
representative under cO!lclitions of small axial clearance. It was only 
* possible to conduct such a test ~n the case of the LOy1 ~ blading 
\(There, by removing some of the :1pacing rings and adjusting the position 
of the rotor discs on the compressor shaft, the axial gaps could be 
reduced from 1.5 chord lengths to 0.35. The detailed flow 
measurements showed little change ~n cell structure, as I"ill be 
demonstrated ~n Section Lf .3. The total-to-static characteristic ~s 
shown ~n Figure l3, where theresulrs with the original spacing are 
shol.]ll as a broken line for comparative purposes. The sequence of 
stall regimes is little affected by the reduction in spacing, but the 
flow coefficient at which each c.hange ocC',urs is altered from that 
given in Figure 8. The most obvious change is, however, the ~ncrease 
~n pressure r~se during stall. No satisfactory explanation for this 
has yet been found. 
4.1.2 Static-to-Static Characteristics 
Having presented the total-to-s tatic characteristics ~n 
detail, the static-to-static characteristics are really only of 
interest in terms of the relationship they bear to the total-to -s tatic 
characteristics. It was mentioned ~n Chapter 3 that,where compar~sons 
are to be made bet\veen compres sors of different numbers of sta,ges, the 
static-to-static characterist ics should be measured after the IGV's 
and before the OGV's. The characteristics considered here have beer! 
measured in this \\Idy. (HeasureDlent s taken across the ",hole compressor 
produce curves of a different form and Ivill be di scussed l a ter.) 
The static-to- static characteristics measured b etween planes 
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2 anel 8 for each of t.he 3·-st.age compr es sor builds are sho\.]ll ~n Figure 14. 
The corresponding total-to- static curves are shov.'ll as dotted lines 
for comparative purposes. Du):ing um;talled operation the t\'1O' 
characteristics are sirnilar :i.n form, but l.n stall they are markedly 
different and even cr.oss each other near the centre of the stalled 
reg1.on. The relationship betw'een thp. ch.:;,racteristics is of some 
interest and \.,ill be considered in Chapter 5. 
4.1.3 Individu~l Stage Characteristics 
The individual stage characteristics give the static pressure 
rise across each stage l.n the compressor. T\.;rQ representative examples 
I 
will be considered here. Figure 15 shows the results from the single 
* stage and 3-stage builds of the LO\., ~ compressors, while Figure 16 
shows the corresponding measurements for the High ~* builds. It 
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should be noted t.hat the scales used in these two figures are different. 
In both cases it can be seen that all stages perform similarly 
l.n unstalled floH; it ].s only in stalled operation that differences are 
noticeable. The first two stages ln the 3-stage build glve similar 
performances,but the last stage, like that of the single stage, seems 
to perform poorly. The other compressor builds show these obs ervations 
to be general. As a rule,therefore, t.he last stage in a multi-stage 
build ahvays appear.s to perform poorly in stall by comparison \vith 
preceding stages, and the performance of a single stage build is much 
like that of the last stage in a multi-st~ge configuration. A study of 
the stall cell structure provides an explanation of this phenomenon,as 
will be shDlm in Chapter 5. 
Torque measurements for small, lm., speed, compressors are often 
difficu.lt to make and are frequently unre liable. The forces involved 
~ .. ____________________________________________ ~c 
are small and easily distorted by friction ln the measuring system. 
SOi'1.e to:;.'que measurements Here obtained ln the present experiments 
aud,although their accuracy 1S slightly questionable, the results are 
useful in demonstrating the trends to be exp ected. For unstalled 
fhHv, turque measurements are often interpreted in terms of 
temperature rise characteristics fr01l'. Hhich estimates of compres sor 
efficiency can be obtained. In stall, hovrever, the flmv rate can , 
approach zero, ln Hhich case the temperature rise characteristic will 
go to infinity. For this reason . it lS better, ,,,here the entire flOH 
range lS being considered, to nondimensionalize the tor que by some 
reference value. The value chosen here is (!pU2AR), '''hich is the 
m 
mean blade speed dynamic pressure acting over the annulus area, A , 
at the mea.n radius, R • 
m 
Figure 17 shows the measurements for the 3- stage builds of the 
* * * Lmv ~ and Hi gh ~ compressors. The High <P build has the 
greater blade loading and so it is to be expected that this build 
will require mor e torque in the unitalled region. In deep stall, 
however, the two compressors produce almost the same pressure rise, 
thus the reason for the difference in torque leve ls is less obvious. 
An explanation can only be given by examining the details of the 
stalled flow in the two compressors. This H~ll be done in the 
following chapter. 
4.2 Overall Stall Cell Properties 
Introduc tion 
The stall c ~ll featur es to be considered i n this s ection 
include the number of cells, the speed of rotation, the r ad i a l and 
circumferential extent of the c ells , and the variation of each of 
these quantities "7ith the change in compressor fImv rat e . All of 
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these can be measured fairly easily with conventional instrumentation, 
but before presenting the results th~re are two experimental points 
which should be noted. 
The first point concerns the detection of very small cells. It 
sometimes happens that nea r the peak of the unstalled characteristic, 
rotating stall is suspected, but no cells can be found. This may be 
due to the fact that the cells are so small that,unless every 
measuring plane is carefully traversed, the cells remain undetected. 
* In the single stage build of the Low ~ compress or, cells \V·ere found 
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extending only 3 OT 4 mm from the hub on the stator blad.es. Disturbances 
were first detected downs tream 
of the stator row, but nothing 
could be seen ahead of the row. 
It was only with the aid of a 
"kinked" hot. Hire probe that 
the upstream~ disturbances 
R S 
stall 
cell 
could be found. Small cells such as these do not have a marked effect 
on t.he compres so r performance, hOlvever, they may be responsible for 
the turning over of the characteristic at peak pressure rise prior to 
more severe stalling. 
The second point concerns the radial extent of the stall cells. 
The distinction bet'veen full-span and part-span stall is usually based 
on whether velocity fluctuations are recorded over the full height of 
the annulus, or only over a part of it. This dist inction is not 
always valid as velocity fluctuations need not imply that the blade 
1S stalled. A more precise method of establishing the type of stall 
is therefore required. The change 1n absolute velocity across the 
rotor can be used for this purpose, S1nce, if the absolute velocity 
decreases across the rotor instead of increasing, the flo';.] must be 
p 
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considered stalled. In cases of doubt, t\VO velocity measurements, 
one on each side of the rotor, are therefore necessary to dec; 'de 
between full - span and part-span stall . 
4.2.1 Cell Property Measureme~ts 
A table is given on page 175 setting out the number of cells, 
the type, and the speed of rotation of all of the stall cell reglllles 
encountered when measur~ng the pr.essure r~se chat ac: teristic s described 
in Section 4.1. From the table, and the ccrresponding characteristics, 
a number of genera l observat ions about the behaviour of the stal l 
c~lls can be made. These are listed below: 
1) The multi-cell stall configurations Ut this high hub-tip 
~'< 
ratio compressor are restricted to the Low ~ builds. 
2) All the multi - cell configurations are made up of part - span 
cells . 
3) Full-span stall is always associated with a single stall 
cell. 
4) Part-span cells ~ \vhere pres ent, always occur at higher 
flow rates than full - span cells. 
5) Part-span cells always rotate at greater speed than full-
span cells in the same compressor build. 
6) Part - span stall always gives a greater pressure rlse than 
full-span stall in the same compressor build. 
These observations are of a general nature. The more specific aspects 
of the measurements can nmv be considered. 
The cell velocities g~ven ~n Table 2 (page 175) \vere, of 
ne cessity, average values because the cell speed can be shol\l11 to depend 
on the compressor flO\v rate. Considering only full-span stal l, as this 
mode of op eration covers the greater part of the. flow range, the 
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results of cell speed measurements J_n the 3'-stage, 50% reaction, 
builds are shmm in Figure 18. In eac.h ca.se the cel:!. sp0.ed h~s been 
* plotted as a function of mass flm" rate, In tIle Lmv 9 aCld 
* Intermediate <t> builds , a marked variation of spe8d ,,,itIt flm,' rate 
* can be seen, ,vhereas in the High ~ build, the cell speed l.G 
comparatively constant. No explanation fo r this behaviour has been 
found. 
A more interesting aspect of the measurement of cell speed 
is the change ,vhich takes place ",hen the compressor build is changed. 
A comparison of the cell speeds for the various builds can be made 
from the bar chart shovm. in Figure 19. This chart ,'laS compiled from 
measurements taken at the point where the stall cell covers 50% of 
the compressor annulus. It can clear ly be seen that for a particular 
compressor des i gn the cell speed increases \Vith the number of stages. 
This observat ion has not been seen in any of the literature, although 
it must be of ' par t icular interest to any theoretician attempting to 
predict the cell speed. 
The circumferential extent of the stall cells depends on the 
compressor mass flow rate . This is demonstra ted in Figure 20,where 
examples of the measurements obtained during full -span stall have been 
* * 
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plotted for the 3-stage builds of the Low <t> and High <t> compressors. 
The es timates of cell size "\"ere taken from hot \'11r8 recQL'dings and, 
although a certain amount of judgement \Vas required ~n their 
interpretation, a reasonably consistent line was obtained 1n both 
cases. The s~ze of the cells c an be s een to lncrease s. lmost liI-lear ly 
with a decrease in mass flow rate. 
All important difference exists betvleen the t"\vo examp l es g~ven 
* 1n Figure 20. In the Low ~ build,the measurements sho\V that the 
circumferential extent of the cel l \Vill reach 100% at a positive flow 
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coefficient of 0.08 . This flow coeffic{ent corresponds to the 
l'cint a~ ~vhich axisymmetric stall begins, as shown in Figure 8. The 
implication of this obser~ation is that the stall cell does not 
represent a complete blockage of the flow, but allows the passage of 
a ce!"tain amount of through-flow.' In contrast, the measurements for 
'"J~ 
the High cj> build show that the stall cell covers only 90% of 
the anilulus at shut-off,and therefore suggests revers ed flow in the 
stall cell. Confirmation of these ideas Has obtained when the details 
of the flmv in the stall cells "lere measured. 
4.3 Unsteady Flow Heasurements 
Introduction 
When the phase-lock sampling procedure ,,,as first developed 
attention 'vas focused on full -span stall. This mode of operation 
acco~nts for the greater part of the stalled characteristic and the 
large well-defined cells made it easier to obtain reliable results. 
Tm\'ards the end of the project Hhen the technique was more advanced~ 
it became possible to measure the flmv in the smalleJ: part-span cells. 
These measurements "rere less extensive ,however, and are regarded as a 
secondary part of the work. The full-span results will therefore be 
cons idered first, the part- span results being left to the end of the 
chapter. 
In Vl.e,,, of the time required to measure and process the 
unsteady results, it ,,,as not possible to t.est all 13 compressor builds 
and,therefore,a smaller number were select.ed for detailed stEdy. In 
making this selection, two considerations ,,,ere employed. First.ly, 
the design flow rat.e clearly influences t.he details of the flow in 
the stall cell, thus as wide a range of design flow rates as possible 
should be tested. Secondly, since mos t unsteady Hork in t he past has 
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been doue on single stage compressors, inforJ!lation on multi-stage 
builds would be particularly useful. It was the"Lefo:ce di.!cided to 
focus a ttention on the 3-stage builds of the 50% react ion designs. 
These results will be discussed first and in the greatest detail. 
Measurements were later obtained for the singl~ stage builds 0f thE 
same three designs. By doing so,it was hoped to establish the 
differences which exist bet~veen the stalled performance of single 
stage and mUlti-stage compressors. The results from the single stage 
builds and the compar1S0n with the multi-stage results, will be 
considered in Section 4.4. Limited full-span stall r:leasurements Here 
taken in nearly all of the other builds, but these 'vill only be 
referred to 'vhere necessary. 
Having selected the builds to be tested, it was necessary to 
decide where in the compressor the measurements should be taken. In 
a mUlti-stage compressor, detailed traverses in every measuring plane 
'vere impossible on account of the computer time required; however, 
once it 'vas established that each stage in the compressor performs 
similarly in stall, it was only necessary to study one stage in detail. 
The first stage wc!.s selected for this purpose, C!.S direct comparison 
would then be possible with the results obtained from a single stage 
build. The principal measuring positions used in the 3-stage builds 
are indicated in the following dia gram. 
HEASURING PLANES: 
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Measurements 1n planes 2 a.nd 3 provide information about 
the radial structure of the stall cell, vIhile th083 in planf)s Rl and 
R2 can be used to monitor the axial behaviour of the cell. It should 
be noted that even after restricting the detailed study to one stage, 
with limited measurements in the other stages,' more information WB:· 
obtained than can be presented here. Only selected exa~pL~s Hill bc 
provided1the remainder of the results) although not shown, have 
nevertheless been used to support statements made a.nd to substautiate 
the conclusions reached. 
4~3.l Full-Span Results 1n Three Stage Build~ 
Examples of the results obtained 1n each of the measuring 
planes throughout the. full length of the compressor will be considered 
first. These provide information about the axial profile of the stall 
cell and SbOVl that each stage in the compressor performs similarly. 
The additional information required to complete the study of the floVl 
in the stall cell will be left to the follm.;ring section, where the 
detailed measurements obtained before and after the first rotor \"ill 
be considered. 
1) Axial Study of Stalled Flmv 
Measurements vIere taken at all axial ~ositions 111 each 
compressor build at two radial positions: RI and R2 . Most of the 
important information can be obtained by studying just one of these, 
and so the measurements from RI only will be considered. The 
results from tbe three compre.ssor builds are prpsente.c1. 3imultaneously 
so as to emphasise any dependence on design flow rate. 
a) Velocity Measurements. The absolute velocities measured In 
planes 2 to B, at radius RI' are shown 111 Figure 21. Parallel lines 
have been dra,m t,hrough each set of results to indicate the areas of 
stalleil and unst,alled floH. The floH coefficient at w'hich each 'set 
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of ,measurements ,vas obt.ained is given in the fi.gure. In choosing these 
values., attempts were made to balance the s~ze of the stalled and 
ulIstall 2d areas "7ithout taking measurements at ' any point on the 
characteristics which could not be reached from either direction of 
approa2h. 
Consider first the measur ements in the unstalled section of 
the annulus. In each build it can be seen. that the absolute flmv is 
accelerated through the rotors,and decelerated through the stators; 
as expected from consideration of simple velocity triangles. The 
unstalled part of the annulus thus behaves, at least qualitatively, 
as it ,,,QuId do with no stall in the compressor at all. Comparison of 
the three sets of measurements shows that the absolute velocity of 
the unstalled flmo7 increases as the design flmo7 rate of the compressor 
is increased. 
In the stall cell itself,it can be seen that ahead of the 
rotors the velocities are very high, being comparable with, or even 
greater than, blade speed. Behind the rotors, i.e. in pl anes 3, 5 
and 7 , the velocities in the cell are generally very 10107. This 
pattern of high velocity ahead of the rotor and lmo7 velocity behind, 
is true for each rotor in each of the builds. This observation ~s 
impor tant, because it indicates two features of stalled fIm\T not 
previously recognised. It shows that each stage III a multi-stage 
build operates under the same flcm condi t ions, instead of the l at ter 
stages working in the wake of a stall cell attached to the first stage. 
It also shmo7s that the same bas ic cell structure lS prese.nt in 
compressors of lVidely di ffe r en t designs . 
All of the measurements in anyone build were synchronised 
by the same reference proba, an~ so the velocity plots of Figure 21 
give an instantaneous picture d the flmv field. The parallel lines 
drm.m. to mark the stulled and unstc:.lled areas can therefore be used 
to sho\v that the stall cell ext2nds a.xially through the compressor. 
This observation, \lhich is surprising in view of conventional ideas 
about cell structure, is supported by numerous other measurements and 
\.ill play an important part in the development of a flow model in 
Chapter 5. 
b) Elmv Direction Measurements. Having pr esented the velocity 
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measurements at length and shown that the individual stages perform 
similarly in stall, the flmv direction measurements may be presented 
more succinctly; it being sufficient to show representative examples of 
the measurements upstream and dmvustream of the first rotor and 
dmvustream of the last stator. These are presented in Figure 22, 
,.here the measurements dmmstream of the last stator are intended t.o 
complete the overall picture of the compressor. The parallel lines 
used in the pre.VlOUS figure have been transposed onto these plots so 
that direct comparisons can be made. It should be noted that fIoF 
angles l.n excess of 
a negative value of 
correspond to reversed flmv, that is to say, 
The angles shown 'vere measured w'ith a total 
pressure probe \vhich allowed the Ilnequivocal resolution of reversed flow. 
In each of the compressor builds, the £10H angle in the 
unstalled part of the annulus increases as the flmv passes through the 
rotor and then decreases again through the stator. The unstalled floH 
is thus agccin shmm to behave qua litatively as it Hould under 
uniform f 101-] conditions. Also, in ke.eping Hith the reduction ln 
stagger angle (or mean flow angle) associated with an increase in 
compressor de.sign flow rate, tb.c ma.gnitude of the unstalled £10\\1 angles 
I' 
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can be seen to decrease from build to build. 
In the stall cell itselJ:, the flow di:rection alters radically. 
Ahead of the rotor, where thE: velocity is high, the flow can be seen 
to be predominantly in the tangent ial direction, i.e. approximately 
900 , as though it were being wllirleci around by the rotor ~lades. 
From the measurements behind the rotor,it is clear that the stall cells 
do not operate in precisely the same "JaY in each build. In the Lml1 
* cP build, the flow 1.S still rnoVlng 1.n the through- flo,11 direction 
(i.e. <900), albeit with a large tangential component. In the other 
t'110 builds, reversed flml1 is clearly indicated over part, if not most, 
of the stalled area. It should be recalled that the velocities dml1n-
stream of the rotor are very low and the net mass transfer in the 
reversed direction is therefore small. 
In the exit plane the f1ml1 direction 1.S not circumferentially 
uniform, but is different in the stalled and unstalled reg1.ons. This 
J.s 1.n contrast with the usual assumption that the exit angle of floH 
leaving a sta lled blade row is constant. 
c) Total Pressure Measurement. As with the direction measurements, 
only representative results before and after the first rotor and 
downstream of the last stator are given - Figure 23. The parallel 
lines marking the stalled and unstalled areas a.re again imposed on the 
measurements. The pressures have been nondimensionalized by the 
dynamic head based on the blade velocity at mid-height. 
The total pressures Ln the unstalled partsof the annulus are 
all approximately atmospheric ahead of tl-~e first rotor; the 
discrepancies vhich exist are thought to be due to reversed flow and 
unst. eady effects in the compressor inlet. As the unstalled flm., 
pa sses through the rotor , the pressure r1.s es sharply. Similarly, rise.s 
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occur through the second and thi!.'d rotors until, in the exit plane, 
the total pressur8 ln the uns!:alled ::lO\v can be seen to be \.J'ell abqve 
atmospheric prest"ure. 
In the stall ceLl the situation lS obviously different. The 
measurements ahead of the rotor shmv exceedingly high pressures, 
suggesting that the fast moving tangeatial flow in this region has 
received energy from the Total'. Behind the rotor where the velocities 
are much lmqer, the total pressure 18 also low, in spite of the fact 
* that in the Intermediate and High <j> builds some of this flmv has 
come forward from an area of high total pressure ahead of the second 
rotor. The results thus sho\\l localised regions of high total pressure 
ahead of each rotor in the stall cell. 
In the exit plane the total pressure. in the stall cell lS 
much lmver than that ln the through-flow reglon, especially in the 
* High <j> build. The angle measurements in this area (Figure 22) 
shmv the flmv direction to be highly disturbed, thus underlining the 
point that a fixed pitot probe in the exit plane cannot be used to 
record the average total pressure during stall. 
d) Static Pressure Measurements. The outer \\18.11 static pl:essure 
measurements are presented in full for all three compressor builds, 
but it has been necessary to spread the results over t,vo pages. The 
measurements ln planes 2 and 3 are give.n in Figure 24a, while the 
remainder, planes 4 to 8 , are glven In Figure 2Lfb. The .pressures 
are agulll referenced to atmocpherc and have been nondimensionalized 
by the IT.can blade speed dynamic head. 
In the unstalled flmv ahead of the first rotor, the total 
pressure "TaS shown to be approximately atmospheric and so the static 
pressure in this region \\lill be less than atmosph(~ric; by an amount 
equal to the dynamic head of the uns ta lled floH. This 18 confirmed 
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by the meiisurements lU plane 2, Figure 2'4a, ,,,here it can be seen that 
the levt,l of the static pressure ln the unstalled flm\' decreases ",ith 
the lncrease in compressor design flmv rate. Through the remainder of 
the compressor, the unstalled static pressure rises in each blade ro", 
as if under steady conditions, until in the exit plane the pressure is 
above atmospheric. 
In the stall cell ahead of the first rotor, the pressure lS 
positive and approximately of the same magnitude ln all three builds. 
Tracing the pressure rlse ln the stall cell back through the compressor 
it can be seen that,by comparison with the unstalled flow, the pressure 
increases little from inlet to exit. 
The static pressure distribution ln the exit plane requires 
special attention. The wave form of the pressure fluctuation in the 
compressor changes from an approximate square ,,,ave in plane 
triangular wave ln plane 8; the w'aves being roughly 90° 
2 to a 
out of 
phase. The circumferentially averaged pressure ln the stalled part of 
the exit plane is therefore approximately equal to the averaged 
pressure of t.he unstalled part. Thus, although the pressure itself 
is not circumferentially uniform, as is sometimes assumed it will be, 
the averaged pressure in the stalled and unstalled re.gions are equal. 
It \"ill be shown in the next chapter that this will ab-lays be the case 
\'lhen a rotating velocity distortion is imposed on a row of compressor 
blades. 
2) Radial Study of Stalled FloH 
mIen consider ing the axial structure of Lhe stall cell, 
measurements at one radius only Here presented. There are, hm"ever, 
radial gradients within the stall cell, in spite of the high hub-tip 
rat io of t he compressor. Measurements w'ere. the,-r.efore ohtained at 5 
radial positions before and after the first rotor in each compressor 
1[1 
" " 
J 
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for the purpose of studying these effects,' As before, the results 
!:rom th.:: three different builds ,.;ill be presented simultaneously" 
To illustrate the radial gradients in the cell, the 
measurements of velocity and total pressure obtained ahead of the 
fi~st rutor in each of the three builds are shm,m in Figures 25a,b,c. 
The results from only three of the five radial positions have been 
included here in order to preserve the clarity of the diagrams. The 
stalled and unstalled areas of the flow are again separated by 
parallel lines. In all three builds, the radial variation in velocity 
and total pressure is comparatively small in the unstalled flow. 
In the stall cell the radial gradients, which are very large in the 
* Lm.; <p build, become smaller as the design flow rates of the builds 
lncreases. The precise details of the flow in the cells in the three 
builds are thus very different, even though the general features of 
the flow are bYoadly similar. 
It is impossible to present all the results obtained at 5 
radial, positions before and after the rotor, in all three builds, in 
the same detail as in Figure 25. A method of condensing the results 
is therefore re.quired. The radial gradients in the unstalled flm.; 
have been shown to be relatively small, and so, only the flow 
variations in the stalled areas are of interest. The measurements 
obtained at the circumferential centre of the stall cell have therefore 
been plotted as a function of the blade height in Figures 26 to 29. 
a) Velocity Measurements. The absolute velocities measured at the 
circumferentia l centre of the stall cell are plotted in Figure 26 
for all three c.ompressor builds. Each graph shm.;s the measurements 
before and after the first rotor,along with the corresponding velocity 
components res olved in the tangent ial direction. These tangential 
components have been designated as Ce or C -8 depending on \.;he lher 
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the sense of the flow 1S 1n the direction of blade rotation or 1n the 
opposite direction • 
. In each build the velocity upstream of the rotor is higher 
than that downstream, at all radii. Th{s, according to the previously 
stated definition of stall, indicates that the flow is stalled from · 
hub to tip in each case, Le. full -span stall. (From the velocity 
'I. 
measurements for the Low ~ build shmvn in Figure 25a~ it may be 
thought that the flow at the hub 1n this build is unsta lled, but, 
because the velocity is sholvu to decrease across the rotor, full-span 
stall must be assumed.) Considering the builds in turn shmvs tha t the 
le~el of the velocity in the stall cell increases from build to build, 
but that the radial gradients decrease with increase in design flow 
* rate. It should be noted that in the High ~ build th8 tangentia l 
component of the velocity is greater than the blade speed at all radii. 
b) Flow Direction Measurements. The flmv direction measurements at 
the circumf erent ial centre of the stal l cell are shmm in Figure 27. 
V-.Tben studying thes e results, it should be recalled that the velocities 
are high ahead of the rotor, and comparative ly Iou behind . 
.;; 
For the Lov] ~ build, the flmv direct ion m the stall cell 
00 · 
ahead of the rotor changes from 50 near the . hub to 100 at the tip~ 
implying that the floH is entering the rotor at the hub, becoming 
tangential (900 ) near mid-height and floHing In the. re.verse direction 
at the tip. Behind the rotor the. angles indicate a change from 
through- floH at the hub «900 ) to tangentia l flmi' at the ti2 (== 900 ). 
In the Intermed i ate 
4~ 
~ build, the flow ahead of the rotor 1S 
tangent ial at the hub and slightly reversed at the. tip (100 0 ). Apart 
from a small amount of through-flow at the tip,the flow behind the 
rot.or is reverse.d ~i' i th a strong component in the tangential direction 
opposite to that of rotation ~~250o). * The High ~ compressor 
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o " 0 
exhibits circumferential flmv before the rotor (90 to 100 ) and 
" 0 0 
reversed, counter-rotational, f1mv behind the rotor (2f~0 to 250 ).. 
In terms of reversed and through.,..f1mv,ti visual interpretation 
of the flmi1 directions is suggested in the sketches belmv. The b1!?des 
are assumed to be moving out of the paper ~ as are the solid arrmvs; 
the dotted arrows indicate flow in the opposite direction, i.e. against 
rotation. 
--==~"=---
INTER.J."1EDIATE <1>* 
It should be emphasized that the velocities in the meridional 
plane sh01vn here are very small compared \vith the velocities in" the 
tangential plane, and therefore the f1mv should be visualised on a 
three-dimensional basis. 
c) Pressure Measurements. The total pressure measurements are 
presented ~n Figure 28. Once again the values are "higher ahead of 
the rotor than behind the rotor; except near the hub in the case of 
* the Low ~ build. The pressure also r~ses from hub to tip ~n each 
case and increases in level from build to build. 
From the absolute velocities and the total pressures at the 
var~ous radial positions, it is possible to calculate tha radial 
dis tr ibution of static pressure. The results are presented in 
Figure 29, \oihere ~ for the sake of clarity, the pi~essures before and 
after the rotor have been plotted on separate axes. Also shmvn ~n 
Figure 29,are the ins tantaneously measured outer wall static pressures t 
'oiith which the calculated pressures can be compared . The square of 
the velocity is used in calcula ting the stat ic pressure and this ~s 
therefore very sensitive to errors ~n the velocit~ measurements. The 
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effect of ·the local temperature variations' on the hot ,nre calibration 
is a p02-sible source of error here; nevertheless, the calculated and 
Uleasured pressures are generally found to be in good agreement. CA 
3% error in velocity HQuld be sufficient to explain the discrepancy 
betHeen the measured and .calculated values in the High build.) 
* In the .Low ~ build, the static pressure ,vas also measured on 
the inner Hall just ahead of the rotor. No static tap was possible 
here and a Hafer thin static probe had to be stuck to the inner Hall 
of the rig. Satisfactory results Here obtained, agreeing well with 
the calculated pressures, but in vie,,, of the difficulties involved ill 
getting the probe past the IGV' s, · the experiment ,·ms not repeated for 
the other builds. 
Figure 29 shows that the difference ln pressure level before 
aud after the rotor is comparatively small, but that the gradients 
from hub to tip are steeper ahead of the rotor , and increase from 
build to build. It Hill be shown ln the next chapter that these 
gradients can be related to centrifuga l effects in the sTNirling flm" 
ahead of the rotors. 
4.3.2 Additional Three Stage Results 
1) Measurements in the High Reaction Builds 
The 65% reaction builds were introduced into the test 
pro gram to investigate the effects of the design reaction on the details 
of t.he f1m" in the stall cell. Similar sets of measurements to those 
taken in the 50% reaction build ,,,ere obtained. These ,,,ere then 
compared with the above results for any unusual features Hhich could 
be attributed to a change in de.sign reaction. 
The unstalled flow ,,,as agaln found to behave qualitatively as 
steady flow, and in the stall cell the veloc.ities, f1m" angles, total 
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pressures and radial gradients Here all commensurate vlith a design 
flc\\v rate mid .... way betHeen the Intermediate and High bui lds ~. Hhich 
is in fact the case for the high reaction builds, i.e. ~ = 0.71. The 
stall cell speeds were not unusual by comparison with the 50% reaction 
builds, nor were the pressure rise characteristics. Nothing could 
therefore be found to suggest that the design reaction affected the 
stallir.g behaviour ln any Hay. On the other hand, the design flow 
rate appears to be a far more important factor in determining the 
details 6f the flow in the stall cell. 
An example of the velocity and total pressure measurements 
obtained at three radial positions ahead of the first rotor in the 
3-stage build,is given in Figure 30. This can be compared with the 
results for the 50% reaction builds shmvn in Figures 25a, b,c. 
2) Reduced Axial Spacing Result~ 
It Hill be recalled that in Section 4.1 a characteristic v18s 
presented shmving the performance of a 3-stage build of Lmv design 
Dl which the blade rmv spacing had been greatly reduced. The purpose 
of the test was to establish "7hether a reduction in blade rm\T spacing 
to a value more typical of normal compressors, 'VDuld affect the structure 
of the stall cell. 
The velocity and flow direction measure.ments at 3 radial 
positions ahead of the first rotor for the reduced spacing build are 
shmvn in Figure 31. The results were obtained by using a sub-miniature 
hot wire, as there 'das insufficient space for the usual 3 nun probes. 
The measurements show the familiar pattern of high tangential velocities 
ahead of the rotor in the stall cell. The only notable difference to 
be found bet,.;reen these measurements and those obtained previously Hith 
the larger spacing,is that the stall 6el1 seems to be larger in 
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circumferential extent at the tip than at the hub. Apart from this 
point, the basic features of the cell are unaltered. 
The Effect of Operating Flow Rate on Cell Structure 
The preceding studies of the radial and axial structure of 
the stall cells in the different compressor builds were; conducted 
using measurements obtained at a particular flm·] rate in each case • 
It remains to be sho\ffi that the basic structure of the stall cells 
,·]ill not be radically different at some other flow rate. 
The circumferential extent of the stall cell has been shown 
to depend on the overall flm<1 rate of the compressor (Figure 20), but 
more detailed measurements are required to demonstrate that the change 
in cell 'vidth does not affect the general pattern of the flow. 
Measurements were therefore taken at a number of different flmv rates 
1n various compressor builds to investigate this point. An example 
-;'; 
of the results obtained ill the 3- stage Lmv </> build is given in 
Figure 32. The conclusions draHn from measurements 1n other builds 
are generally the same and so only one example is given here; this 
particular example being chosen because the measurements cover the 
Hidest range of cell Hidths. 
Figure 32 shows the velocity and static pressure fluctuat ions 
measured ahead of the first rotor at 4 different flow coefficients. 
It can be seen that as the floH rate decreases, the region of high 
velocity in the stall cell remains unchangedexce.pt 1-11 circumferential 
extent. Likewise , the area of 6igh static pressure 111 the cell 
1-ncreases in width Hithout much change in amplitude. The flmv 
direction measur ements , 'vhich are not shO\m here, also shoH similal" 
chan ge s in proportion rather than in detail, and thus it may be 
concluded tha t the basic structure of the st311 cell i8 independ ent 
of the compressor flo~ rate, 
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It should be noted, however, that the above conclusions are 
not ahmys true at the extremities of the oper'ating !"ange. Ir. most 
builds it has been found that W'hen the width of a full - span cell 
shrinks to around 30% of the annulus, 'the cell structure begi_ns to 
break dmm and an al ternative flmy reglme lS established; either: 
part-span stall or a complete change to steady :0 my • Alternatively, 
at the other end of the operating range ,·]here the cell becomes very 
large (>90%), the region of unstalled flow becomes unstable, and ln 
'1< 
the present example (Low ~ blading) gives vlay to axisymmetric flow. 
These considerations receive further attention in the follol-7ing chapter. 
4) Inlet Flow Measurements 
The measurements presented so far have all been obtained 
within the compressor itself, hmyever, the flow in the compressor 
inlet is also of interest. Rotating stall imposes velocity distortions 
on the incoming flow, the form of W'hich depend on the size of the cell 
and severity of ' the stall. Unsteady effects are also present ln the 
inlet "7here the flmy is not directly disturbed by reverse flow. 
If measurements are obtained at some distance from the inlet 
guide vanes, potential flow conditi.ons are found to exist. An example 
of velocity and total pressure measurements obtained under these 
conditions, as measured in plane I 2 , are given in Figure 33. The 
results shoW' approximately sinusoidal distortions W'ith a 900 phase 
lag betW'een the t\VO mea surement s. The unsteady analysis presented 
in the follmying chapter shm,Ts that this phase shift, and the 
fluctuation in the total pre.ssure, are to be eYl'0cted in et potential 
field subj e ct to a rotati.ng disturbance. 
Near er the inlet guide vanes, reversed flow is often detect~d 
and potentia l flow can no longe:c be as s ume d. In this region th·2 flmy 
tends to separate about the stall cell, dividing itself into clearly 
defineci areas of through- flow· and retarded f1m". The velocity and 
static pressure measurements obtained in plane 1 (l~ chord lengths 
aht~ad of the IGV's) are shm· .... n in Figure · 34. It can be seen that the 
area of low static pressure is associated with the area of through-
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£10'"', ,,,hi1e in the stalled region wh?re the velocity 'is 10\07, the pressure 
is almost atmospheric. These observations are of interest when 
attempting to predict the time-averaged static pressure to be expected 
during stall, and ,,,ill be referred to again in Chapter 5. · 
4.4 Single Stage Builds 
4 .Lt.1 Results and Comp2xison w·ith Three Stage Measurements 
Single stage builds of the same three compressor designs used 
above were also studied,so as to compare the cell structure in a 
single stage build with that in a 3-stage build. The results shm" 
the same basic features ~n the stall cell, however, some differences 
I"ere noted, leading to the conclusion that a single stage build cannot 
be used as cl substitute for a multi-stage rig I"hen studying the stall 
cell details. 
It will not be necessary to consider the single stage 
measurements in the same detail as before, but representative e.xamp1es 
of the results from all three builds will be given. Figures 35 and 36 
shm.". the velocity and flow direction measurements obtained at three 
radial positions before and after the rotor in the LOI" and Intermediate 
* ~* builds. Similar measurements for the High ~ build are shmm In 
Figure 37, but ~n this case the velocity mea surements dO'';'lls tream of 
the stator row have also been included (on a separate page) to 
illustrate a particular point not observed in the other two builds. 
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When comparing the measurements of Figures 35, 36 and 37 
with those presented previously for the multi-stage builds, faur 
I· 
I 
distinct differences can be noted: 
1) In the single stage builds, the size of the stall cell increases 
1n circumferential extent from ,hub to tip, i.e. the sides of ' the 
cells are not radial as they were in all of the three stage builds; 
except in the reduced spacing case. (Note specifically Figs.36 & 37.) 
2) * In Figure 35 for the Low ~ des ign, it can be seen that although 
the stall cell is clearly present at the blade tip, the disturbance 
does not extend all the way to the hub. The single stage build 
thus exhibits part-span stall, whereas full-span stall 'vas found 1n 
the 3~stage build. 
3) It was noted in the multi-stage builds tha t the circumferential 
extent of the reduced veloc.ity area behind the rotor was comparable 
with that of the stall cell. Figures 36 and 37 show that while the 
width of the cell is the same upstream and dmvnstream of the rotor, 
the area of reduced velocity behind the rotor is not ahvays as 'Hide 
..;: 
as the cell itself, especially near the blade tips. In the LOH ~ 
build (Figure 35) there is hardly any indic&tion of a reduction In 
velocity dmffistream of the rotor, in spite of the large velocity 
fluctuations upstream. 
4) Whilst the three points above hav e been concerned with the floH In 
the stall cell, differences can also be found ln the unstalled 
* flow. Consider the measurements for the Low ~ build; Figure 35. 
Ahead of the rotor the areas of stalled and unstalled flow are 
clearly distinguishable. Behind the rotor no velocily fluctuations 
ar e evident and the angle measurements suggest the fIoH lS sHirling 
uniformly in a predominantly tangential direction, -800 The 
areas of through--flmv and stalled flmv are thus not clearly 
• d 
I 
I 
I 
r 
I 
I · 
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separable as they were in the 3-stage builds. A second example 
of this is given in Figure 37 ,,,,here dmmstream of the stator> 
plane 4, the. through-flo"!;v velocity near the blade tip is 
clearly too low to be considered unstalled in a build of high 
d.esign flow rate. In cases such as thes e,where the stalled and 
unstalled flow areas are not well defined) the applicat ion of 
the parallel compressor mod e l would not be justified. 
Differences Hl. performance bet"\veen the single stage and the 
3-stage builds have been established, and these are considered 
important enough to preclude the extrapolation of the flow details 
from a single stage to a multi- stage build. 
4.4.2 Rotor Alone Test 
Tests \",ere performed in which an isolated rotor of High 
design "Tas the only blade row in the compressor. Hith this 
configuration it was not found possible to obtain unstalled rlmv) and 
a set of outlet guide vanes \Vere subsequently ins talled 14 chord 
lengths d01vTlS tream of the rotor, Ln order to straight e.n the flow 
before it entered the diffuser. Unstalled flow 'vas then possible and 
the performance of the rotor 'vas examined. This ,york \vas carried out 
before the development of the phase-lock sampling technique and 
conventional instrumentation \,Tas used. Although precise details of 
the flmv were not obtained, the hot wire measu.rements indicated high 
velocities ahead of the rotor in the stall ee11 and lm·J veloci.ties 
behind. This implies that the structure of Cl. full-span cell in an 
isolated rotor is basically similar to that in a rotor uhich is part 
of a complete stage. It would therefore appear that the passage of 
the rotor blades through the region of ret arded flow, pl ays a l arge 
part in determining the structure of the stall cell. This idea will 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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be considered further ln the next chapt~r. 
4.5 Rart-Span S~all 
The phase-lc:::k sampling technique developed for full-span 
stall was useG. successfully to ·~xam~~e part-span stall, but only in 
those cases ~vhele a stable, sinele, stall c.ell existed. The multi-
cell configuration in the two Low builds could not be tested 
because the cells were so unsteady as to make phase-lock sampling 
impossible. NevertlH~less, part-span rcsults ~vere obtained in the 
five compressor builds \.;rhich are listed below: 
* I stage Intermediate ~ 
Group I 2 stage Intermediate ~ * 
3 stage Intermediate * ~ 
I stage High Reaction 
* 
Group II 
I stage High ~ 
The compressors are divided into t'HO groups on the basis of the 
results obtained. An example of the measurements from each group 
~vill be given. 
In the case of the first group, t.he results suggest that the 
structure of the part-span cells is little different from that of 
full-span stall. An example is given in Figures 33a,b. Here the 
velocity, flow direction and total pressure measurements ~n the 3-stage 
* Intermediate <I> build arc sho\vn at three radial positions before and 
after the first rotor. The outer ~\'all static pressure measurements 
have also been included in the figure. Although the cell is loealised 
at the blade tip and covers only 25% of the compressor circumference, 
the familiar fea tures of high tangential velocities ahead of the rotor 
and 10H velocities beh:lnd,are :lnunediate ly obvious. The outer Hall ' 
static pressure is again abovc atmospheric pressure in the stall cell, 
I 
I 
and,as 1.n the 3-stage build of this compressor, the cell was found to 
extend axially t.hrough the blade rows. It can therefore be seen tr.at 
the general behaviour of the part-span .cells 1.1< this group of 
compressors 1.8 very similar to the beh;:lViour of th<:: full- span eells 
examined previously. 
A different stall behaviour was found during pa.rt-span stall 
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in the t~vo builds of Group n. This is illustrated in Figures 39a,b,c, 
w·hich show the measurements for the single stage High build. 
(Measurements downstream of the stator rOlv have been specially included 
in this case; Figure 39c.) It ~vasfound that instead of an increase 
in velocity and total pressure ahead of the rotor, the re ~vas a IP..arked 
decrease in both these quantities. The outer wall static pressure 
was still higher in the stall cell than in the unstalled flmv, but 
did not exceed atmospheric pressure as in all preceding cases, The 
reason for the change in cell behaviour is unknOlvn, and \vithout 
further information it is not possible to say whether these changes 
are conmlOn to all single stage builds of relatively high design flow 
rate, or just a peculiarity of the particular builds tested. 
The measurements dmVllstream of the stator, Figure 39c, show 
an annular region of stalled flo~v near the blade tip. The velocities 
1.n this region are exceedingly 10lv and the angle measurements show the 
flmv to be predominantly in the tangential directioiJ.. This suggests 
axisymmetric stall near the outer ~vall, \vhich is Rurpr ising in Vlelv of 
the rotating stall elsevlhere. A similar observation ~vas made \"hen Lhe 
compressor build \-la S tested during full-span stall; F~gure 37c. 
Part-span stall thus res~ililes full-span stall from this point of V1.ew, 
but in all other respects,the part-span behaviour of the cells 1.n this 
group of compressors is very different from the behaviour in either 
full-span or part-span stall in any of the other builds. 
I 
l 
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It is interesting to note that as the velocity and total 
pressure falls in the stall cell ahead of the roto~ in Figure 39a, 
these part-span meas urements are the only ones to support the classical 
idea of stall in '''hich the cell is vie\Ved as an in active rcgiorL of 
dead fluid. 
Summary 
. Se.ction 4.1 
The total- ta-static pressure r1se characteristics of four 
groups of compressors of various numbers of stages have been 
presented with emphasis on the stalled part of the characteristics. 
The compressor designs covered a \vide range of flmv rates and included 
one group of 65% reaction; the other groups were all of 50% 
reaction. It \Vas shown that the peak pres sure rise in each case 1S 
proportional to the design floY1 rate and that, at shut-off, the 
pressure rise appears to be almost independent of the compressor design. 
The static--to-static characteristics of the four 3-stage compressors 
Here presented for comparison with the total- to -s tatic characteristics, 
and examples of the individual stage characteristics were given. In 
the latter case, it 1S found that the last stage in a multi'-'stage 
compressor appears to perform less efficiently than the preceding 
stages, and 'vhen only one stage is present, this stage performs }.ike. 
the last stage in a multi-s tage build. 
Section 4.2 
The overall behav iour of the stall cells in the va.rious 
compres sor builds '\Vere considered in this section. It ~·)as found that 
full-span stall was alw'ays associated ~'lith a. single stall cell and 
that part-span stall a b-lays gave a hir,her pressure rise, and rotated 
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at greater speed tha n part-span stall. The speed of rotation of the 
full-span cells \Vd.S fcund to be. weakly influenced by the operating 
flmv rate of the cor.lpr<:!ssor, but to be markedly dependent on the 
number of stages in the build. The circumferential extent of the cell 
Has shOlm to be directly related to ;:he operating flow rate . 
• Section 4.3 
The phase- lock sampling measurements of full-span stall in 
the 3- stage, 50% reaction,compressors were presented and analysed 
from the point of view of cell ' structure. In all cases, it "las found 
that the stall cells extend axially through the blade rmvs, and that 
the behaviour of the stalled J10lv in each stage of the compressor was 
similar. A study of the details of the flow shmved the unstalled part 
of the annulus to operate qU3.litatively as if there 'vere no stall 
cells in the compressor. In the cell itself, the flow ,vas shown to be 
strongly three-dimensional, especially in the lmver flow rate builds, 
and Has characterised by high tangential velocities ahead of the rotor 
and 101\1 velocities behind. Harked areas of reversed flow ,,,ere found 
in the highe r flOH rate builds. The overall pa tt.ern of the flow in 
the c e ll Has shmm to be generally unchanged by a change in blade-rm'l 
spacing or design reaction, but the prec ise details of the flow were 
found to be strongly influenced by the design flow rate of the 
compressor. 
Section 4.4 
Flow measurements Here presented for the sin8 le stage builds 
of t.he thr ee 50% reaction compres s ors. These were compared \"ith 
the results of the 3-s tage' builds, and it "Jas 5hm,'11 that the stall cell 
in a single stage build lS, Hl some lYays, different from that in a 
multi-s tage build. The differences concerned the radia l shape of the 
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stall cell, a change from full- span to par t -span stall in the cas e 
* of the Low ~ c ompres sor ) and the i)lurring of the distinction 
between stalled and unstalled flow . It was concluded that the flow 
details of a single stage build should not be expected to apply to a 
multi - staee compressor. 
·Section 4 . 5 
Examples of part-span results He.re pre.se.nted to show that in 
most cas es , part-s pan stall is ve ry similar in structure to full-span 
stall. Some exceptions were not ed hmvever, but these were only 
observed in two single stage builds of high de.sign £10\.,)' rate. 
CHAPTER 5 
Discussion of Experiment.al ReSl1lts 
In this chapter, the unsteady measurements ilre anc:.lysed from 
the point of vieH of obtaining an overaJ 1 model of the flow, w'hich 
.can th~n be used to describe the stalled beha.viour of an axial flmv 
compressor. Although greatest use will be made of the three stage 
results, the basic conclusions are applicable to all the other 
~ompressor builds tested and are intended to be of interest during 
both full ~span and pa.rt-span stall. 
The discussion has been divided int·o four parts . The 
first, Section 5.1, is concerned ~.,rith the kinematics of the floH 1n 
the compressor, i.e. Vlith the patterns of the fluid motion 1n and 
around the stall cell. The questions consid~red her~ are those of 
cell structure, axial movement of the fluid in the stalled region, 
the effect of stall on the torque and temperature characteristics) 
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and the details of the unstalled flm., surrounding the cell. These 
topics a].l rely on a study of the velocity and floVl direction 
measurement.s. In Section 5.2, the emphasis is shifted to the unsteady 
pressure measurements, Vlhere the radial and circumferential gradi.ents 
in the static pressure are considered. Some attention is given to 
the question of absolute pressure levels in the stall cells, and an 
analysis is undertaken of the influence of a rotating disturbance on 
the flow fie lds upstream and do\,1l1stream of the compressor. la 
Section 5.3~ the velocity and pressure fields considered in the 
previous sections are brought together to produce an overall model of 
the flmv. This model is then used to study the effect of rotating 
stall on the compressor performance and to explain the relationships 
bet~veen the various types of pressure rise characteristics. 
Finally, J.n Section 5.4, a comparlson Hill be made bet\"een the ideas 
propos~d here and those to be found in the literature. 
5.1 Kinematics of Stalled Flo,,, III Axial Co.!npre~ 
The first part of this section lS devoted to the description 
of a fundamental cell structure, Hhich is applicable in all cases, 
and can be used to explain the similarities in the measurements 
obtained froIT! the varl0US compressor builds. Once the existence of 
such a generalised strucLure has been established, 'the details of the 
flm" in the different configurations can be examined more precisely 
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and related to the external features Hhich characterise the performance 
of a compressor operating in stall. 
5.1.1 Stall Cell Structure 
a) Evidence from unsteady measurements 
From~ the velocity and floH direction measurements presented ln 
the previous chapter, a number of general observations can be made 
about the f101v in a stalled compressor, It lS clear that in most cases 
the floH can be divided into distinct areas of stalled and un8talled 
flow'. In the unstalled area ~ the flm" appears to behave as it "fould 
under steady conditions, i.e. as if there Here no stall cell in the 
compre ssor at all. In the stalled area, on the other hand, the 
results suggest a basic structure to the £loH Hhich is responsible 
for the measurements from each compressor build being generally 
similar, In this respect1it "ras found that ahead of the rotors the 
velocities in the stall cell \"ere consistently near blade speed, and 
ahvays in the direction of rotation. Behind the rotors, the 
velocities veremuch lmver by comparison and less predictable ln 
direction. Thi s pattern of high velocities ahead of the rotors and 
low ve.locities b ehind, \vas observed in all the compressor builds and 
in the mUlti-stage configurations gave rise to n cell profile whic .r, 
. \'las invariably found to be axial. 
The fact that the stall cell extends axially thro1.~gh the 
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. mUl t i-stage compressors has been verified by numerous measurements, 
apart from those presented in the previous chapter. This observatioll ~s 
surprising ~n v~ew of the conventional idea of stall cell structure. 
In the past, it has been assumed (27) that the stall cell may be 
vie'ved as an inactive region of dead fluid, which extends through the 
blade rOHS like. the '-lake of a bluff body. Under these conditions, 
the edges of the cell would coincide with streamlines in the 
unstalled flow surrounding the cell. The present measurements ShOV1, 
ho\.;rever, that the speed of the cell in all the multi-stage builds ~s 
such that, for the edges of the. cell to form streamlines ~n the 
unstalled flmv, the cell \.;rould need to assume an obvious helic.al 
t\.,ist. The consistent recording of high tangential velocities ~n the 
stalled region, and the fact that the cell does not exhibit a helical 
twist, suggests that the cell structure cannot be like that of a dead 
wake anc1,then~fore)some alternative structure must be considered. 
It should be emphasised at this point that the cell structure 
r e ferred to here is concerned only with the details of the flow within 
the blade ro,vs of the compressor itself. The behaviour of the 
veloc.ity distortion in the swirling £10107 dO'Vl1stre am of the last stator 
ro\-1 is not of int erest. 
To investi gat e the. que.stion of ce.ll strllcture in greater 
detail, consider the sketch given below in "lhich the compressor 
annulus has () een umvrapped at the mean radius. An axial stall cell 
~s super impo sed on the blade roVlS and is sho'l<m moving to the left in 
low velocities behind, \vas observed in all the compressor builds and 
in the mUlti-stage configurations gave rlse to n cell profile whic"', 
. ''las invariably found to be axial . 
. The fact that the stall cell extends axially throEgh the 
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, mUlti-stage compressors has been verified by numerous measurements, 
ipart from those presented in the previous chapter. This observatioll lS 
surprising lU Vle\.;r of the conventional idea of stall cell structure. 
In the past, it has been assumed (27) that the stall cell may be 
vie\.;red as an inactive region of dead fluid, which extends through the 
blade rows like the wake of a bluff body. Under these conditions, 
the edges of the cell ,.;rould coincide with streamlines in the 
unstalled flow surrounding the cell. The present meacurements ShOV1, 
hOHever, that the speed of the cell in all the multi-stage builds lS 
such that, for the edges of the cell to form streamlines In the 
unstalled flmv, the cell Hould need to assume an obvious helic.al 
tW'ist. The consistent recording of high tangential velocities In the 
stalled region, and the fact that the cell does not exhibit a helical 
tHist, suggests that the cell structure cannot be like that of a dead 
wake and,therefore,some alternative structure must be considered. 
It should be emphasised at this point that the cell structure 
referred to here is concerned only with the details of the flow within 
the blade ro,,,s of the compressor itself. The behaviour of the 
veloc.ity distortion in the sHirling £loH do\mstream of the last stator 
rm·} is not of interest. 
To investigate the question of cell strncture ill greater 
detail, consider the sketch given beloH in \"hich the compressor 
annulus has been umvrapped at the me an radius. An axial stall cell 
is superimposed on the blade rOHS and is shov.m moving to the left in 
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low velocities behind, ,vas observed in all the compressor builds and 
in the multi-stage configurations gave rise to n cell profile whic"', 
. ua s invariably found to be axial. 
The fact that the stall cell extends axially through the 
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. mUl t i -stage compressors has been verified by nume rous measm:"ements; 
ipart from those presented in the previous chapter. This observatiml 18 
surprising 1U V1ew of the conventional idea of stall cell structure. 
In the past, it has been assumed (27) that the stall cell Imy be 
vie,ved as an inactive region of dead fluid, which extends through the 
blade r6ws like the wake of a bluff body. Under these conditions, 
the edges of the cell 'vould coincide ,vith streamlines in the 
unstalled flow surrounding the cell. The present meacurements ShO"l s 
hO,vever, that the speed of the cell in all the multi-s tage builds 1S 
such that, for the edges of the cell to form streamlines 1n the 
unstalled flmv, the cell would need to assume an obvious helical 
t,vist. The coItsistent recording of high tangential velocities 1n the 
stalled region, and the fact that the cell does not exhibit a helical 
twist, suggests that the cell structure cannot be like that of a dead 
wake anc1,therefore,some alternative structure must be considered. 
It should be emphasised at this point that the cell structure 
referred to here is concerned only with the details of the flow within 
the blade TOX-lS of the compressor itself. The behaviour of the 
velocity distortion in the s"lirling flOVl dO,Vl1stream of the last stator 
rO,-l is not of interest. 
To investigate the. question of cell strncture in greater 
detail, consider the sketch given below in ,,,hich the compressor 
annulus has been umvrapped at the mean radius. An axial stall cell 
is superimposed on the blade rm-lS and is shown moving to the left 1n 
? 
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The edges of the cell have been drmrn parallel. This 'vas usually 
found to be the case; except in the Low ~* .build where the left-hand 
edge of the cell sloped inwards, thereby reducing the width of the 
cell at the rear of th2 compressor. This decrease in \vidth was, ln 
any case, only of the order of 10% of the width at inlet, and 
therefore may be neglected here. 
The unstalled flow surrounding the cell has a mean flmv 
direction as indicated by the arrmvs in the sketch. This flm" has a 
component of \vhirl in the tangentia 1 direction which, for a 50% 
reaction compressor, is always equal to half the mean blade speed, i.e: 
.5 u. (This can be seen by taking the mean tangential component of 
the two absolute velocity vectors in the triangles on the right-hand 
side of the sketch.) In the absolute frame of reference, the 
unstalled flO(v thus has a component of movement in the same direction 
as that of the stall cell. It follmvs, therefore, that if the speed 
of the cell is equal to 50% of the rotor speed, ther~ will be no 
interaction bet\,Teen th2 stalled and unstalled parts of the flml. If, 
on the other hand, the stall cell is moving at a lower speed, say 30% 
(\vhich lS roughly thE: case in all thE: 3--stage builds), the unstal1ed 
flow will be going faster than the stall cell~ and fluid will have to 
cross from one side of the stalled region to the other in order to 
pre.serve continuity ln the t angential direction. 
This simple argument, base d on the axial profile of the cell 
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and the relative. speeds of the stalled and unstalled parts of the 
, 
flow, gives r.ise to a 'pictur'o: of the flOvl in the compressor -Hhich 
can be illustrated by the sk2tch in Figure 40. The sketch is drawn 
in the absolut.e reference. frame. and shows a s lmv mov~ng cell 
( V < .5 U), ~n which unstalled £101" cr.osses the cell from one 
cell 
side to the other. It should be noted that this figure is only 
intended to illustrate tangential movement in the stalled region~ 
and does not take into account any flmv which might be drifting 
through the cell in the axial direction. The question of axial 
movement in the stalled region Hill be considered separately in the 
follovling section, Le. 5.1.2. 
The picture of the cell in Figure 40 is supported by the 
repeated observations of high tangential velocities in the stall cell. 
HO,vever, before examining the unsteady measurements for further 
support of this type of flm., structure, the question of mass transfer 
across th~ stalled region should be considered in greater detail. 
It ,.,as suggested by Rannie (27) that mass transfer \vas an l1 un likely 
resultll~ and so it is important not only to establish the feasibility 
of such flmv) but also to de termine ,vhat behavioura 1 characteristics 
might be expected of a cell vnth this type of structure. In the 
follmving sub - section it is therefore proposed to examine the idea 
of an axial cell structure ,vithin the context of an ideal compressor. 
b) Study of cell structure in an ideal compressor 
Consider an idealised compressor of 50% l'eaction J_n ,vh ich 
the stall cell extends a~ially through the blade rows. The rotor. and 
stator blade chord lengths are assume d equal, and the gaps between the 
blade rm-lS are provisionally taken to be infinite ly SID2.11. A sketch 
is given belmv-, drmm in the absolute reference frame, shmving the 
sta ll cell on the umlrapped annulus of a 3-stage compressor. Only 
\ 
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that part of the [l0\'7 between the trailing' edges of the rGV's and 
the exi~ plane of the last statar r:O\'1 LS considered here. 
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If it is assumed that there is no axial movement of the fluid 
l.n the stall cell, then, under ideal conditions, the £lo'\-J trapped in 
the stator blade passages will be stationary, while the flow 1n the 
rotor blades \vill be transported in the tangential direction at blade 
-
speed, i.e. U. As the axial projection of the rotor blades 
occupies half the cross-sectional flow area in the meridional plane, 
Aa ' the net mass of the fluid being transported to t~e left in the 
stall cell at any instant is given by: !pAeU. In the unstalled 
£101>1, on the , other hand, the mean tangential velocity ir~ a 50% 
reaction compressor is .5 U over the entire floyl area, and so the 
mass being transported to the left ~n this region ~s also !pAeU. 
In terms of tangential continuity,thereforc, the stalled and unstalled 
flmv regimes are entirely compatible, and the concept of an axial cell 
structure is physically plausible under the assumed conditions. 
It should be noted that, as the tlVO flow regimes are compatib le 
at every instant in time, the speed of rotation of the cell will have 
no effect on the details of the flow in the stalled region; the fluid 
~n the stators \vil1 always be instantaneously stationary and that in 
the rotors, abvays instantaneously moving at blade speed. This study 
of the cell structure is,therefore}not expected to provide any useful 
inforlilation tmvarcls sol Villg the problem of predict iug the speed of 
rotation of the stall cell. 
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In the preceding argument it was , 2ssumed that the gaps 
between the blade rOivS wer e vm'1ishir ;sJ.y small. If the compressor lS 
, now expanded in t he axiHl di 't' e.ction to , create gaps of finite Slze, 
the area In the sta11 cell available for tangential mass transfer 
. will be increased. At the. same time , the length of the cell 
boundaries Hill be increased proportionately, thus allmving more fluid 
to enter the cell. It follo~vs, theref ore., that if the stalled and 
utlstalled parts of the flmv are to remain compatible and the cell to 
retain its axial orientation, then the area-averaged tangential 
velocity of the fluid in the gaps betwe en the blade rmvs in the cell 
must be equal to .5 U for a 50% reaction compressor. The unst eady 
measurements can be used to ascertain whether this is true for the 
flmv in a real compressor, a point which will be considered in the 
following section. 
If the camber angle and chord length of the rotor and stator 
blades are held equal, but the stagger of one of the blade rows is 
altered to change the reaction of the compressor, as \vas done in the 
present t ests, the axial structure of the cell will not necessarily 
be affected. This c an be seen by considering the blades ~nd 
velocity triangles shown below for an ideal compressor of high 
reaction. 
absolute velocity 
Ce < .511 
The axial proj ections of the b la,de chord lengths sho\v that 
the ,cross - sectior.a l area avai l ab l e fe r tangential movement of the 
fluid in the stall cell,uill be reduced by an increase in design 
L ' 
b 
reaction. But, fr.om the velocity triangles it can be seen that, 
at the same time, the mean tangential component of the t,vo .s.bsolute 
velocity vector s has been reduced belmv .5 U. The changes which 
occur 1.11 t.he stalled and unstall ed areas are therefore complementary, 
· 8nll so a change in design reaction (over a limited range) is not 
likely to produce any notice ah le cha nge 1.n overall cell structure. 
Consider now the case in which the rotor and stator blades 
are of markedly different chord lengths. Under these conditions, 
the only \vay 1.n which the capacity of the stalled blades to transport 
fluid across the c e ll can be matched with that of the unstalled flmv 
to supply fluid to the cell, \vould be for the ce ll to ass ume a helical 
tv!ist. The sense of this t\vi s t would naturally depend on whether the 
rotor blades are larger than the stators,or vice versa. This shows 
that the preced ing cases in which an axial cell \-laS neces sary to 
satisfy the continuity requirements were, in fact, special cases of 
an infinite range of possible cell configurations. Only in those 
instances 'vhere the mas s transfe r capabilities of the bvo floH reg imes 
are equa l, 'vill the stall cell actually maintain an axial profile. 
It is un fortuna t e that no example of a ce ll exhibiting a helical t,,,ist 
was obtained in the pres ent work to confirm these ideas, as all the 
blade rows used were of equal chord and thus correspond to the 
special case in which the cell is axial. 
Having examined the f eas ibility of a cell structure 1.n \vhich 
mass tnmsfer is acc.eptab J.e, it "7ill b e u seful to make a compar ison 
be tHeen this type of structure and that of a cell considered as a 
dead wake. The fundamental di fferences betHeen the two type s of 
cells are illus t rated in the fi gures belol-1; both of \vhich are drawn 
in the cell reference frame. 
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PASSIVE CELL STRUCTURE 
In the case of the active structure, so called to distinguisll 
it from that of a dead wake, the profile of the cell is independent 
of the cell speed,and continuity between the stalled and unstalled 
parts of the flow is maintained by the transfer of fluid from one 
side of the cell to the other. Alternatively, in the passive case, 
interaction het\veen the two flmv regimes is precluded by assuming 
the edges of the cell to be streamlines in the unstalled flow. 
The helical angle of the cell is,therefore,dependent on the speed 
of rotation of the cell. 
The concept of a dead Hake type of cell structure makes no 
provision for the influence of the physical movement of the blade 
rmvs through the stalled region. In this sense, the active cell 
structure Hould appear to be more practical and is, in fact, the 
mode of operation supported by the experimental results; as will 
be demonstrated belov7. 
c) Experimental support for active cell structure 
By considering the flm>l in an idealised compressor, it 
has been shmvn that the model of the stalled flmv glven Hl 
Figure 40, is physictilly plausible. It remains to be shmm that the 
experimental results support the consequences of this type of 
structure, and to see hm'7 \vcll conditions in the real compressor 
reflect those deduced 'from the ideal ised assumptions. 
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It has been sho"m that the fundamental feature lllhich 
characterises an active, axial, cell is that the rat e of mass . 
transfer in the tangential direction 1$ the same 1n the stalled 
and unsta11ed parts of the annulus. In the 3-stage 50% reaction 
ccmpres80rs~ the mean tangential velocity in the unsta11ed flow 
is ~qua1 to .5 U. From the detailed velocity measurements it 
should therefore be possible to shm.,r that this is also true of the 
flow in the stall cell. In this respect, it should be noted that 
the experimental results can only provide information about the flow 
in the gaps between the blade r01:\1S, but~ if there is little axial 
movement in the stall cell, the preceding analysis suggests that 
this requirement will automatically be true for the f10", \\1ithin the 
blade rows themselves. 
The results in Figure 26 give the tangential components of 
velocity at the circumferential centre of the stall cell measured at 
five radial positions before and after the first rotor in the 3-st8ge 
compressor builds. (As the flow patterns 1n a mUlti-stage compressor 
have been shO\vn to repeat stage-by-st.age, it will suffice to examine 
the flow in the first stage only.) Furthermore, explorations with 
the kinked hot-wire probe, i11ustra.ted on page 58, suggest that the 
axial variation in velocity across the gaps 1S small, and therefore 
the velocities in Figure 26 can be taken to represent the mean velocity 
of the flow between the blade rO\.,rs. By gro.phica1 integration of the 
measurements before and after the rotor, the fo110~\1ing area averaged 
velocities ,,,ere obtained for the tangential flow in the three 
compressor builds: 
Lmo7 ~* Ce . 
;:: 
.51 U 
- -Intermediate ~* C e .54 U 
.-
-High <1>* Ge .49 U 
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-In each case the' mean velocity is near .5 U. Since the velocity 
of the stall cell itself is only .3 U , these 1ll2aSeremE:ilts fi.rmly 
. establish the existence of tangential flow through the ceH, and 
provide convincing support for the concept of an active cell 
structure. 
It is of interest to note that, ~vhile the fluid crossing the 
stall cell might ~vell do so in both the gaps before and after the 
rot.or, the experimental results ShOH quite clearly that the greater 
part of the fluid is concentrated in the gap ahead of the rotor. 
The fluid in the gap behind the rotor is inactive by comparison. It 
appears that any high velocity fluid drifting out of the stalled 
rotor blades always does so on the upstream side, irrespective of the 
sense of the local pressure gradient across the blade row. Similar 
observations ha',le been made by Dunham (13)) Pavlenko (35) and Tanaka 
and Hurata (32) in compressors of Hidely different designs. 
Centrifugal effects in the blade passages may be partly responsible 
for this, but,until a suitable explanation for the apparent upstream 
bias is found, it ~vill not be possib le to make any real progress 
towards predicting the compressor performance from first principles. 
A corollary of the concept of an active cell structure is 
that the inclination of the cell profile, which ~s axial m the 
present case, ~s independent of the speed of rotation of the cell. 
It is not possible to check this point directly as the speed of 
rotation cannot be indepe.ndent1y varied, HOIvever, the cell speed 
does change with the number of stages in the build (Figure 19) and 
J.n the tlVO, three and four stage compressors, where. it ~vas possible 
to monitor the shape of the cell, no deviation from an axial profile 
,vas observed. If) on the other hand, the structure of the cell ~vas 
more like that of a dead wake, the cell \'lOuld have. assume.d an 
obvious helical twist at the speeds shown 1n Figure 19, and the 
angle of this twist would have altered from build to build. 
It was also suggested in the previous section that the 
structure of the cell should be unaffected by a change in design 
l'eactioH) or by a change in blade rmv spacing. Both of these points 
Ivere verified over a limited range by results obtained during the 
current experimental program. With regard to the first point, it 
will be recalled tha t -the testing of a 65% reaction build led to 
the conclusion that an increase in reaction had little effect on the 
details of the flow 1n the stalled region or on the axial nature of 
the cell. The influence of blade rmv spacing Ivas inves tigated when 
a special build of the 3- stage 10H ~;'( compressor vJaS tested with -
greatly reduced spacing. The results of this experiment Here quoted 
in the previous chapter and shO'lv that, apart [ram a sma_ 11 change 1n 
the radial shape, the basic structure of the cell was unaffe cted by 
the change 111 gap/chord ratio. 
The concept of an active cell structure is thus supported 
1n most respects by the experimental results, and the sketch given 
1n Figure LfO can therefo re be regarded as a reasonab le model of the 
flow 1n the compressor. It should be emphasised that although mu1ti :-
stage data has bee-n used to study the cell structure, the concept of 
an active cell) in which the stalled blades behave as crude paddle 
Ivheels, is not restricted to multi - stage b lading. The orientation 
of the cell, as such, i s obviously not an important f actor in short 
compressors such as single stage or isolated rotor builds, 
nevertheless, the fundamental idea of mass transfer a cross the cell, 
due to the physical influence of the rotor blades movin g through the 
retarded flmv) is applicable in all cases. 
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5.1. 2 Axial Hovement of Fluid ln the Stall Cell· 
The description of the cell structure given In tha preVlOUS 
secti.on was predominantly ,concerned lV'ith flo\07 in the tangential 
~irection; in fact, all flmV' in the axial directicn was assumed 
negligible. It can be seen from the expel-imental res'!lts, howeve r, 
.that,although small by comparlson with the tangentia l flow, a ce r tain 
amount of fluid does move axially through the blade rows. This axia.l 
movement may manifest itself as either a n.et floH towards the front 
or back of the compressor, or else as a recireulation ,,,ithin the 
blade rmV's themselves. 
The first of the tHO sub-sect.ions Hhich follmV', is concerned 
Hith the question of net axial drift in the stall cell and the 
possible influence of this flow on the b ehaviour of the compressor 
as a ,vhol e . In the s~cond sub-section. attention is given to the 
finer details of the £lo\v \olithin the blade rmvs,and an attempt made. 
to shmv how the tangential and axial components of the velocity are 
combined in the different compressor builds to produce the observed 
three-dimens ional flmv patterns. 
a) Axial drift and continuity equation 
The axial movement of fluid through a compressor lS most 
easily studied by considering the floH direction measurements in the 
plane behind the rotor. The floT/! is usually less tangent.ial 111. this 
regicn and, therefore , the angles provide a. clearer indication. of the 
se.nse of the £10"1. The appropriate measurements for the 3-stage. 
builds are. 8ive.n in Figure 22, ,,,here it can be SeE.ic that the de tails 
of the. flmv in each build are different, To assist Hith the 
interpretat ion of these measurements, a pictorial sketch is pr ovided 
in Figure 41 shmving the flmv patter ns in t.he. Intermediate \jJ~'; build. 
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Although this sketch is only a two-'dimensional v~e", of a highly 
cGlnplex three-dimensional situation s it can be seen tha t ,the stall 
' cell may be divided into two parts: one in Vlhich the floVl has an 
axial component of velocity tmvards the front of the compressor, 
Le. reversed flmy, and the other in 1vhich the axial component of 
the -flow is tm.,ards the rear of the compressor ~ 1.. e. through - flov7 . 
. -
In the Intermediate ~~; build, the areas of reversed and 
through - flmy appear to be of roughly equal proportions, but the 
m8asurewents of Figure 22 indicate tha t this is not true for the 
other two bui lds. The LOv1 <p~" compressor shows a complete absence 
of reversed flow, while in the High q)* build, the measurements suggest 
that almost the entire cell is occupied by this type of floH. In 
terms of through - flow and reversed flow, the situation in the three 
compressor builds can be summarised by the sketches given be low. 
-r-- IGV's 
stall cell / stall cell / stall cell / I 
1/ / / I 1 
, 81 1 1, i 1 : I / / / I I 
/ / / I X 1 1--0 0 1-0: 0 «- ~ ~:<--~ <---)I~ ) 
__ OGV's __ -..L.. __ 
LOH <p~" INTERHEDIATE </>," HIGH <P'~ 
It should be note d that these sketches are. only represent at ive of 
conditions 1.n the three stage builds. In the sense conside red here, 
the details of the flow Rre influenced by the nuw.ber of stages 1.n 
the compressor - as Has demonstrated when the single stage results 
vlere compare d 1vith the 3- stage measur ements :m the previous chapter 
, and 'vere found to be someHhCit different . 
If a mean axial ve locity component is assumed for each of 
the various parts of the flmy field, then a simple continuity 
equation can b e ,,1r itten to express t he net flm,1 through the annulus 
ir, any of the compressor builds. I f 0 is the fraction of the cell 
occupied by reversed nOlor and 1-0 the through-floyl fraction., and 
if A repreSei.lts the total fraction of the annulus covered .by the 
stall cell, then the follovling equation can be used to represent the 
flo~" in the compressor: 
0vera1l flmv rate == uristalled flm-, + through flow - revers ed flm" 
.~.e. pA C 
x x 
+ (J. -0) AC X 
. +s OACx- ) pA s x 
-Hhere C ~s the velocity of the net fIm-l averaged over the whole 
x 
annulus area, and C 
x 
us 
~s the · axial component of- the unstalled flow 
surrounding the cell. The symbols an.d respectively, 
represent the positive and negative components of velocity in the 
stall cell. Since the annulus area, A , appears on both sides of 
x 
the equation and changes ~n density can be ignored, the equation can 
be expressed more simply 1.n terms of axial velocity coef ficients: 
~ . - (l-A)~ . + (l-o)A~ - OAt 
. us +s-s 
By us~ng this equation to relate the circumferent ial extent 
-
of the stall cell, A , to the overall flow rate~ <I> , it is possible 
to show how the axial movement of relatively SIll3.1l amounts of fluid 
through the stall cell can influence the behaviour of the compressor 
as a Y.7hole. To illustrate this point, t~vo examples of the 
-
relationship betHeen A and ~ Hill be considered belo~v ; one for 
the Low t* build and the other for the High <1>* build. 
Consider first the Low <p}' compre ssor. In this case there 
1S no reversed flow ~n the stall cell and so 0 ~ O. Taking 
<Pus := .35 and '" ==.1, ~vhich are a.pproximate values estimated 
't'+s 
from the velocity measurements, the above equation reduc es to : 
<j> (1-1. ) .35 + ,1 A + 0 
~.e. (.35 - ~)/.25 
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-Thus, t, == 1 ,,,hen ~ == .1 , signifying that the stall cell will 
cover U,e entire annulus area. 'vhen the compressor flov1 r at.e is , still 
\ ' pcsitive. Thi s conclusion is supported by the relationship bet"7een 
A and ~ obtained by direct measurement; as shmm l_n Figure 20. 
Similarly, for the High </>* build, taking 0 == .85 , </> = 1.15 
us 
and . ~ Cv ~ 'V. 2 , as suggested by the unsteady measurements, the 
- +s -'s ' 
continuity equation becomes 
-~ - (1-1. ) 1.15 + .2 (1 - .85) A - .2 (.85) A 
(1.15 - ~) / 1.29 
Here, A == 1 ,.,hen ~ == -.lLI > thus j_ndicating that the stall cell 
,,,ill not cover the entire annulus at shut-off ~ Le. at <P == O. As 
before, this ~s ~n agreement with the measurements in Figure 20, 
where it can be seen that in this build the stall cell occupies only 
-89% of the compressor annulus at ~ == 0 . 
The two examples considered here provide some idea of the 
possible order of ma gnitude of the axial drift through the stall cell 
and show how the seIlse of the net drift, either positive or negative, 
can influence the overall behaviour of the compressor. In the Low ~* 
build , ,.,here the stall cell reaches maximum size at a positive flm{ 
rate, rotating stall is replaced by axisymmetric stall ,,,ith an 
accompanying discontinuity in delivery pressure n.se, as can be seen 
from the three stage characteristic in Figu~e 8. Alternatively, in 
the High </>* build, rotating stall is still present at </> == 0 and so 
the character istic shows no obvious change in b eh a viour as the flmy 
rate approaches zero; Figure 11. 
With r egar d to the genera l quest i on of axia l drift in the 
stalled region , it \,ill be n~ca1l 2d thLlt Dunham (1LI) , McKenzie (16) 
and Gray (17) ass umed pos itive flmy, zero fImy and negative fl0"7 in 
..... 
the stall cell, respectively. From the above discussion,it is clear 
that these assumptions a!:e based on an over-' sim~lified c8aCt~pl: . of 
the cell as,in realit~ both positive an4 negative flow can exist 
simultaneously in the stalled region. The continuity eqllation used 
here makes provision for a slightly more. realistic moclel of the floV7; 
but is not of any great use without prior knowledge ~f the details 
of the flow in the stall cell. 
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The division of the cell into areas of positive and negative 
drift is not ah18Ys possible. It has been done here on a one-
dimensional basis for the three stage compressor builds in order to 
demonstrate the existence, and effects, of axial drift. It could not 
have been done in the single stage builds, for example, where the 
distinction bet'veen stalled and unstalled flow is less clearly defined. 
The finer details of the cell structure in e2ch compressor build are 
different, but, by studying specific examples in this way, some 
understanding is gained of how axial flO\07 in the stall cell can 
influence the overall per'formance of the compressor. 
b) Three-dimensional flow details 
In this section. the flow ~n the two compressors used as 
examples above will be considered ~n greater detail to show how the 
actual flow pa,tterns in the stall cells g~ve rise to the observed 
movement of fluid in the tangential and axial directions. As before, 
the Intermediate ~* compressor \vill not be specifically examined, as 
the behaviour of this build may be regarded as a compromise bet"Teen 
that of the other two builds. 
Ske tches m~re provided in the prev~ous chapter (page. 71) to 
assist with the visual interpreta tion of the floH patterns obtained 
from the velocity and direction meas urements. For the purpose of 
"..... 
the present discussions, similar sketches for t.he Low and High cp1, 
builds are repeated be low: 
. .-r==-··~l ._--===-=-----... b·e-D b~a. 
a-I R I 
,----
positive fimv 
direction 
) 
et 
R 
___ ..L-_ _ 
HIGH <jJ* 
In the Lmv cp-l. build, the flow pattern is strongly three-
dimensional, and sho\v8 movement of fluid in both the positive and 
nega tive x directions. Part of the flow entering the rotor at the 
hub moves through the blade rmv and emerges from the trailing edge 
plane 'vith a comparatively 10v7 velocity and Ul a direction which is 
predominantly tangential, i.e. at or to axial. The 
rema inder of the flow entering the rotor is centrifuged outwards and 
at the same time acquires a very high velocity in the vhirl 
direction. This centrifuged fluid leaves the blade r01-7 on the 
·upstream side "lith a small component of velocity in the negative 
direction (1000 to dmvl1stream axial) and, after interacting \vith any 
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blade row ahead of the rotor (either stator or IGV), may re-enter the 
rotor ln a recirculatory fa shion. It should be stressed, however, 
that the velocities in the tangential direction are much greater than 
those ln the meridional plane sho,m here, and there fore Cl particular 
fluid particle ll8Y only complete a fraction of this cyclic process 
in the time it takes foI' the particle to move from one side of the 
cell to the other. 
In the Hig h cp'~ build, the flOlv is more tVio- dimens ional in 
nature and moves consistently in the revers e d flmv direction, Le. 
negative x. The fluid entering the roto r does so at a very oblique 
ang le, as in the absolute reference frame it is mOVJ.ng in a counter -
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rotational direction (~250o to downstream axial) with a velocity 
-
w'hich is sometimes as high as .5 U Considerable losses must occur 
during the actual mltry process 1 but once the fluid emerges from the 
upstream side of the b1ac1e roVl it has acquired a velocity \vhich is 
well in eycess of that of the blades themselves; sometime s as high 
-
as 1.5 U. It is only through the presence of a net flow ln the 
reversed direction that these exceedingly high velocities ahead of 
the rotor can be explained. 
The two examples given her.e shmv hou, in spite of the marked 
differences in detail, both floH patterns lead to high tangential 
velocities ahead of the blade ro\,' and, thus, provide the tangenti a l mass 
transfer necessary to sustain an active cell structure. The examples 
al so show that the overall axial drift observed in the t\vO compressors, 
Le. negative flow ln the High ~* build and positive flmv in the Low ~.:, 
build, can be related to the precise details of the flow within the 
blade ro\vs. A further point about these t\vO flow patterns lS that,. 
although they both give rise to the same delivery pressure during 
stall, the differences ln momentum changes which occur lead to 
noticeable differences ln the torque and ten~erature rise 
characteristics of the t\VO compressors. This aspect is discussed ln 
the follmving section. 
The torque characteristics for the 3 ~stage builds of the 
Lm·7 and High ~* compressors are shov7D. in Figure U. During uc1stnlled 
operation it is to be expected that the torque levels in these t,,70 
machines \vi11 be different due to the difference in design blade 
loading. Near the shut -oft point, however, where the overall pressure 
rise produced by the two builds is roughly equal~ the sustained high 
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level of the torque. in the High ~~: bu:i.ld,can only be explaine d in 
terms of greate r energ:r di3sij)ation i.n the stall cell. In the 
discussion \vhich follows, an c:ttempt will be made to relate the 
momentum changes taking pl::..ce in the stall cell to the measured torque 
characteristics, and to examine the questions of energy dissipation 
. and temperature rlse. 
The picture of the cell structure given In Figure 40 suggests 
. that the fraction of the total torque attributable to the stalled part 
of the floH cOl1ld be calculated solely from the momentum changes "rhic.h 
occur at the edges of the cell~since, under ideal conditions, the f10H 
in the. centre of the cell v70uld require very little Hork to keep it 
moving in the t angentia l direction. In reality, hOHever, there lS 
ab-7ays some axial movement of the fluid In the cell, either clue to 
meridional recirculation or net axial drift, leading to interaction 
betHeen the rotor and stator rows and so to the dissipation of l arge 
amounts of energy. The ac.tual amount of energy dissipated ,.;rill 
depend on the precise details of the £loH in the stall cell. To 
explain Hhy the torque measurements indicate greater lo sses in the 
cas e of the High <t>~~ build than in the Lo\v ~~, build, the details of the 
£lOH In these two compressor builds should be examined more carefully. 
In the case of the LOH cp* compressor, some of the fluid 
entering the rotor at the hub drifts axia lly through the rotor 
(line a at, page 101), \vhile the remaindei: experi.ences recirculation 
in the meridional plane (line b b t). The mass flmv rate of the fluid 
\v11ich passes through the rotor is comparatively small and,as the 
velocity a.nd f10\v dire.ction are found to change little in crossing 
the blade row (Figure 26), the energy absorbed by this fluid is 
thought to be insignificant. In the case of the rec:i.rculating fluid 9 
on the other hand, the velocit.y changes which occur a~e considerably 
- ------------
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larger. The measurements ~n Figure 2.6 ShOH fluid entering the rotor 
near the hub with a tangential component of velocity of abou.t .·S"C, 
and leaving the rotor at the tip ,.;rith a tangenti a l velocity approaching 
-
that of blade speed, Le. 1.0 V. The net change in t angent i9.l 
velocity lUldergone by the recirculating fluid 1.8 therefo:ce given by: 
-1.0 V - .5 V 
.5 V 
It is not possible to estimate the mass flow rate of the fluid 
involved in this recircu1atory process, and therefore no morr.2utum 
ch(3.nge calculations can be made. Nevertheless, when the corresponding 
velocity change in the High q)'~ build is ca1c.ulated, it: Hill b e.come 
clear why the torque levels ~n thes e t,'lO compressors should b e so 
different during stall. 
The High <V, compressor build provides a more interesting 
opportunity to study the energy interchange between rotor and stalled 
fluid, as the cell is roughly tHo-dimens ional and sorne numerical 
calculations are possible. It ,rill be rec.alled that the flO\" in this 
build is fairly uniform radially, and tha t the greater part of the 
cell, about 85%, is occupied by reversed flow (line c Cl, page 101). 
From the velocity and direction measurements of Figures 26 and 27) the 
following sketch can be drawn to represent the. flow passing thL·Ol.lgh 
the rotor. 
-
<-~~~--
~-- rotor ~ ~ ~ .-. 2V 
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It is surprising to find the fluid entering the blade rO'iv at 
8 t~c: h ob l ique angles, es pecially when it is noted tha t the angles sho~vn 
here are the absolute ones , not those relative to the moving rotor. 
Nevertheless, the floH does pass through the rotor, as it is only ~n 
1: e c1US 0:: reversed flo\v leaving the blades with a finite relative 
ve locity that the very hi gh absolute ve loci ti es ahead of the rotor 
can be explained. 
If the flow direction ahead of the rolor ~ s taken to be more 
or l ess t angent i a l, the change in the tangentia l component of. velocity 
~lich occurs as the floH passes through the r otor is given by: 
- 0 1.2 U - (.7 U sin 250 ) 
-~ 1.85 U 
It cim be seen that flee in this build is almost four times as great 
as that in the Low (p 1( build. In the present cas e it is possible, by 
making certain simp lifying ass umptions , to est i ma te the mass floH rate 
of the fluid undergoing this change ~n tangential velocity, and thu s 
to calculate th e torque absorbed by the stalled flow. Although such 
a calculation could not be expected to produce any definitive r es ults, 
it will serve to illustrate how a relat ively small rate of axi a l drift 
can l ead to the dissipation of l arge amount s of mechanica l energy. 
For the sake of simplicity , t.he torque will pe calculated at 
the point \\There the stall cell covers the entire annulus, i.. e. Hhere 
A = 1. By doing so the fraction of the total torque due to the 
unsta lled part of the flm" b ecomes zero, and the mome.ntum changes 
occurring at the edges of the cel l need not be con s idered . It will 
al so be assumed tha t the entire annulu s area 1.S occupied by reversed 
floH. It has been ShO\Vll that this \iTill on ly be true over 85% of 
th~ stalled region in this builds but as t he calculation is being 
und ertaken for qualita~ive r ather t han quantitat ive reasons, this 
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assumption J_S not considered unreasonable. 
The mass flow rate of the fluid drifting through the annulus 
can be calculated from the mean axial velocity coefficient, which the 
velocity measurements suggest to be of the order of 0.2 U. The mass 
flow rate is therefore equal to pA (.2 U) , ",here A is the CTOSS-
x x' 
sectional area of the compressor annulus. This fluid undergoes a change 
in tangential velocity of 1. 85 U , as shown above, and so for a 
3- stage cOP2pressor the net torque is given by: 
-
= 3(pA .2 U x 1.85 U x R ) 
X lU 
,,]here R ~s the mean radius of the compressor. This torque can be 
m 
-2 by a reference value, !pU A R , which is the torque 
. x m 
nondimensionalized 
associated with the mean blade speed dynamic head acting over the 
annulus area, A ,at a radius R 
x . ill 
The nondimensionalizecl torque 
for the fuUy sta lled compressor is thus: 
T 
!PU2A-;-
x ill 
2.2 
By comparing this calculated value ",ith the measured value at 
shut - of f in the High er' build in Figure 17 ~ it can be seen that the 
calculated torque is a reasonably good estimate . In making this 
c.omparison, it should be recalled that in the real c.ompressor the 
-
stall cell does not cover the entire annulus at ~ = 0 . 
The above discussion of the tangential velocity changes in 
the LO\\7 and High <1/' compressor bui ld s has been intended to demonstrate 
how the details of the £la\-! in the st.flll cell cm influence the 
external behaviour of the compres sor. It has been sho'iII1 that even 
though the rate of axial drift through the ce.ll is small by comparison 
\\1ith the unstall ed fIo,,,, the changes in momentum ' \7hich occur in the 
b 
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stall cell can lead to the dissipation of 'large amounts of mechanical 
energy. The precise amount of energy depends on the details of the 
flow in the stall cell. In so far as , an increase ln total pressure 
can be regarded as an indication of energy input, the preceding 
calculation:; also shmv why areas of high total pressure should exist 
ahead of the rotor blades in the stall cell (Figure 2Sa,b,c), and 
why th8. level of the tota l pressure in the High <jJ* build should be 
grea~er than that in the LOlv <jJ* build. 
Having considered the part played by the rotor blades in 
putting energy into the stalled flow, the. role of the stator blades 
ln dissipating this energy should now be considered. The sketche s 
on page 101, used to illustrate the flow patterns in the stall ce ll, 
sho,v that in both compressor builds the high velocity fluid leaving 
the rotor blades has a small negative component of velocity, and 
will) therefore, impinge at a very oblique angle on the trailing edges 
of the blades in ,the upstream stator row. In view of these oblique 
angles, it is thought that most of the energy ln the flmv will be 
dissipated through turbulence and separation and \vill therefore lead 
to a temperature rise in the compressor. 
The idea that the energy in the fast moving fluid ahead of the 
rotor is lost, rather than converted to useful pressure~ ]_s supported 
by two observations. Firstly, the regions of high total pressure in 
the cell are strictly limited to the areas ahead of the rotor ro,,",'8. 
This pressure is not convected into the spaces ahead of the stato}~s or 
into the unstalled fIm" surrounding the cell, as can be seen from the 
measurements ln Figure 23. Secondly, because the rate of axial drift 
through the compressor is small, the greater part of the fluid 
discharging through the exit_ throttle Hill have experienced its 
pressure rise by passing t.hrough the compressor in the unstall ed s t ate. 
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It has been f,hown, ho\.;rever, that a finite amount of energy is also 
supplied to the fluid in the stall ce ll, and, as this ene rgy dDe~ n~t 
leave the compressor in the form of pressure, it must be irreversibly 
converted to h eat and so manifest itself as an increase in te.mperature. 
A1t.hough no temperature meas urements ~vere tak~n ~n the present 
tests, it "las obvious ~vhen working on the test rig that the temperature 
rise ~n the High cJ>* build \-las far greater than that in the LOH cJ>;'~ build. 
This 1.S to be expected ~n vie~,l of the difference in the flo\v patterns 
Ul these t~.70 machines, and provides another example \vhere the details 
of the nOlv in the stall cell can be seen. to influence the overall 
behaviour of the compressor. 
5.1. 4 Detail s of Dnstalled Flow 
The discussion so far has centred on the details of the flow 
~n the stall cell. In this, the fina l section on the kinematics of 
the flmv, brie f consideration will be given to certain aspects of the 
f10\o.7 in the unstalled part of the annulus. 
From Chapter 2 it will be recalled that the parallel 
compressor models of Dunham, McKenzie, Gray and Fabri all make the 
suggestion that the unstalled part of the annulus behaves as it would 
under steady conditions, and that the flo~v coefficient in thi s region 
will be such as to ensure that the unstalled delivery pressure in the 
exit plane is the same as that in the stall cell. The unsteady floH 
meas urements can be used to determine ,.,hether this ~s, in fact) a 
correct descr iption of the flmv. 
To investigate this point, consider the specific example o f 
the 3- stage Intermediate cJ>~; build, The total···to-s tatic characterist ic 
for this build is shm'iU in Figure 42s along ~vith the axial ve.locity 
recorded at mid-blade h eight behind the first rotor, The velocity 
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-trace was taken at. a mean flm" coefficient of q, .33 and,therefore, 
a horizontal line has been dra~m through the point l B, CP. thesta11ed 
branch of the characteristic. corresponding to thic flCJiV c.o c:fficient. 
The line can be seen to intersect the steady-state curve at A; which, 
according to the parallel compressor mode l, will be the opera ting point: 
of the unstalled part of the annulus. The flow (~oefficient at A is 
0.56 , "uich compares favourably with the value of 0.57 measure~ ~n 
the unstalled part of the flow. Although only O::le example is given 
here, the measurements in the other compressor builds all shm" that 
the parallel compressor model does indeed provide a realistic method 
of predicting the flow coefficient in the unstalled part of the annulus. 
At this juncture it is convenient to use the information in 
Figure 42 to check the method of estimating the size of the stall cell 
from the meas ured compres sor c.haracteristic. It ",ill be recalled from 
Chapter 2 that the fraction of the annulus occupied by the. stall cell 
is given by 
cj>us - cj> 
A . = -----
cj>us .- cj>s 
where cj>us is the flow coefficient of the unstalled flow (0.56 ~n 
this Intermediate cj>* case) and <p is the operating flm·] coefficient 
(i.e. 0.33). The symbol cj> represents the average axial flow in 
s 
the stall cell, \vhich, Hl this compressor build, c~:m be taken to b e 
zero. The fraction of the annulus stalled 1.S therefore given by 
= 41% 
which is Ul reasonabl.e agreement 'vith the value of 39% estimated 
from the ve locity recordings shown in Figure 42. The assumption of 
z.ero £10"1v in the stall cell could not have been made for the LOVl or 
Hi gh cj>~'{ builds without introducing errors i nt o the r esults. 
~-' ----__________________________________ ~d 
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Nevertheless, the present example i llustrcites ho,,,, by assuming zero 
fJow iT] the stall cells useful estima tes of the size of the stall 
cell can be obtained from the compressor characteristic, 
The parallel. compressor model,as applied h ere,makes the 
ir,!plicit assumption that the velocity in the unstalled part of the 
annulus is constant and independent of the size of the stall cell.. 
\Vhile this is true over the greater part of the operating range, the 
unsteady measurements shOl" tha'c as the area of unst al1.ed flow becomes 
very small, the velocity in this region decreases,' This effect can be 
seen in Figure 43, where the unstalled velocity is plotted as a 
function of cell size for two different compressor builds, The velocity 
is hardly affected by cell size in the LOVl </1* build, but Ul the High </1* 
case, it falls away quite markedly as the unstalled flo,,, area is 
decreased. These results are of interest a.s they question the reason 
for the linear relationship bet,,,een cell size and flow rate as suggested 
in Figure 20, and again demonstrate the complexity of the laws 
governing rotating stall. 
5.2 Pressure Fluctuations During Stall 
The picture of the flow Ut the st a lled compressor \"ill now be 
extended by taking into account the pressure fluctu.ations which 
a.ccompany the velocity disturbances considered in the previous section. 
Attention Hill be given to the. radial and circumferential variations 1n 
static pressure within the blade rows an.d to unsteady effe.cts in the 
inlet and exi.t planes. 
5.2,1 Static Pres sure Gradients in R-8 Plane 
Strong radia 1 gradients of static arid stagnation pressm: e are 
found. Hithin the stall c e ll itself, \\>hile circumfe.re.n t ial differences 
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in static pressure exist betHeell the stalled and unstalled parts of the 
flow. These pre~sure gradients will be considered be low. 
a) Radial pressure gradients in the stall cell 
The presence of very high t angential velocities ahead of the 
rotors in the stall cell has been noted many times in the prece ding 
work. These tangential velocities give rise to centrifugal 
accelerations which must be balanced by radial gradients in static 
pressure. The resulting difference in pressure between thC'. inner and 
outer walls can be estimated from the simple radial equilibrium 
. equation: 
. C2 
f
t1.P e dR 
hub P R. 
where R ~s the radius at any point between the inner and outer wall, 
and Ce ~s the corresponding tangential component of velocity El the 
stall cell. The variation ~n Ce from hub to tip at the 
circumferential centre of the stall cell ~n the3-stage compressor 
builds, can be obtained from the velocity measurement s sho~m in 
Figure 26. By substituting the measured values of Ce into the 
radial equilibrium equation, estimates of (P tip - Ph~b) can be 
obtained and compared with the pressure differences shmm in Figure 29. 
It should be noted at this point that the stat ic pressures 
shm·m in Figure 29 were not measured directly, but ~oJe re calculated from 
local velocity and total pressure recordin gs. Outer wa).l static pressure 
measurement s Her e t aken to check the accuracy of thes e calculated 
pre.s sures a11 cl in mo s t c C!~ es good agreemen.t ,vas abserved. The errors 
~vhich do exist are uttributed to the influence of local t emperature 
fluctuations on the hot wire ca libration, but as the discrepancies are 
relatively sma ll~ the calcul a ted stat ic pres sures are considered 
accur <.~ te eno.'H!:h to. give realistic estimat.es of (P - P ) . ~, tip hub" 
-----~' ----------------------~~ .. 
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In the table belol.], the static pressure differences estimated 
from the radial equilibrium equc1.tion are compared I,Titl! those obtained 
from Figure 29. In each case the comparisons are made for the flow 
ahead of the first rotor. 
Compressor 
( ) 11 -2 P . -Ph b I2PU t1P u . (P . -Ph b) !*pi?' t1P u ~ 
build from R.E . equation from Figure 29 
Low 4>;'~ .17 .34 
Intermediate 4>* .25 .48 
High ~* • L~3 .47 
(Note: In the unstalled flow surrounding the cell, the radial 
variation in static pressure is of the order of for 
all three builds.) 
In keeping \i'ith the fact that the tangential velocities 
increase with compressor design flm.] rate (Figure 26), the static 
pressure differe.nces in both columns can be seen to increase with ~;". 
The values of b.P based on the radial equilibrium equation are, 
hOl.]ever, lower 1n all three cas es than the values suggested by the 
static pressure in Figure 29. The discr epancies bet\.]een the two 
COlUIIUlS suggest that centrifugal effects in the tangential plane are 
not the only factors causing the radial pressure gradients in the 
stall cell. Curvat.ure of the streamlin es in the merid:Lonal plane; 
or even radial f101'] itself, ffi'ly also be contributory factors . In 
this respect, it is interesting to note that the difference between 
the values of 6.P in the two columns is largest 1n the case of the 
Lo,\.] ~* build, ,\"here the flow is strongly three-dimensional, and 
smallest in the case of the High ~;', build, \\There the nOli' is more or 
less uniform in the radial direction . 
In spite of the differen~;es b e twe en the two co lumns , it is 
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clear that centrifugal effects in the sHir'ling flow ahead of the 
rotor a~count for the greater part of the radia l pressure gradient 
in the stall ce ll. This observation is important in view of the fact 
that none of the existing rotating stall theories~ except that of 
Fabri, take any account of the centrifugal effects in the stall cell. 
It is also iml>ortant beuLUse it shows that the rotor and stator rm,Ts 
will perform differently in stalled flmv; the former is movjong in the 
absolute reference frame and the latter is not. Thus, even for a 
high hub-tip ratio compressor) the character of th~ stalled flow is 
dominated by radial effects. 
b) H.ean pressure level in stalled flm" ahead of first rotor 
It was suggested in the previous chapter that the level of the 
static pressure in the unsta1led part of the flow aheaod of the first 
rotor ,,,ou1d be approximately equal to p 
o 
J C2 1 P iP ,'"J lere 1S 
o 
atmospheric pressure and C is the local velocity of the unstalled 
flmv. This suggestion is supported by the measurements in Figure 242, 
plane 2, 'vhere it can be seen that the static pressure in the 
unst"alled flm" decreases markedly with the increase ln compressor 
design flm" rate. The level of the pressure in the stall cell, on the 
other hand, is above atmospheric and roughly the same in each case. 
A possible explanation for this observation can. be found by examin.ing 
the flow in the stalled part of the annulus ahead of the first rotor. 
In Figure 29 it is shmm that for the LO'\v <p", compressor' build, 
the. radial pressure gradient ahead of the first rotor is centred abo"..1t 
atmospheric pressure. This point is more clearly illustrated in 
Figure. 44 , ",here. the inner and outer ,,,all static pressures for this 
build are traced through the compressor inlet as fa:( as the plane 
ahead of the first rotor , It can be s een that, in contrast with the 
unstalle.d flow) the mean p"cess ure In the stall cell remains 
b 
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approximately equal to atmospheric pressure right up to the rotor 
inlet. This is attributed to the fact that in a large s tall cell, 
covering a third of the annulus or more, the flow in the area ahead 
of the cell is almost stagnant,and so the static pres s ure in this 
reGion ,;,ill be atmospheric. . (Unsteady effects in the inlet flm" are 
small by comparison \"ith the pressures being considered and, therefore, 
need net be taken into account. In any event, it "7ill be shown ~n 
Section 5.2.2 t.hat measurements such as these, taken at the 
circumferential centre of the cell, \vill not be influenced by any 
pressure fluc:tuations due to unsteady effects In the flmv.) 
In cases y7here strong reversed flOy,T is absent, it is therefore 
suggested that the level of the static pressur e ~n the stall cell 
ahead of the first rotor1should be such that the integral of the 
pJ:essure ovel.- the height cif the cell will be equal to atmospheric 
pressure. Hhen r evers ed flmv is present, atmospheric pressure cannot 
be assumed in the compress or inlet'l and allOlvance must then be made for 
the resulting Lncrease 1n static pressure. Indeedlfor the Intermediate 
and High ~* builds, it can be seen from Figure 29 that the mean pressur e 
level in the stall cell in these tHO builds is above .:1tmosphcric. 
It follows from these ideas that if the mean static pressure 
Hl. the stall cell is approximately atmospheric, then the static pressure 
recorded on the outer wall 1n the stalled region will be above 
atmospheric pressure by an amount roughly equal to half the difference 
in pressure bet~veen hub and tip, i. e. by !(P -P ) This LS 
2 tip hub • 
confirrn.~ cl by the measurements in Figure 24a, plane 2, ",here it can be 
seen that. t.he outer ,,,all static pressure Ul the stall c.ell increases 
slight ly from build to build as the mean pressure level in the cell 
rises and the size of ( p -- p ) tip hub 
. , l,ncreas es . 
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c) Circumferential pressure gradients 
From the outer vlall static l~':!asurements in Figure 2t+a, h 
it can be seen that strong ci.rc.umferential pressure gradients exist. 
bet~'leen the stalled and unstalled parts of the flm'7, especially in 
the High 4>* build. It might be. thought that these pressure gradients 
would play a part in the circumferential movement of fluid in the 
stall cell, but there is little eviuence to suggest that this is true. 
Ahead of the rotor, the flm., is 8.1ways moving in the \.,hirl direction 
- even at the very edges of the cell Hhej~e the pressure gradients 
indicate that the flow might be induced to move in the opposite 
direction. More important, however, the circumferential static 
pressure gradients diminish towards the rear of the compressor and, 
yet, the veloc.ity and flow direction measurements show that the 
general behaviour of the flmy in the last stage of the compressor is 
the same as that in the first. From this it \.,ould appear that the 
pressure gradients are more a consequence of the kinematic details 
of the floH, rather than the 8.ctual caus e of the flm., itself. 
5.2.2 Unsteady Effects in Compressor Inlet 
The velocity distortions in the compressor caused by 
rotating stall are responsible fC)L: unsteady effects in the. comp i:.- E:SsOi: 
inlet. The influence of these unsteady effects is demonstrated for 
the High ~1~ build in Figure 33, where it can be seen that the total 
pressure of the incoming flO\., is not circumferentially uniform, and 
that the velocity and total pressure fluctuations are approxima tely 
900 ou~ of phase; vlith each other. In order to e :r:p bin thcs;;: 
observations, and to allow the unsteady effects to be examined in 
greater detail, an analytic description of the flow suggested by 
Grietzer ~vill be glven belm.,. 
~------------------__________________ ~~1 
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As a first approximation, it \vill be assumed that the f10vl 
Ut the inlet region is irrot.ationa 1. The meaSUrlJ.lg plane uuder 
consideration is taken to be sufficiently far upstream of the IGV 1 s 
for the incoming flovl to be unaffected by any reversed £10\07 in the 
stall cell. Experimental evidence suggests that, for thii3 to be true, . 
the plane need not be more than a radius or so upst.ream of the IGV's 
and can, in most cases, be far less. Since the compressor is of high 
hub-tip ratio, the analysis can be done on a two-climep_f,ional basis 
uSlng a co-ordinate system as shm·m beloH. 
o It is assumed that the flow can be 
represented by a mean velocity 
component and a superimposed 
perturbation; which n eed not 
'i----;;.. X 
necessaril y be sroaD. . Because the 
flmv is irrotational and 
incompressible, a velocity potential 
can therefore be defined for the perturbation, which obeys the equatiorc 
A solution to this equation,which has the cor:rect behaviour at 
upstream infinity,is of the form 
co Aenx/~n + l n(8-ert) 
= I 
.n=l 
\vhere R lS the mean compressor radius and er is the stall cell 
m 
frequency. 
As the axial velocity at any point can L~ written as : 
c 
x 
c + c' 
x x 
it follows from the definition of the velocity potential that: 
~<t ( ) x ,8 s t . dX 
(1) 
J 
Cons ider the ve locity pertur 6ations a t x = 0 to be of the form 
C I (x 8 t) 
x ' , 
1. n(e - at) £e 
This means tha t the const ant A1n equation (1) "Jill be g1ven by 
A £R /n 
In 
,,,here £ 1S the amplitude of the velocity pe rturbation. 
For the sake of simplicity , assume a single. sta ll cell of 
sinusoida l profile . Only one Fouri e r component ne~d ther efore be 
considered, and the velocity potential ean be written as: 
~ .. R x/Rm + ice -at) c e 
m 
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(2) 
The first integral of the momentum equation for incompressible 
flow is 
pI 
o 
-p ~ dt 
,,,here pI u the total pressure perturbation. From equation s (2) 
o 
and (3), 
pI 
o · 
. x/R + i(8-at) 
-p(-w)£R e m 
m 
which,at x = 0, gives: 
and as ce i(8-ot) 
fo11oHS that 
pI 
o 
• R i (8-at) p1a£ e 
ID 
1S equal to ve locity perturbation 
pI paRi(CI) 
o · x 
c t , it 
x 
This exp r ess i on ~hO\\TS t ha. t t he t ota l pre s sure In the inlet 
will not be circumferentially uni for m,and that the pre ssure 
perturbation \o7ill be proportiona l to the s t a ll cell fr equency and 
the ampli t ude of the ve locity fluctuat ion. It also shows that in 
(3) 
Tfl 
.------__________________________ ~~M 
terms of phase relationship, the. pressure and velocity fluctuations 
will be 900 out of phase ~1ith each other. These observatiorls arE:. 
well supported by the experimental results showl. i:l Figure :)3. From 
this figure, it: can be seen that because of the qu&drature oet\'!ecn 
the velocity and pressure fluctuations, the total pressure at the 
circumferential centres of the stalled and un s talle d pa r ts of the 
flow Hill be equal to the mean pressure level, i.e. atmosphe.ric 1.n 
this case. This is an important point be.c.ause it implies that 
measurements taken at the centr e s of the stalled or uilstalled areas 
will be unaffected by any unsteady effects in the COllipre. ssor inlet. 
The neglect of unsteady effects in the discussion of the static 
pressure gradients in the previous section was therefore justified. 
5.2.3 Fluctuations 1.n Exit Plane Static Pre ssure 
In the past, {t has often been assumed that the static 
pressure in the exit plane of the compressor 1.8 circumferentially 
uniform during stall. This assumption \·ms ma de by Fabri (22), 
Stenning and Krieble (8), McKenzie (16), Gray (17) and others, and 
is also one of the basic axioms of the parallel compressor model. 
Because the experimental measurements sho,v tha t this assumption is 
strictly incorrect, it is important that the pressure fluctuation s 
in the exit plane should receive specific attention. 
T\vo set s of static pressure measurements are shm.m in 
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Figure 45. These results were obtained do~vnstream of the OCV's 1.n 
the. three stage builds of the Lmv and High <P;~ compressors. The areas 
of stalled and unstalled flO1;v have been demarcated on the figure by 
me.ans of pa r a llel lines. It can i mme di a t e ly b e seen. that the static 
pressure is not circuITLferentially U!1iform. In addition , the pressure 
~vave is in quac1rature ~vith the v e locity di s tribution" i.e. the 
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ml_nlmum and lTL-'tximwn pressures occur at the' boundaries betvleen the 
3talled and unstalled flmy, rather than at the centres of these t 'wo 
regions. This shift in the static pressure Have relative to the 
velocity distribution means that the averaged pressure in the stall 
cell is very nearly the same as that in the unstalled area, as is 
demonstrated in the figure. Thus~ although the pressure itself is 
non-uni_form in the exit plane, the average pressures in the stalled 
and anstalled parts of the flov] are equal. 
It should be noted here that as the form of the static 
pressure wave has been found to change very little across the outlet 
guide vane ro,,,, the above conclusion is applicable to measurements 
obtained both before and after the OGV1s. 
The static pressure distribution In the exit plane ,,,as 
considered analytically by Dunham In his two-dime.nsional theory in 
Reference (If). An expression for the static pressure perturbation 
in terms of the velocity perturbation was obtained from a linearized 
analysis In '"hich the exit £lm" angle ,,,as assume.d cireumferentially 
uniform. If the exit angle is zero, the expression takes the form: 
,~ere 0 lS the stall cell frequency. The form of this equation 
glves the phase relation between the pressure and velocity 
perturbations. To illustrate this point, Dunham gave the fo11o\"ing 
sketch of a square v13ve velocity distortion "rith the associated 
static pressure wave. 
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It is interesting to note that the shape of the cal cul a ted 
pressure wave ~s very similar to the meas ured Haves shown in 
Figure 45. As a result of the analys is, Dl1nham vla s able to conclude 
that "the circurnferential average static pressure Hithin the stall 
cell is the same as that outs ide the sl:a11 cell". 
Thus) both theory and experiment show that, while the exit 
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plane pressure ~s not circumferentially uniform, the average pressures 
In the stalled and unstalled parts of the annulus \iTill be equal. 
It follo\iTs, therefore, that the use of the assumption of con stant 
exit plane pre ssure in elementary stall models has some basis in 
fact, and vlill not lead to erroneous estimates of overall pres sure r~se. 
5.3 Overa ll Flow Model and Effect of Ro.tating St a ll 
on Time-Ave raged Performance 
The velocity and pressure field s considered ).n the previous 
two sections can nO\iT be brought to ge.the r to provide an overall model 
of the flow in the compress or. This mode l will b e use d to examlne 
the influenc e o f rotating sta ll on the time -aver a ged peri:onnance of 
the compressor . and to rela te the details of the fIohT to the mea sured 
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pressure rLse characteristics. 
5.3.1 Overall Flow Model 
In the interest of providing a clear description of the flow, 
it 18 convenient to give a brief summary of the pertinent observations 
made 1n the preceding work. 
1) The flm., in the compressor can be divided in.to areas of stalled 
and unstalled flo~v ,.,hich behave as compressor's in parallel, disc.:harging 
into the same exit ducting. The unstalled flow behaves as it vlOuld 
under steady conditions, \.;hile the stalled flow moves predominantly ln 
the tangential direction, giving Y1Se to c entrifugal pressure 
gradients and add ing little to the overall floY! rate through the 
compressor. 
2) In the inlet plane immediately ahead of the IGV' s, the £10\., 1S 
already separated into areas of through - flm., and retarded flm.,. 
The absence of floH in the retarded area means that the average 
pressure HL this region Hi 11 be approximately atmospheric, while III 
the through- flow part of the annulus, the static pressure 1;o1ill be 
below atmospheric by an amount equal to the local dynamic head of the 
flow. The unsteady analysis of the floH in this region shmvs that 
measurements taken at the circumferential centres of the tHO flow 
area3 ,.,ill be una.ffected by any unsteady effects in the compressor 
inlet:. 
3) The static pressure 1n the exit plane of the compressor, either 
before or 2.fter the OGV's. is not circu!TIfercnti2.lly uniform, but 
the average pressures 1n the stalled and unstalled parts of the flm<7 
are equal. 
Lf) The fraction of the. annulus occ upied by the stall cell at any 
time. appears to be linearly related to the net flow rate through the 
compressor. Over a Hide range, a change Hl flo\v rate simply alters 
the. prc.portions of the stalled and unstalled parts of the annulus 
,,)ithout causing any fundamental change in the behaviour of the flmv 
in either region. 
5) During stall the delivery pressure remains constar ..t: and is 
ini:1ependent of the operating flmv rate. From the 3-stage 
characteristics Ln Figure 12 it can be seen that this is not 
altogether true, but for the purpose of building up a simple overall 
picture of the flO\v, the use of such an assumption \vill not lead to 
any significant errors. 
The combination of the above observations into an overall 
model of the flow in the compressor can best be illustrated by means 
of a composite diagram, like that shmm in Figure 46. In keeping 
with the general line of the discl1ssion~ a three stage compressor J. S 
used here, but the basic ideas are applicable to a compressor of any 
number of whole stages. 
In Figure 46, the l1nstalled flOH sho\vn entering the 
compressor LS accelerated to a velocity of c 
xus 
).n the inlet, so 
that in plane 1 the static pressure Ln the unstalled reglon 'vill be 
equal to p 
o 
I 2 2PC X • us From plane 1, this f10\" passes through the 
IGV's plane 2, \vhere the will be P I 2 2 to pressure now - 2PCy sec a'l 0 ··us 
where a'l 1.S the exit angle of the IGV 1'01'7. Through the remainder 
of the compres sor the unstalled flm" behaves as it would under 
steady conditions. The static press ure will) therefore I rise 
continuous ly through each blade rOH until, in the exit plane, it LS 
Honmlly above atmospheric pressure. 
In the stalle d region, on the other h and , there is little 
or no net flo\" in the compressor inlet and the static pressure here 
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remaUls almost atmospheric. Immediately dm·mstream of the IGV I s, the 
outer Hall pressure riF>es 3hm:pJ.y; lU".inly due ·to centrifugal effe:cts 
in the sHirling flow ahead of the first rotor. Similar step r1ses 
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Ul static pressure are also shown ahead of the· rotors in planes 4 
and 6. It should be reiterated that the mechanism \vhereby a net 
prE:;ssure rise is achieved in each st'age, is not understood. It is 
true that the unstalled fImv enterir.g the cell from the side will 
have sustained an i.ncrease in total pressure in its unstalled passage 
through the preceding stages (FigtJre 40) ~ hm.,ever, conditions at the 
edges of the cell are so disturbed that this explanation cannot be 
advanced \vith any real serlousness. Without understanding the reason 
for the stage by stage pressure n.se ln the stall cell, no condition 
can be set on the actual pressure level at the exit plane. At present, 
the empirical observation of McKenzie (16), Le. that the pressure 
rise during stall is usually between ~IT-S = .1. and I¥T-S = .15 per 
stage, is the only way of estimating the final pressure level in a 
multi-stage compressor. 
· The picture of the compressor behaviour given here is, of 
necessity, an idealised one. In reality the bOli.'ldaries between the 
stalled and unstalled flm., are blurred, and the pressure rises do not 
occur in the precisely ordered fashion shown in Figure 46. Nevertheless, 
the basic model of the flo\v is thought to be correct, and is supported 
by the. instantaneous sta.tic pressure measurements taken at the 
circurnferentiCll centres of the stalled and unstalled parts of the 
annulus. These measllrements, for the three principal c.ompre.ssor builds, 
are shm-m in Figures Lf7a~b,c. It can be seen that in most cases the 
pressure in the. stalled flow does r1se abruptly ahead of each rotor, 
and that the uns taIle d flo~., enters the compres sor at a level which 
fa.lls further and fur ther belm" atmospheric as the. loca l velocity of 
the flow increases from one build to the next. The unstalled 
pressure can also be seen to rise more or less steadily throu;-;h thi 
blade rows, as suggested by the modeL Thus, aJthough the model in 
Figure 46 is idealised to a degree, it is,nonethele sstR realistic 
model of the flo~v and can be used to discuss the implications of 
rotRting stall on the time-average performance of the compressor. 
5.3.2 Time-Average d Coml?_ress or Performance 
The instantaneous picture of the f1m" \vhich has been 
obtained make s it. possib le to consider the relationship bet,veen the 
st'ructure of the flow and the time-avera ged performance of the 
compressor. 
a) Overall characteristics 
Consider ing the compressor showrt in Figure 46~ the overall 
total - to- static performance could be -represented by the expression 
IjIT-S = 
,,]uere P signifies the t.ime-average static pres sure, and the 
accompanying subscript, the number of the plane in which it is 
measured. The pressure in plane 9 (after the OGV's) could h ave been 
used in place of tha t in plane 8 (before the OGV's) in the above 
expressions however, as the static pressures in these two planes are 
not very different, for either stalled or unstalled oper<ltion, P 8 
wi 11 be used throughout the folloHing discussion. An alternative 
me thod of expressing the overall performance of the compressor "]Quld 
be to use a static- to-static cha racterist ic: 
,,,here plane I ~s the measun.ng pl ane jus t: upstream of the IGV ' s. 
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During unstalled operation, a simple relationship betw'een 
these two charactf'.ristic n .;). 1)0. est ac., lished by noting that: 
and therefore 
-
P8 - P 1 
p 
o 
..... I 2 
P - P + 2PC 8 0 x 
Dividing through by PU2 to llOndinl~nsionalize the pressure 
differences glves: 
which ] c' • • .:.> • 
'I' 8-1 s-s 
+ ! 
1 2 
8-0 'l'T-S + 2e» 
This shows that: for unstalled f10,v only one of the characteristics 
needs to be measured, the other can be deduced from the first by 
using the simple relationship shm,m here. 
During stalled operation, on the other hand, the same 
relationship between the total-ta-static and static-to-static 
characteristics cannot be used, because of the division of the flml 
into stalled and unstalled areas ln the compressor inlet. In the 
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unstalled part of the annulus :m plane 1, th,e static pressure is equHl 
to P 
o 
c Xus is the local velocity of the unstalled 
flmv and lS assumed constant over the ,.,ridth of the unstalled area. 
In the stall cell itself, the static pressure 18 approximately 
atmospheric, due to the absen.::e of [10\'1 in this region. Nmv, if )" 
is taken to repres ent the fraction of the annulus occ~pied by t.he 
stall cells and 1--)" the fraction of the annulus unstal1ed, then, due 
to the ro tation of the cell, the tim2 .. .. aver aGe static pressure in 
plane 1 will be given by: 
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~. 1 A(P) + (l - A)(P - JpC 2 ) o . 0 2 XUS 
1..e. := 
" 
From this expression, the following relationship bet"leen the sta tic-to '" 
static and total-to-static characteristics for stalled op~ration can be 
obtained: 
8--1'V S--S , := 8 - 0'VT- S + (I - A) ~~~s (4) 
This expression, although based on ,:l.ll idealis ed picture of the 
flow, shows that during stall the total-to-static and stat ic -ta-static 
chilracter istics cannot be related to each other Hithout precise 
information about A and ~us' Rough estimates of these quant :Lties 
can be obtained from the characteristics themselves as was demoEstrated 
in Section 5.1.4, but,if accurate results are required, it is imperative 
that both characteristics should be recorded separately. It is because 
of the difficulti~s involved in deducing one type of characteristic 
from another during stall, that some of the experimental data reported 
in the literature has not been included in the performance correlation 
given in Cha pter 6. 
The static,- to-static characteristics considered above "lere 
measured betHeen planes 8 and 1; however~ if it is necessary to 
eliminate the effect of the IGV's for the purpose of comparing the 
stalled performance of compressors of different number of stages, 
then the characteristic be t,,,een planes 8 and 2 may be required. In 
this case , the stat.ic prCGsure in thc U!.1st .:::..l lcd par- t of the 2.n!.1ulus 
where is the angle of flov;r l eaving the rGV's. In the stalle d area, 
on the other hand, t.he pressure in plane 2 Hill be Hbove atmosphe1.' ic 
pres s ure due to the influence of centrifuga l effects 1.n the swirling 
flow ahead of the rotor, as indicated 1n iigure 46. If H 1S 
S 
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aEsumed to represent the step increas e in static pres sur e \vhich occurs 
in the stalled flow a head of eac.h rotor, then the time-averaged 
press trre in plane 2 will be given by 
A(P +H ) + (l- A)(P -!PC~ sec2a l ) o sous 
Subtracting from P 8 and dividing through by -2 pU , leads to the 
following relationship bet\veen the static--t o-static and total -to '-s tatic 
characteri s tics: 
'l' 8-2 s-s 'l' - AH + (l ':"A) (1 ,j,2 sec
2
a
l
) 8-0 T-S . s . 2't'U5 
Once again it can be seen that detaile d informa tion is 
(5) 
necessary if one characteristic 1S to be derived from the other. The 
eA-press10n also sho,vs that as the stall cell grO\<7S 1n size, i. e . as 
A increases, the AHs term will become l arger and the (1-~) t erm 
smaller, until eventually 'I'S-S Hill become smaller than 'I'T-S • 
In other \vords ~ the t,-10 characteristics wi 11 cross in the deep sta 11 
region -- as is \<7ell illustrated by the four sets of cha racteristics 
shOvlQ ln Figure 14. It should be noted that pr10r to the detail ed 
study of the flo,v in the stall cell, no explanation for the crossing 
of the t\\TO characteristics could be found. 
One further point should be made about the overall perfromance 
characteristics. Th e above expressions for 8-1'l'S - S and , 8-2 s···s 
(equations if and 5) show that if the total ····to·-static pre.ssure D .se is 
more or less constant during s!:.8.11, then the static-to- s t atic 
cha racteristic. ,vill b e a line of pos itive s lope. and thereby 
indicates a reduction in overall pressure r1se as the floH rate 1S 
r e duced. From the preceding discussion,i t can be seen that as Ps 
is approximately constant during stall , this reduction in pressure 
rise is due to the changing proportions of stalled and unstalled areas 
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Ln the compress or inlet, rat.her t.han to actnal changes J.n pres sure 
rise 2.cross the t';lO segmer..ts of t.he '.:ompressor. It follows, therefore, 
that when studyiag "Lote.ting stc".ll from the point of vievl of a tiVo-part 
flow system, the total -ta-s tatic characteristic should be used in 
preference to the static- ta - static chara~teristic, since the former LS 
uninfluenced by the relative proportion of the stalled and unstalled 
flow. 
b) Individual stage characteristics 
When the ind:i.vidual stage characteristic.s 'Viere presented in 
Chapter 4, it was noted that t~e las t stage of the corr~ressor always 
appeared to perform poorly by comparl.son with the preceding stages. 
VJhen the number of stages \Vas reduced to one, the performance of this 
stage 'vas much like the last stage .In a multi - stage build. (The 
characteristics used to illustrate this point are shown in Figures 15 
and 16.) It was subsequently noted, however. that the detailed 
ve_locity and direction measurements revealed no unusual behaviour of the 
flow in the last stage of the compressor. The reason for this apparent 
anomaly can be found by considering the flm.J model given in Figure 46. 
If H represents the step pressure rise ahead of each rotor 
s 
Ln the stall cell, and H 
uS the static pressure rise acros s each stage 
LU the unstalled flow, then for the three stage compressor ll1. 
Figure 46 
H 
s 
-2. 'V 
pU 
1 
_. IjI 
3 T--S 
and therefore 
and 
H 
us 
--2. 'V 
pU 
H > H 
us s 
2 ___ 'f 
3 s-s (unstalled) 
wh.ere 'f'r C' and 'l' . s-s (uns talled) are assumed constant during stall. -. .., 
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Using H 
s 
and H , expressJ.ons can be. written for the time-
us 
averaged pressure at each of the intl~r-s tage measuring planes in the 
compressor. Recalling that A represents the stalled fraction of the. 
annulus: 
= (A)(P +H ) 
· 0 s 
- (A)(P +2H ) (1 -/,) (P -!pC~ 2 H ) P -I- sec 0.1 + It · 0 s o LIS us 
- (A) (P +3H ) 2 2 ) P6 + (I -A) (P -~ pC sec 0. 1 + 2H · 0 S . 0 xus us 
- (A) (P +3H ) 2 2 us) Ps + (l-A) (P -~pCx sec CI'l + 3H 
· 0 s . 0 us 
It should be noted that the pressures In the stalled region (i.e. the 
terms multiplied by A) are the same Lll planes 6 and S. This is 
because the pressure rlse occurs ahead of the rotors in each stage, 
and there is no rotor follmving plane 8. 
By subtraction of the appropriate e}"'Pressions above , the 
following pressure differences are obtained: 
- -P4 - P2 AH + (l ··A)H s us 
- (l-A)H P6 - P AH + 4 s us 
- -P8 - P 
:= 0 -I- (I -A) H 6 . us 
-As (l- A) lS proportional to the operating flmv coefficient, <p , and 
H > H , the static-to-static characteristics of the individua l stages 
us s 
may be expected to look as follmvs: 
'¥s -s stages 1 & 2 
I"s tage 3 
I 
I 
I 
I <P -> 
»-__________ 1. ____ _ 
o I-A -)- 1.0 
1 1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
t 
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Although an idealised model has be en used in this analysis s it 1S clear 
that the actual compressor cho.r:1.cter::'stics shown in Figures 15 and 16 
support predictions made. 
It can thus be seen that if the individual stage characteristics 
are measured in the conver:.tio!.1al way " the last stage in the compressor 
win ab-lays appear to give a smaller pressure rise duri.ng stall than 
the preceding stages. The apparent ineffectiveness of the last stage 
is only brought about by the ,,,ay 1n Hhich the pressure rise is 
generated ahead of the rotor in the stall cells, and does not imply that 
the detailed behaviour of the flo\v in the last stage 1S any different 
from that in the other stages. Once again, it was only by studying the 
details of the flow in the stall cell that an explanation has been 
found for the observed behaviour of the compressor. 
5.4 Discussion of Elmv Hodels in the Literature In 
Relation to the Present '!Jor~ 
The experimental results have been used to formulate a picture 
of the velocity and pressure fields in the stall cell, and to provide a 
model of the overall behaviour of the compresso:::-. By way of a 
conclusion to this chapter, the ideas and assumpti.ons about rotating 
stall \vhich appear 1.n the literature v1ill be discussed in t.he light of 
the work presented 1n the preceding sections. 
Consideration \vill first be give.n to the flmv models embodied 
1n the rotatin.g stall analyses. Although roost of the current \vork has 
been done on full-span stall in multi - stage compressors~ the 
experimental results obtained during part - span stall in the single 
stage and isolated rotor builds show that the basic flow patterns are 
the same in either type of sta ll, and in all compressor configurations. 
It is, therefore, consider ed justifiable to us e the conc ept s of stall ed 
behaviour developed in t his chapter to assess the practicability of 
t.he flof., models us ed ~n the theoretical analyses. 
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It will be recalled from Cha pter 2 that all the perturbation 
theories 1'.1.<I.ke us e of a potential flm" field ~vhich is assumed to extend 
from up s tream infinity t o the blade rm<l inlet plane. It has been 
found by experiment, however, that even in the case of a small, part -
span stan cell, fast moving tangential flow exists ahead of the blade 
rm" in the stall cell and, thereforc., indicates that the fl o'vl in this 
region is not irrotational. This means that the ili.stantaneous inlet 
conditions to any blade passage cannot be spccified by a perturb a tion 
potential and indicates a serious defect in t.he analytica l approach . 
The turbulence in the upstream flow field becomes more intense as the. 
stall cell grows in size and can be sho\<70. to ex'cend well upstream of 
the IGV' s 1n many cases. From this poin t of VlCW ) the nonlinenr model 
of Takata and Nagano (5), which con s iders cells of finit e Slze, 
1S therefore even less realistic than the small perturbation theories 
1n assuming an upstream potential flmv field. 
The perturbation theories also rely on unsteady blade rmv 
characteristics to provide a unique relationship betvleen the inlet and 
outlet conditions of a par ticular blade passage. The de finition of 
such a r e l a tionship usua lly rests on the assumption of a reduction, 
rather than a cessation or reversal, of the flow through the blade 
pas sage . In almost every cas e tested, ho~vever, it has been found that 
the tot a l pressurcls greater ahead of a roto r than behind it, thus 
indicat ing that recirculation or reversed flo~v 1S more likely than 
direct flow through the blade row. A further obj ection to the idea of 
a stalled blade passage as simply be ing one i n which the flmv r ate l S 
r educ ed be ] oi17 norma l, i s tha t this pi.cture of the flmv i s totally 
incapable of expla.ining the very high torque an d t empe.rature leve l s 
record ed during stalled operation. Thus, the perturbation analyses 
quit e obviously tAke &n over -s implified vie", of the fIovl Hithin the · 
stall cell. 
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It may be said that the obj e~tions put fOHvard here 'VDuld not 
apply in the case of a stRtion~ry blade row. W~ilst this is true~ 
most pe rturbat i on theories are expected to apply equally well to both 
moving and fixed blade rmvs. The present work has shO'ivD. that 
centrifugal effects play a crucial part in determining the details of 
the flow 'vithiu the stall cell. It may be, therefore, that the 
onuss lon of cenLrifugal effects from the theore tical models means that 
the existing perturbation theories should be limited to stationary rows. 
The vortex theory put fon,7ard by Stel1ning and Krieb le (8) does 
not depend on the assumption of an upstream potential field and is 
capable of accepting reversed flow in the stall cell. This theory 
may therefore appear to be more realistic than the pe rturbation models, 
hOvlever, the experimental result s sugges t that the physical movement 
of the rotor blades through the retarded flow, and the accompanying 
centrifugal effects, are likely to play a larger part ill de termining 
the structure of the cell than are the v e locities induC' .. ed by a train of 
detached vortices ill the do,.;rflstream flo,v. Aga in the theory !my be more 
applicable to a s tationary blade rOH. 
Certain aspect s of the st a lled performance mod e ls proposed by 
Dunham (l<'l), HcKenzie (16) and Gray (17) can also be evaluated in the 
light of the expe.rimental result s discussed in this ch8pter. It \vill 
be recalled tha t as far as the flow in the stall cell i s concen1ed, 
Gray assume d a net negative f1m'7, Dunham a n et positive floH and 
NcKenzie zero f10,,,. It Has sho\Vn~ hmvever, that the [1m-7 in the cell 
can usually be divided into two partsy one adrritt ing reversed £10\;1 an d 
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and the other through floYl. It follOll7s tha t a stall cell ,l7ith only 
neS8tivs. flml7, or only positive flow, may thus be regarded as a special 
c.?.se of what is generally a more complex situation. The HcKenzie 
assumption of zero flO\I7 in the cel l is a compromise bet~l7een positive 
and neg~'.tive flOyl in the cell, and in vie,,, of the inability to predict 
th~ details of the flo,17 in advance, this model is considered to be the 
most practical of the three. 
The performance models are all based on the parallel compressor 
hypothesis and, therefore, rely on the assumption 6f ci r cumferentially 
uniform static pressure 1n the exit plane. It ~l7as sho\\I11. in Section 5.2.3 
that this assumption is not strictly true , but the equality of the 
average pr essure in the stalled and unstalled parts of the flo\<7 means 
that the models are not invalidated on this account. 
Hith regard to the pres sure r1se generated during stall, it 
,l7i 11 be recalled from Chapter 2 that DUllham suggested this ,vould be 
determined by tl~e requirement of equal slopes on the fully stalled and 
unstalled branches of the performance curves. Apart from showing that 
positive flO\>1 in the stall cell does not occur in all compressor builds, 
little has been found to confirm or reject this i.dea. McKenzie~ on the 
other hand, fixed the operating pressure l eve l in the exit plane by 
invoking the empirical observation that the total-ta-static pressure 
rise increases by a fixed amount for ea.ch stage in the compressor. 
Although no exp lanation can be given of hO"\'7 the pressure rise is 
generated in the stalled flow, it can be seen from Figure 46 that the 
ob servations ma.de by l''1cKenzie are 1n agreement ,vith 'l7hat might be 
expected from the detailed flow model shO\oln in t.his fi gure. 
The McKenzie model thus appears to glve a good overall 
descr iption of the behaviour of the comp r essor, both from a point of 
vie,17 of the flO\I7 in the cell, and the predict ion of the overa ll pre. ssm:e 
I · 
rise during stall. In the following chapter, the bas ic ideas put 
fonvard by Mc.Kenz ie \vill be corr.hin ec1 v~ith the det a iled measurements 
from the present vlork, to produce a n eH and more comprehensive model 
for pre dicting the p ~rfOrl1ldnCe of a f?talled compresso 'c' 
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CHAPTER 6 
Stalled Performance Correlat ion 
In spite of the neH experimental data and the improved 
ur..derst rmdiug of the phenomena of stall itself, there are certain 
aspects of the flow which remain unexplained, Ill3.king it impossi.ble 
to estimate the stalle d performance of a compressor from first 
principles. It has been found, however, that through the use of what 
can nmv be sho~vn to be Cl. physically plausible model of the floH ~ the 
available e.xperimental information can be correlated in such a mlY as 
to allo\'1 quantitative predictions of the stalling behaviour of single 
stage or multi-stage compressors. The correlation is based on the 
parallel compressor hypothesis and makes use of the concept of the 
blockage associated with the stall cells. 
The results of the correlation make it possible to obtain 
some idea of the pressure rise during stall, to predict Vlhether a 
given compressor will exhibit part -span or full -s pan stall and to 
estimate the size of the stall/unstall hysteresis loop. The trends 
in stall behaviour to be expected Hhe.n the design parameter s of the 
compressors are vari.ed are also predictable. Although the correlation 
is based mainly on data from the present experimental work, the 
information avai lable in the literature is found to be in support of 
the approach adopted. 
A general introduction to the correlation is given ~n 
section 6.1) where consideration is given to previous Hork on stalled 
perfo rmance prediction. In section 6.2 a basic mode. 1 of the [low is 
develop e.d and the various assumptions on ~vhich the corre la.tion rests 
are presented. Experime.ntal support for these assumptions is provided 
in section 6.3~ while the correl8.Lion itse lf is given in section 6.1+. 
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In section 6.5, an idealised analysis" is undertaken to examine the 
t :cends 1.J.l stalled behaviour to be expected Hhen either the numbe"r of 
stages or the design flow rate of the comprei'isor is altered. These 
trends are then illustrated with examples from the present experirc.enta1 
work. Finally~ in section 6.6 the influence of the throttle and other 
downstream components on the stalled performance of the compressor is 
investigated. 
6.1 Introduction 
In Chapter 2 it 'vas pointed out that the greater part of the 
theoretical work on rotating stall has been concenled 'vith the q~eslion 
of stall inception and the prediction of the number and speed of 
rotation of small perturbations in the compressor. This type of 
approach ~s inherently unsuitable for predicting the performance of 
the compressor during deep stall, where the flmv disturbances will 
always be larg~. Some nonlinear analyses have been developed in whic.h 
finite disturbances a r e admissible. These are, howeve r, restricted to 
isolated rotors or single stages and are more useful for II qualitative 
clarification of certain aspects of "{otating sta1111 , rather than for 
the pre.diction of stalled performance over a wide range of f10\v rates. 
Furthermore, both small perturbations and nonlinear ana lyses Cl ssume a 
throttle of infinite impedance, "7hich means that the annulus average d 
flow r a te is maintained at a constant value when the flmv regime 
c.hanges from unsta11ed to stalled flow. In reality, any drop in 
pressure rise at stall inception would be accon~anied by a change ~n 
mass fImv r a te, as det ermined by the throttle c.haracteristic , and 
therefore the analyses are not able to provide information about the 
stall/unstall hyst eresis '-Jhich is ob s erved in practic(~. 
A large amount of experimental work has been done on rotating 
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stall, but the emphasis has usually been on specific aspects of the 
£ Ln·!, rather than on the performance of the compressor as a \\1ho1e. 
The diversity of the results obtained appears to have prevented the 
emergence of any sort of clear understanding of the physical parameters 
\vhich control rotating stall, or of the influence of design variables 
such as Cx/U ~ reaction, number of s tages, etc~, on the overall 
perforr.lance of the compressor. 
Experimental observations have gnTen x:ise to some theoretical 
models of stalled performance, namely those of Dunnam, HcKenzie and 
Gray, but these models are of a qualitative rather than quantitative 
nature and are somewhat limited in scope. They do not} for example, 
differentiate between operation El full-span or part-span stall) and 
are ulli~ble to give any idea of the size of the hysteresis loop to be 
. expected in a particular case. As a result of these limitations~ the 
models are also unable to provide a basis for unifying the experimental 
data obtained from various sources. 
In V1.ew of the lack of a quantitative description of stalled 
performance, the present \vork is aimed at producing a frame,vork upon 
which to build a systematic understanding of the influence of certain 
physical parameters on the overall beha viour of a stalled compressor. 
Since this cannot be done on a theoretical basis at the present time, 
a correlative approach to the problem has been adopted. The results 
from the current series of experiments are well suited to this purpose, 
as a wide range of design parameters were included in the tests. Where 
possible, r e levant data from the literature has also been used, but it 
,.;ras often [ouild that potentially us eful data was rE!ndered unusable by 
lack of vital information about the test conditions. From the 
experimental results, a correlation has been developed by means of ~vhich 
the basic features of the stalled performance characteristic of single 
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stage or raulti'-sta ge compres sors can be predict ed . 
Before going on to ~ons~der the ideas on which the corre lation 
1S bas ~d, it should be stress ed that the work 1S restricted to 
compressors of moderate or high hub -· tip ratio. The lO\-lest value of 
the hub- tip ra.tio which \-lill be used is 0.6. Eur ther!ll0r e., all the 
data has been taken from 10Vl speed compressors in ,.,hich compressibility 
effects are not significant. The sma llest compressor unit that is 
considered is the stage, i.e. IGV's, rotor and st a tor. Isolated blade 
rows have b een found to exhibit quite different b ehaviour from that of 
single or multi - stage compressors and are therefore not included in 
the correlation. 
6.2 Fundamenta l Concepts Embodied. in Performance Correlation 
6.2.1 Influence of Elm., Regimes on Performance Characteristies 
From an introductory point of V1e\-l, it ,,71.11 be useful to 
describe the various f10\.; regimes observed during stall and to rela te 
these to the ba s ic features of the stalled performance charact.eristics. 
As a general rule,compressor characteri s tics can be classified as either 
"abrupt.n or "p rogressive", according to ,.,hether the pressure rise falls 
abruptly or pro gres sively at stall inception. Hypothetical examples of 
these 1:\';0 types of characterist.ics are shmm in Figures 48a and b. 
These characteristics, like all others considered in this \-lark, are 
total - ta-static cha racteristics and reflect the increase in exit plane 
static pressure above the inlet total pressure. As explained in the 
previous chapter, this type of characteristic 1S used in preference to 
any other ~ as the tota l pressure in the inlet plane, and the. static 
pressure in the e.xit plane,are circumferentially quasi-uniform and, 
therefore, the t.ime-averaged record s of thes e preSSUl"eS are unaffected 
by the rel at ive proportions of the sta ll ed and unstalled parts of the 
flm". 
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Consider first the example of a pr'ogres sive characteristic 
shown i1tFigure 48.'1. Here the performance curve ~s eit.her contin'uous 
at the stall point, i.e . point A) or has a small discontinuity in 
pressure rise, as illustrated in the present example. This type of 
beha-"io'lr, \·/here there is ohly a gradual drop in delivery pressure 
at stall inception, is found to be associated vlith part - span stall; 
as is suggested by the multi-cell flow regime indicated in the figure. 
If the flm., rate through the compressor is nO\.;r reduced from the point 
of initial stalling)· the performance curve will eventually exhibit a 
discontinuity,whe.re the pressure rise and mass flow rate jump to 
significant ly reduced values; as indicat.ed by the drop from B to C. 
This jump is associated \vith a change from part-span to full-span 
stall and results in a single stall cell covering a sizable fraction 
of the compress or annulus. Additional throttling causes the cell to 
increase in size with the delivery pressure remaining relatively 
c.onstant; as frC?m point C to D. \.;rhen the flm., rate approaches zero, 
the stall cell ma y grm., to fill the entire annulus so that,at E,the 
flow will a ga in be basically axisymmetric. If the throttle is then 
opened from t.his point., the compress or would leave the full - span 
reglme at a f10\., rate \.,hich ,.,as greater than thCLt at Hhich it first 
ent.eYed it, ~.e. at point F as opposed to point G, and thus a hysteresis 
loop is established. Hysteresis of this nature J_S seldom observed for 
the onset and cessation of part-span stall. 
The example of a typical ab r upt characteristic g~ven in 
Figure 14 8b sho\Vs a some1i7hat different sequence of stalling behaviotir. 
In this case, the compressor goes straight into single - cell full-span 
stall ,.,ith Cl. large accompanying drop in press ure rlse; as indica ted 
from H to I. Further throttling cause s the st a ll cell to grow ~n 
s~ze whi le the delivery press ur e rema ins almost con s t ant, 1 . • e. f rom I 
to J. At shut - off the stall cell may st ill be present , covering n early 
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all of the compressor annulus. Opening the t hrottle from the shut-off 
positions v.Til1 again lead to a hyst er esi s loop, due to the ,:eosat iun 
of full - span stall occurring a t a £10H rate greater than tha t at which 
it Has first established . 
The tvlO examples of c:ompresso2.· charactcri st1.cs g~v.en III 
Figures 48a and b, show that the sustained level of pressure r~se at the 
stall limit in progres slve stall is associated with part-span sta lls 
,vhe.reas the sudden drop in output v7hich occurs Ht both cha racteris tics 
is linked to the formation of full -span cells. These obse.rvations are 
supported by the meas urements in Chapter 1+, which shOv1 that part -'span 
cells always operate at a greater pressure rise than full-span c e lls. 
Thus, In order to predict the compress or performance subsequent to the 
onset of stall, it is important to be able to predict which type of 
stall c ell, eitller full -s pan or part-span, will form at the stall limit. 
6.2.2 ' Basic. Model , of C-'?!fiyressor Behaviour During Stall 
In this section a basic model of the £10\.7 In the compresso-r.· 
will be described, aft e r ,,,hicn consideration Hill be given to the 
addi tional hypotheses n ecessary t o a llow the mode l to be used fo r 
quantitat ive predictions. 
a) Pa r a llel compressor Vle\., of rotating stall 
In order to provide a simple , physically plausible concept of 
the flow . on ",hich to base the perfor ma nce corre l at ion, use ,,, ill be 
made of the pa rallel compressor model. As 'vas shoT/m in th E- previous 
chapter, thi s mode l assu;nes the :;talled ClrLd unsta lled parts of the 
floH to opera te independ ent ly of each other, but to discharge to the 
same average static press ure in the exi t plane. The unstalled £10\,1 
lS seen as a reglOn. of und i sturbed II t hr0egh '-flm'7 H , in Hhich the axia l 
veloc ity component i s slightly gr eCl ter t han the compressor design 
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value, \vhile ~n the stalled region, the axial velocity is taken to be 
zero. This last ass umpti on has been shm·ffi to be strictly incorrect, 
but for the sake of simplicity, and Ul VJ.e\v of other less rigorous 
assumptions which will be made, it is considered to be sufficiently 
realistic for the present purpose. 
Hith regard to the behaviour of this flow model H1 tern13 of 
compressor performa nce, it is further ass umed that the pres s ure rise 
during stall \vill be constant, 1. , e. the stalled performance on a 
total-to-static characteristic can be represented by a horizontal line. 
This assumption, although not ahvays precisely true~ is supported to 
a large extent by the experimental results and has been used in all 
preceding stall performance models. The operating points of the 
stalled and unstal1ed parts of the floH on a typical total-to--static 
diagram are illustrated in Figure 49. Under these conditions the 
annulus averaged flow rate is determined by the throttle area,and is 
related to the f10\>7 in the unstalled reglon by the expression 
-~ . 0- ~ (I - A) 
us . 
\"here A 1. S the fraction of the annulus blocked by the stall c el l, 
i.e. that fract ion through which ther e is no flO\". The concept of 
blockage as define d here Hill play an important part in the 
understanding of the shape of the per formance curves. It should ue 
noted that as the throttle area is reduced, the mean £10H \"ill 
decrease and A will therefo r e approach unity as the flO\o] rate 
approaches zero. 
b) Ope rat i n g press ure l eve ls and conc ep t of critical blockage 
The model of the flow assumed. thus far provides only a 
qualitative description of the behaviour of the flow in the compressor. 
Without fu rther empi rica l hypotheses it is not possible to conclude 
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anything quantitative about the stalled perfol~mance characteristics. 
The additional assumptions requ;red Lo make quant.itative predictioris 
possible are conf'idcred be 1 m .. ' • 
In order to fix the presi:lure l eve ls at Hhich the compressor 
Hill operate during stall~ us e. is made of the experimentql observation 
(first noted by McKenzie) that the nondimensionaliz ed inlet total to 
exit static pressure rise pe r stage is a constant for all compressors ; 
irrespective of the blading used. This is assumed to be true for both 
part-span and full'-sran stall. Thuf], for N stages, the pressure rise 
during stall will be N times that for one stage. 
It should be noted that, as the pressure r1se be~lg considered 
is the inlet total to exit static, the hypothesis assumed here implies 
a behaviour in stall \·Jhich is fundamentally different from that in 
unstalled operation. This can be seen if the pressure n .se for N 
identical stages is examined out of stall . Under these conditions it 
is reasonable to assume that the total- to-tot.al (o r static-to-static) 
pressure r1se for N stages ,is N times that for one stage, 1,e, 
t,PT _T(N) 
It follow's that the relation bet~leen the total-ta-static pressure n .se 
for N stages is not simply N times that for one stage, since the 
total-ta-stat ic pressure rise is given by ( for axial exit): 
= P 1 C2 /I. T-T - 2" p x 
t,PT_S(N) Nt,PT_"T (1) 
I 2 Thus 2 pC x 
N2IrT_S (1) Nt,P T--T (1) 
N 2 But 2 pC x 
and therefore NM'T_S(l) f- l'I.PT_s (N) for unstalled flow. Thus, the 
hypothes is for the stalled ' behaviour, Wllich effectively implies that 
NAPT_S(l) = t,PT_s(N) 'in stall, is not mer e ly an obviou s con sequence 
of addin g stage.s, but must be regarded' as having been deri ';,e cl from 
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c.are.ful e Xc1.mination of the experimental data ; as ",ill be shovn helm". 
I t shou!.d be emphas i sed that the pres s ure rise per stage is not the 
same for part-span as for full" 'span stall, since the experimental 
results indicate that it has a higher value dur ing ope ration in the 
fOT.m~r f:1.ode. 
Olle fu r the r assumpti on is necessary to comple te th e sta ll model. 
This is tha t there is a critical va lue of blockage A • ,'''hich 
Crl. t 
determines whethe r the compressor \vill operate in [ull-'span or part-s pan 
stall. If the blockage lS larger than A • ,a full-'span r egime will 
crlt 
be e stablishe d, ,,,hereas if the blockage is less, part-span sta ll will 
be found. 
6.2.. 3 Application of the Bas ic Model to Stall Performance Prediction 
The assumptions about the st a ll e d pressure l eVels and the 
concept of a critical blockage can, if sub s tant ially correct, be used 
along \"ith the parallel compres sor model of the flow to make 
predictions about the stal l ed performance curve. In particula r,it lS 
poss ible to ascertain vlhe ther a given compressor will operate in full-
span or part - span s t a ll, and to 11'ake quant itative pre dictions abou t the 
e xtent of the stall /unstall hysteres j.s loop. In order to make these 
predictions a knowledge of the unsta ll e d per formanc e curve of the 
compress or lS al l tha t is required. 
To illus trate the application of the concepts involved, 
reference i s made to Fi gure 50. This figure s hows the un s tall ed 
characteris tic. of a particular compressor \\Tith tvlo s uperimposed thr ottle 
lines . The first of thes e , line I, corlesponds to the thro t tle sett ing 
a t \iTh ich the compressor f1m" become s unstable and intersec ts the 
unst.alled characte ristic at the st a ll limit.; point A. The other, 
l ine. 11> represent s a some\\That l arger t hrottl e opening and corre.spond s 
to the throttle setting for the cessation of rotating stall. 
Initially, it is assufllcd that only the unstalled part of the 
characteristic from A' to A lS knovm; the point G ~s unknown. 
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In a conventional compressor r1g ~n which the compressor 
discharges to atmosphere througil an A-xit throttle, the throttle curves 
will all be parabolae passing through the origin. Thus,if the stall 
limit, A, is known. then the stall throttle line, I, can also be 
assumed knovffi. 
In Figure 50, the t~vo lines LL' a.nd MM' represent the operating 
levels for part-span and full - span stall respectively. The stalling 
throttle line intersect.s these tlVO line.s at points Band C, ,,,here, 
according to the assumed model of the flo\,7, the compressor could 
operate Ul either part-span or full-span stall. In order to det ermine 
· ,vhich flo l \' reg~me Hill be selected in a particular case, the compressor 
operating point is assumed to be moving transiently dm,TU the stalling 
throttle line with the blockage continually increasing. If the 
blockage at point B is less than the critical value, the compressor 
will operate at this l evel in part-span stall .. If ,on the other hand, 
the. blockage. 1S greater, pa rt-span stall ,,,ill not be possible and the 
ope.rating point Hill drop to point C and stabilise there in full-span 
stall. Thus, to determine \·,hich flo\\, regime \vill be selected, it is 
only necessary to estimate the blockage at point B, i.e. the ratio of 
the distances BD to LD. and to ascertain ",hether this is greater or 
smaller than the critical va]ue. 
The concept of a c;ritical bloc.kage can also be used to 
determine the extent of the hysteresis betl\'een stall onset and stall 
cessation for full - span stall. ASSUffi8 the compressor i~ Figure 50 
is operating in full - span stall at point M, i.e. at shut-off. To 
return to unstallecl operation from this point, the flmv rate mllst be 
h 
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increased by opening the throttle. In doin.g so) the opera ting point 
U: lll0veJ to the right along line HM' anti the cell blockage ~s decreased. 
Hhen the blocjzage has been decreased past. the critical value for 
operation in full-span stall, this mode is no longer pos sible and the 
co:npressor will undergo a rapid transient t.o unstalled operation. This 
will occur at point F. At this point the blockage ~s equaL to the 
criticdl value, A . ,so that. 
cr~t 
A . cr~t 
FE 
HE 
which defines point F. Since the throttle lines are parabolae s a 
kno\vledge of the location of point, F means that the size of the 
hysteresis loop is fully determined. It can thus be seen that the 
hypotheses about stalled pressure rise and cell bloc.kage, if 
experimentally verified~ make it possible to obtain quantitative 
information about certain features of the stalled performance curve. 
It should be noted that the size of the hysteresis region, 
and the selection of either part-span or full-span stall, depends on 
the shape of the compressor and throttle characteristics. Thus ,the 
mode of rotating stall is not only determined by the details of the 
compressor blading, but also by the properties of the compression 
system as a \-1hole. This is in contrast wit.h the rotat.ing stall 
analyses given ~n the literature, \"here a constant annulus averaged 
mass flow rate ~s assumed during the devel.opment of the cell. This 
assumption is equivalent to the imposition of a vertical throttle line 
and is clearly not ~n agreement with the conditions under \,hich 
compressor testing ~s usua lly carrL:~ d out. If, 28 ~s suggested here, 
the throttle line does influence the type of stall cell which forms at 
the stall limit, then reservation must be expressed about the cell 
behaviour dete r mined by the analytic mode ls. 
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Having set out the fundamental frame.work on v7hich the 
performance c.6:rrelation is to be bas8d.~ atl:erltinn ~'Ti 11 n()~'7 LIe focussed 
on the experimental verification of the assumpt ions Hhich have been made. 
6.3 Experimental Results 
The. first hypothes is to be chec.ked experimentally J.S that the 
pressure r1se developed per stage during stall will be independent of 
the design parameters of the particular compressor, for both part - span 
and full-span stall. A striking illustration of support for the idea 
is provided by the results of numerous single stage tests, in v7hich 
the design parameters of the blading vlere \yidely varied. This \\Tork \yCl S 
reported by Yershov in Reference 21 and the results have been 
reproduced in Figure 51. It can be seen that,while the peak unstalled 
pressure r1se differs by a factor of almost two, the pressure rise in 
stall shOl\TS comparatively little variation. In addition, there appears 
to be no systematic dependence of stalled pressure rise on the design 
parameters of the blading. 
The results of the present sen.es of experiments confirm t.his 
conclusion ann. can be used to provide numerical values for the operating 
pressure levels in both full - span and part-span stall. F~r full-span 
stall, Figure 52 shows the shut - off pressure rise per stage (inlet total 
to exit static) for all the compressor builds tested. It can be seen 
that the measurements are reasonably clustered about '!'T t' = .11 ~ with 
-0 . 
the largest departures from the mean generally being the single stage 
rather than. the. lllulti-sLage builds. It v/ill be recalled from Chapter 2 
that McKenzie found the shut-off pressure rise per stage. to fall 
bet~veen the limits of 0.1 and 0.15 , so that the cu r rent results 
are in agreement with his observation s . For part -s pan operation the 
dat a is more limited, but suggests a nondimension a lized total-to-static 
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pressure r1se of approximately 0.17 per stage. This value will 
therefore be used in the correlation below. 
It should be emphasised here that the preC1S1on ~'1ith whidi the 
individual assumptions of the model are verified, is held 'to bi:! 
subsidiary to the general success of the correlation; as will be 
demonstrated in the following section. In any events the vagaries of 
stalled flo~·] are such that a certain amount of genexalisatioo. is 
necessary to obtain any information about stalled behaviour at all. 
The idea of a critical blockage can also be examined 
experimentally. Figure 53 shm'1s a plot of the blockage for the 
different compressor builds in both part-span and full-span stall. 
The open points represent the minimum measured blockage for operation 
in full-span stall, ~vhile the solid points rep:cesent the maximum 
blockage measured in l?art-span stall. It can be seen that the two 
groups are divided by a band which lies between t.Henty-five and thirty 
percent. A more precise division than this would be unrealistic 
because. of the limited amount of data, and because of the idealised 
assumption of zero flm'1 in the stall cell ,vhich was used when 
estimating th.ese blockages from compressor characteristics. Furthermore, 
it appears that the design flo\'1 rate of the compressor ma.y 1,ave some 
influence on the division between the. two modes of operation; but this 
point cannot be resolved v7ithout substant.ially more dat.a. lu vie\v of 
these limitations, it is thought jus tifiab le to assume. that the upper 
limit for part - span stall, and the 10\'Jer limit for full--span stall, are 
the same, and that the division betHeen the tHO types of cells should 
occur at a blockage of about 30%, i.e. A . is taken as 0.3. 
Cl'lt 
Thus, 1n the. predictions made belm'1) the mode of stall) either p[:rt--span 
or full-span, 1S decided by whether the blockage 1S greater or lesser 
than this critical value. 
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It should be noted that, as part'-span and full-span stall 
·operate at different l're.ss u:ct: l '3'liels~ there is no reason ~vhy the 
maximum blockage associa.ted \<lith part-span stall and the minimum 
blockage associated with full-s pan stall should be the same. It would 
probably be mor e realistic: to Gefine t\\'O separate critical limits, one 
for part-span and one for full-span stall, but because of the l~nited 
data available and the simplicity wnich it affords, a common critical 
value of 30% has been chosen. 
6.4 Stall Performanc.c Prediction 
The hypothetical model of the flmv built up in the prev~ous 
sections \vill be used here as a basis for correlating the available 
stall performance data. The specific aspects \vhich will be examined 
are: a) the quest ion of whethe.r a given eompressor \vill exhibit 
part-'span or full - span stall at the stall limit, and b) the extent of 
the hysteresis region. These two aspects will be considered 
separately below. 
To determine \\1hether the compressor v7ill go into part'-span 
or full--span stall at the instability point, it is necessary to 
examine the blockage on the inception throttle line at a pressure leve l 
of 0.17 N. If the blockage at this l eve l is less than 30%, part-
span stall vTill be possible, and if not., full-span stall ~" ill occur 
at 0.11 N. (C0:11preSSors \\1hich do not have. an unst:alled pressure rise 
as hi gh as 0.17 N, are assumed to operate in part-spa.n stall at their 
peak vlhere the blockage 'vin be zero. This is hecaus e the value of 
0.17 N represents a maximum op.erating lev~l for part-span stall, 
rather than a necessary leve l.) The estiLila tes of cell blockage at 
0.17 N , calc.ulated from the unstalled ch~1racteri s tics of all the 
c.ompressors listed in Table 1, are shmm in Fi gure 5 lf. From this 
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figure it can be seen that the idea of a critical blockage does 
successfully divide those con:py',~ssor;,; Hhich go into part-span stall 
from those ~lich go into full -span st a ll. Furthermore, it is note-
\vorthy tha t the sta 11 ing behaviour of both the Greitzer and Iura 
and Rannie compressors (N and 0 in Fi.gure 54) is co:>:rect ly predicted, 
even though thp.se c.ompressors \yere not considered \\then formul ating 
the rules for the correlation. 
The extent of the stall/unstall hysteresis in the performance 
c.urve is also readily determined. According t.o the assumed model, 
the ces sation of full-span stall v!ill occur when the cell blockage 
(measured at a level of 0.11 N) decreases to the critical value of 
30%. From the definition of blockage, this criterion can be expressed 
I -~n terms of t_he annulus averaged flow r ate, ~ ~ and the floH coefficient 
of the unstalled flmy,,h ,in the following Hay: 
'rUB 
~c es sation 0.7 ~ llN us at. r 
or ~cess ation/~us at .11N 0.7 
The actual value of this ratio measured from the characteristics of 
all the compressor s ~n Table 1 sis compared wit.h the predicted value 
of 0 . 7 in Figure 55. It can be seen that the eorrelation ~s quite 
good for all the cOmpressor builds> including thos e of Iura and RaIll:ie 
and Greit.zer. 
It should be str essed again that the pre.ciseness \vi th Hhich 
the details of the flow in a;ly particular compressor agree with the 
assUl>:led nume.rical constants in the model,is of secondary importance 
to the SllCc.ess of the correlation as a \yhole. For ex.ample, the 
opera ting l eve l of part -s pan stall in the Iura and Rannie compressor (19) 
is really 0.24 N, rather than 0.17 N, and yet the occurrence of part -
span or full -span stall ,.;ras correc.tly predicted. In other 1V0rds , the 
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actual numerical values assumed for the pressure levels and the 
critical blockag~ should not be regarded as precise statements 1n 
thems elves , but rather as prerequisites for th~ development of useful 
performance prediction criteria. 
6.5 Ove r a ll Compressor Performance Trends 
The concepts Hhich have been developed can be used to pro':ide 
an understanding of the trends in stalled perfonronce \.Jhich occur when 
the compressor des ign parameters are changed: From this point of '.11.e<,1, 
the influence of design C lu 
x 
(wri tten here as j'(. <p ) and the number 
of stages in the compressor, are of primary interest. The effect of 
these parameters can best be illustrated by carrying out a simple 
analysis of the unstalled performance of a compressor consisting of 
IGV's and N identical stages. To avoid umvarranted comple.xity, it v1i 11 
be assumed tha t the compressor 1.S of 50% rea.ction and tha t the blade 
leaving angles are censtant. In addition,all losses over the unstalled 
flow r ange \.,ill be assumed to be negligible. These idealisations ,viII 
not affect the qlBlitative nature of the analysis and will greatly 
simplify the calculations. 
A family of compressors of various numbers of stages is to be 
considered in v1hich each build has the same des igl!. point loading ; 
expressed here by having the same value of t,P/q. Here t,p 1.8 the 
change in static pressure across any blade row and q 1.S the local 
dynamic head of the flow entering the rm-l. The value of this quoti ent 
'olill be taken to be 0, If at desi.gn; \vhich :lS a v 8. 1 ue r epresenl <!ti ';e of 
conventiona l compressors H1 gas tu:r:bine engines. It will also be 
assumed that the st al ling point can be fixed by choosing a critical 
value of t,p Iq vlhich is a given percentage. greater than the design 
point value. Speci.fically,it is assumed that (t,P Iq) 1-
sta 1 .55 . The 
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definition of the stalling point in this way, ~s roughly equlvalentto 
imposing a diffuSion limit on the performa.nce of the blade rops ariCt, 
although it is not as preclse as some of the newer st21l po~nt 
correlations Hhich have been developed, it is nevectheless sufficiently 
realistic for the present purpose. 
Und er the assumed ideal conditions the total-to-total (or 
static-to-static) pressure rise per stage can be written as : 
= 
= 
1 -
C 
x 
U 
1 - 2</> tan et 3 
The subscript 1 refers to the rotor leading edges 2 to the rotor 
trailing edge and 3 to the stator trailing edge, and for 
a 50% reaction stage . Including the IGV's, \vhich have a discharge 
angle of etl (where ~l = et 3) , the overall total-to-static 
characteristic for an unstalled compressor of N stages is glven by: 
'¥T-S = 
- P ) 
T. 1 ln et 
-2 pU 
(1) 
In order to study the influence of the numb er of stages,and 
* <p. on the performance of the hypothetical family of compressors, it 
* 1S necessary to establish a relationship between </> and the leaving 
angle, et 3 . This can be done by combining the design loading criteria: 
e* p (tJP/q)d . es~gn 0.4 
and the velocity triangle relationships to g~ ve the follm.Ti.ng expression 
for la terms of * e and Cl, 
p 3 
[ 
'k *. 2. 1/2 e + (l - C )SUl et,,] 
__ ~P ______ ~P~ ~J __ __ 
j l-C;~' cos et
3 p 
+ tan. 0, 
3 
Once a value. of </> ;~ is chos en, et" C 2 ll be found and equation (l) 
.) 
then. used to generate the unstallec1 performance curves of a family of 
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compressors of that des ign. These curves ;'vill, of course, be defined 
up t.o t~ie value of q, for Hhich LW/q ~-: .55 ) i.e. up to the stall 
point. 
To sho~v the general trends implied by a change in design 
parameters , Figure 56 presents four unstalled total"-to-static 
characteristics. These are for one and three stage builds of two 
specific values of The import ant features to be observed from 
* this figure are:.: 1) the peak pressure rise for a machine of given q, 
increases faster than proportional to N; 2) for a "given numb er of 
* stages the peak pressure rise increases ,,7ith . q, 
~', 
and 3) the slope 
of the characteristic decreases as <!> increases. Although only 
isolated examples have been used here to demonstrate these trends, the 
analytic expressions above shaH that they are generally true. 
These behavioura l trends lead to the idea that the blockage , 
evaluated at a level of '¥T- S equal to N times a g~vell constant, will 
* increase \"ith both <i> and the number of stages. This can be seen 
more clearly in Figure 57, \\There the blockage on the throttle line 
through the inception point has been calculated at a level of 
'¥T-S = 0.11 N for a range of desi gn flo,,, rates and for variou s numbers 
of stages. Although 0.11 N has been used here, similar trends would 
occur at other physically plausible values. An increase in blockage, 
which implies a tendency towards full-span stall, can be seen to oc.cur 
with an increa.se in either the design flow rate of the compressor or 
the number of stages . In addition, the greater the blockage at stall 
inception, the greater the increas e in annulus averaged flow rate 
necessary to reduce the blockage to the critical value for the 
cessation of full-span stall. Thus, the factors which ~ncrease the 
"le 
blockage, i.e. greater N or <i> ,will also increase the size of the 
hysteres is loop. 
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Having used this simple analysis to make quantitative 
predictions about the influence of different design variables on ~he 
stalled performance of the compressor, the experimental results from 
the current tests can nO\17 be examined to ascertain \,rhether the 
predicted trends are observed in practice. In addition, an attempt 
will be made to use the blockage concept to understand the transition 
from part-s pan to full -span stall which occurs in compressors \"ith 
progressive performance characteristics. 
The effect of the number of stages \vill be considered first. 
It has been noted, both in the present \l7ork and by Yershov (21), that 
identical compressor stages Hill sometimes exhibit part --span stall 
when tested individually, but will go into full - span stall \l7hen tested 
in a multi-stage configuration. The reason for this can be seen from 
the analysis. The peak total-to-static pressure rise has been shmvn 
to increase faster than proportional to N (Figure 56 or equation 1) 
and thus the inception blockage, \vhich is measured at a pressur ". level 
proportional to N, will increase as the number of stages increases. 
Therefore, the larger the number of stages, the larger the blockage 
and the greater the likelihood of the compressor go ing into full-span 
stall. 
This predict.ion is \-Jell illust ra ted ~n Figure 58 Vlhic-h ShOl175 
the measured compressor characteristics for c(lnfigurations of one~ tv!O 
and three stage builds of the same blading . (These characteristics 
are actually those of the Hi gh Reaction compressor builds, but as a 
change in reaction does not affect the conclusions from the analysis. 
these curves can legitimately be. used as an example in the present 
discussion.) The s talling throttle lines have been superimposed on 
the characteristics as broken lines join:i.n8 the stalle.d and unstalled 
part s of the curve.s. . It can be seen that , as the peak pressure ris e. 
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increases more rapidly than N , the blockage ,vi 11 inc.reasE! from 
build to build. In th e three C'onfig'lrat ions shmm5 the actual 
bloc.kage at a pn~SSllrc rise uf 0.1'7 N, is 9%, 33% and 45% for 
one, two and three stages respectively. Since Acrit = 0.3 , the 
single stc>.ge build \\lou1il be expected to exhibit part···span stall, and 
the t,vo and three stage builds, full'-span stall. This prediction is 
clearly supported by the results. 
It should be noted that both these types of stall have been 
encountered in compressor builds v7hich have the same stagger, camber . 
gap/chord ratio and, most important, hub-tip ratio. The last point 
1S notev70rthy, as it has sometimes been sU8gested in the literature 
that the division of compressors into those exhibiting part-span or 
full-span stall can be done on the basis of hub-tip ratio. Although 
it is true that compressors of lm\l hub·- tip ratio generall y tcnd to 
favour part -span stall (possibly because of the range of design 
conditions over the blade height), the behaviour of high hub-tip 
ratio compressors can be either part-span or full-span depending on 
the blockage conditions. 
Another aspect of the compressor behaviour which can be seen 
ln Figure S8,is the size of the hysteresis loop. The analysis suggests 
th a t this should increase vJith the number of stages, becallse , onc e 
full-span stall has been established, the value of ~ required to 
reduce the blocka~e to the critic3l value necessary to unstall the 
compressor, increases \\lith the numb e:c of stages. This is ,,,ell 
supported by the. result s in Figure 58, ,,,here. ~t can be. seen that t.he. 
point at which full'-span stall ceases (points A, Band C for the one~ 
t,vo and three. stage compres sors) , moves to larger and l arge r values 
* of ~ as N ~ncre.ases. The results of the High ~ compressor 
builds (Fi gur e 11) also provide support for the general observations 
nude bere. 
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The number of stages has thus been s hovTil. to have a def inite 
effect on the nature of the stalled performance of the co<npressor. · 
The other desi gn variable ~vhich is also import.:::nt fro:n this point of 
* v~e~v J.S et> as this in f luences the relative position,and slope,of 
the unstal1ed part of the characteristic. The analytica l results ShOH 
i~ 
that as et> is increased, the ratio of peak pres sure level to stalled 
pressure level increases for compressors of a given number of stases. 
This is well confirmed in Figure 59 Hhich ShOHS the unstalled 
characteristics for the 3-stage compressor builds tested in the 
pre sent ~iTork. The throttle lines at stall incep t ion have been 
superimposed on the charac teristics along Hith a constant pre ssure 
line at 'T-8 = 0.33 (i.e. 0.11 N for each of the three stages). 
It can be see.n that although the builds all have roughly the same. 
shut - off pressure rise, the peak unsta11ed pressure rise ~s very 
different in each cas~. Since the blockage is proportional to the 
horizontal distance betHeen the inception throttle line and the 
unsta lled par t of the characteristic, it is clear that the higher.' the 
,~ 
value of et> ,the greater will be the blockage; 1Vhatever the precise 
level at which it is measured. From this it may be concluded that 
* there \>1i11 be a tendency for high et> compressors to exhibit fu]1 -
* span stall and for 10\>1 et> compressors to exhibit part ···span stall. 
This is supported by the results as the only one of the four 
* compressors sho\\'l1 here that ~¥ent into part-span stal1~ was the LOIv ~ 
build, i.e. compressor I. 
The influence of the axial ve locity paramete r on the hysteresis 
loop should also be considered. In Figure 59 it can be seen that the 
inception throttle lines are rela tive l y close toge ther, but that the 
unstal1ed part of the characteristics for the four machines are quite 
different. Since the blockage is proport ional to the horizonta l 
I. 
I 
I 
I 
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distance betHeen the tHO curves! it is clear that the throttle Hill 
have to be opened considerably further ln the case of th2 High 
compressor in order to decrease the blockage to t:1e c:dticfll thirty 
percent necessary for the cessation of full-span stall. This tendency 
tOHards larger hysteresis with increasing design £lo,,) ra!:e Has implied 
by the simple performance analysis when it Has sho,vn in Figure 57 that. 
the blockage on the inception throttle line at a level of .11 N 
l.ncreases as l.ncreases. The hysteresis loops for the four 
compressor bui.lds are shoHn separately in Figure 60 s thus providing 
clear support for the trends suggested . 
The general concepts which have been used in the stall model 
can also be applied to the question of part-span/full-span transition 
for compressors Hith progressive characteristics s like that shown. in 
Figure 48a; It has b~en concluded that part - span stall "ill not exist 
if the total blockage is larger than thirty peLcent. This condition 
can be used as a rough criterion for the transition from part-span to 
full-span stall. Consider a compressor which goes into part-span stall 
vlhen it first encounters stall. Closing the throttle Hill cause the 
blockage to increase until the critical value of 30% 18 reached, 
whereupon the £loH regime 'ivill change to full-span stall. Although 
this preciic , tion is seldom quantitatively precise, the available data 
does tend to support this kind of behaviour. The mode l is s therefore, 
able to provide some understanding of the overall trends in compressors 
with progressive characteristics. 
6.6 The Effect of TJwottle Line. Slope and other Dmmstl"eam Components 
As a further example of the usefulness of the concepts 'i"hich 
have bee.n developed~ considera tion ",ill be given to the influence of 
the slope of the throttle line on the stalled perform.1.nc e curves. The 
I 
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basic ideas required are sketched Ul. Figure 6J.,where an unstalled 
compr essor characteri st ic is shO\-ffi with t\VO diffex cnL thrott.le lines 
passing through the stall point. Line I corresponds to the usual case 
where the throttle curve is a parabola through the origin. Line. 11, 
on the other hand, corresponds to t.he c ase where an exhal1ster or 
auxiliary compressor is used do\,7l1.stream of the throttle so that the 
throttle is dumping to a pressure 10\Ve r than atmospheric. In thi s 
case the curve will still be a parabola, but will cross the vertical 
axis some\vhere below the point of zero pressure nose. 
The important point to note lon Figure. 61 is t.he difference 
in oblocka ge which exist.s along any line of constant pres s ure rise; 
for example, line LL'. It can be seen tha t the stee.per the slope of 
the throttle line , the smaller \Vill be the blockage. Thus, if t\'70 
tests \.;rere carried out, one \.;rith the throttle dumping to atmosphere 
and the othe.r using a downstream exhauster, the resulting difference 
lon blockage might be sufficient to change the mode of operation from 
full -span stall in the first case (with the larger blockage) to part-
span stall in the second case, 
An experiment to check these id eas could not be carried out 
\.;rith the present apparatus; hO\vever, such a test was actually performed 
by Borisov et a1. (30), using a number of single stage compressors of 
different hub-tip ratios. The results of a t est with a hub - tip ratio 
of 0.875 are reproduced in Figure 62. With the usua l thrott le 
exhausting to atmosphere, a discontinuity in the characteristic at 
stall 'vas observe d l eading to operat ion with a singJe stall cell; Cl 
behaviour usually associated 'vith the onset of fun°-span st a ll. The 
use of dmmstream suction, on the other hand? pro duced an almost 
continuous characte.ristic. Although no details elf the ce.ll structure 
'vere provided in this case, it can only be assnme.d tha t the gradual 0 
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fall in efficiency and pressure n .se :LS associated with operation 
~n part-span stall rather than in full -span stall. These expe~' imellts , 
therefore, provide support for the argument tha~: the mode of stall 
encountered at the inception point is dependent 01L the throttle 
conditions . Therefore, for a stall model to give quantitativ2 
agreement ",ith the actual behaviou.r of a rea:!. CO!11pressor , it is 
necessary that the effect of the throttle line slope be taizen into 
consideration. 
There ~s a further aspect of practica l compressor operation 
HhiC'.h is also of interest. This is the influence of any dOw-ustl'cam 
components on the stalled performance curve. In order to explore 
this aspect $ an experiment MlS conducted in w-hich a throttling gauz e 
"'i'; 
was placed just dOvlUstream of the three stage build of the High ~ 
compressor. The effect of the gauze was to provide a measure of 
independent throttling of the stal led and unstalled parts of the nO\". 
Because of the greater pressure drop across the gauze in the unstalled 
f1m-, ~ the average exit plane pressure in the t"70 fImv regimes was no 
longer equal, but differe d quite markedly, as shmvn in Figure 63a. 
Under these circumstances , the inequcl lity of the t\,10 pressure levels 
needs to be included in the basic stall mod e. l to make it repres8ntative 
of the true situation in the compressor. The modifications necessary 
are illustrated schematically Ul Figure 63b. 
The application of the model with non-uniform ~xit plane 
pressure suggests that the compr essor performance curve \.o uld be 
sloping rather than flat, since the overall delivery pressure can be 
regarded as the time-averaged value of the pressure in the stalled 
and unstal1ed parts of the flow. This conclusion is supported by 
Figure 6L, ~ Hhich shaHs the performa~.ce curves for the compressor \Vith, 
and without, the gauze. Besides altering the slope of the 
b 
characteristic, the gauze also reduces th~ flow coefficient of the 
unstalled flm", and thel'<~fo re r2duces the cell blockage. Thus, the 
flow model is able to explair:. ,,,hy the gauze is responsible for the 
presence of a small r egion of part -s pan stall in a compressor which 
","ould otherwise only exhibit full-spA.n stall. 
Summai:Y _and Conclusion 
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1) A model has been developed fer the stalled flow in an axial flow 
compressor. The approach ad opted has been to view the compressor as 
two separate compressors; one oper ating at zero £lm,,) and the other at 
a fleH rat.e Hhic.h is generally hi gher than the des ign value. 
2) The blockage associated Hith the stalled reglon appears to be an 
important parame ter when corre lating stalled performance. 
3) Besides the assumption of constant pressure rise during stall. 
three hypothes es have been made about the behaviour of stalled flmv: 
a) that there is a critical value of stall cell blockage of 30% 
above "'hich part-span stall doe s not exist, and below which fun°-span 
stall does not occur; b) that the onset of part-span or full- span 
stall is determined by the blockage at a non-dimensional press ure ri se 
of 0.17 per stage; and c) that the cessation of full-span stall lS 
determined by the b loclv-'lge at a non-dimensional pressure rise per 
stage of 0.11. 
11) These hypotheses make it possible to correlate all the available 
data from singl e and !1lulti-staee compre.ssors of moderate or high 
hub- tip ratio, and to formulate genera l guidelines for predicting the 
influence of certain desi gn parameters Oll the stalled perfornBnce curves. 
The results of the correlation show that: 
1) For a given desi gn flO\07 rate ,the addi tion of further identical 
stages to a COrD.pressor will increas e both the chance of encountering 
full - span stall at: the stall po:i.nt, a::_d the siz e of the stall / u!1stai l 
hysteresis loop. 
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2) For a given number of stages, an inc.rease in the design flo y1 rate 
of the compressor. \vill ~ncrease the ill"obability of full-B;pan stall at 
the stall point, and will lead to the formation of l arger hysteresis 
loops. 
3) Contrary to \vhat has been assumed i n the past s the compression 
system as a \vhole has a significant effect on the compre ssor 
performance because of the part played by the throttle line in 
determining the cell blockage. 
' 1 
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CIL.<\PTER ;' 
Conclusions 
The conclusions \<lhich h ave been dra",cl durin g the course. of the 
cl1rr(;nt \vorl~ are listed beloYl. Short introductions will be used to 
divide the ideas into a number of topical groups . The chapter will be 
conclUtl.ed \"ith recommendations for further work. 
From the point of vie,,, of · expei'imental t echnique, the folloHing 
conclusions have been dra\Vll: 
1) Phase-lock sampling, triggered by the stall cell itself, has b een 
sho\,m to be a viab le technique during full'-s pan and single cell part -
span stall. In its current form (Cha pter 3), it is not suitable for 
use under multi-cell conditions, where modn1ation in cell speed has 
been found to produce l1nsynchronized recordings. Being able to obtain 
phase locked signals, opens the \<lay to ensemb le avel~aging, to the 
computer analysis of rotating data and to the automatic ph2.sing 
meas urements obtained from various locations in the compressor. The 
tec.hnigue therefore represents a significant improvement in the general 
experimental a pproach to rotat ing sta.ll. 
2) Although local temperature fluc.tuations are knO\,rn to affect the hot 
\<lire response, the errors ylere found to be slimll and the use of 
temperature compens a ted probes is therefore not cons idered essential 
ln 10\<l speed machinery . 
3) As a result of its insen s itivity to dirt, and the general ease with 
Hhich it can be us e d~ the piezo -·eiectric probe deve loped during the 
course of this work is a useful instrument for monitoring the 
b ehaviour of -rotating stall. 
Lf ) Hhen measuL' ing compressor perfornmnce. for the purpose of studying 
rot.ating st a ll, the total·,·to-static pressure rise. should be re.corded 
'I 
, 
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].n preference. to any other, This is because the circumferentially 
averaged total pressures in the sta~. led and uastallecl parts of the £10\" 
a·r.e. approximately (>.(l1.1a1 in the 1.nlet plane, The same is true of the 
averag ed static pressll.ces in the exit plane and, theref ore, Cl performance 
characteristic based en the tinle···averagerl measurement of these pressures 
Hill be unaffected by the relative. proportions of the stalled and 
unstalled parts of the flO1", 
5) It has been observed that the time-averaged 'i\Tall stat-i.c pre.ssure at 
inter-stage measuring positions is not circumferentially unifor m in a 
high flow rate compressor, ~, eA<j>* ~ 0.7 For this reason , great care 
should be taken Hhen measuring the individua l stage characteristics Ul 
such compressors s as significant errors are possible.. 
The analys is of the ve.locity and flo\" direction measureme.nt:s 
obtained by the phase lock sampling technique leads to the follouing 
conclus ions: 
6) In terms of cell structure, it Has established tha t the edges of 
the cell within. the. blade rO,",7S of the compre.ssor do not follow streamlines 
in. the unstalled flO\\1, and the j~efore the customary idea of the cell Cl s a 
dead ,.;rake cannot be correct. Instead, it has beeD. shov..7J.l. that unsta lled 
f10vl crosses tangentially from OD.E! side of the cell to the other, thus 
giving rise to the concept of an active r ather than a passive type of 
8tructure (Figure 40). 
7) The reason fo::- the t angential movement of the flui.d in the cell ~s 
a.scribed to the influence of the rotor blAdes , ,,,hi ch , ,,,he'.l stalle d) 
behave a.s paddle '·lhe.els, dragging the fla,,, circumferent ially around the 
annulus. This phy s ical influence of the ro tor blades on the stalled 
flmy explains thegen.eral similar ity of the floVl patt erm; observed In 
compressors of all desi ~l configurations, from isola ted rotors to 
multi-stage builds. It also pe·cl.1Lts an e xp l anation of ,.jhy the flo\o1 
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patterns 111 a multi-stage rig are repeated stage by stage through the 
compressor) instead of the latter stages operating in the \·mke of a 
dLsturbance attached to the first stage . 
8) In spite of the general similarity betv.1een the stal1ed flow 
potterns in all compressor builds, it "las found that the finer details 
of the flow are affected by the stagger angle of the biades (or 
alternatively the design flow rate ) and the number of stages in the 
compressor. In the latt er respect, it ,vas concluded that although the 
flow in a single stage build sho\vS similarities \v:l.th that in. a multi-
stage configuration of the same bIading, the finer details of the floH 
2.re sufficiently different to preclude the extrapolation of single 
stage data to mUlti -s tage configurations. 
9) In all compressor builds, it \Vas foun.d that the flOl\' in the stall 
c.ell is c.haracterised by high velocities ahead of the rotor and low 
velocities behind. Fluid trapped in the stalled rotor blade passa ges 
always appears to drift from the blade row on the upstre.am side, thus 
giving rise to the observed high velocities in the area ahead of the 
rotor. (No explanation for this can be given. ) This fast moving 
fluid is brought to rest by the stator blades, during whi.ch process 
most of its kinetic energy is dissipated in the form of losses. This 
H r esponsible for the marked temperature rise observed during stall, 
and indicat es why it is possible for a stalled compre.ssor to absorb 
almost a.s much torque. as an unst a l1ed compressor. 
10) Although the compressor used In the tests \"as of high hub- tip 
ratio, it \Vas found that the f1m,r l.Il the stall cell J.S dominated by 
three-dimem; :i.oIl<ll effects, especially dur ing full·~spall stall. 'lhe 
observed gradients in velocity, total pressure and static pressu·.re 
provid e clear evidence of the three-dimens iona l nature of the flow. 
11) It has been. ob served that. the f lo';'1 in a part -~ pan stall cell is 
much like that in. a full -·span ce.ll. (T"m uno~p lai.ne.d exceptions to 
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this rule were noted~ however. These occurred in single stage builds of 
high flmv rate and shoHed d. cor.~binat~on · of rotating sta 11 associated 
\"ith the rotor a nd axisymrnetric wall-stall associated ",ith the stator.) 
It was also noted that part-span stall ah1ays gives a grea. ter pressure 
rise, and rotates at greater sp~ed. than does full-span stall. No 
explanation for these observations \-75.S obtained. 
12) It ",as concluded that centrifu6al effects distinguish the rotor 
rOlvs from the stator rm·7s, thereby dispelling the traditional notion 
that the stall cell should rotate at 50% of the rotor speed 1n order 
to preserve s ymmetry between rotor mid stator perform:mce during stall. 
No further ob servatioll.s were made on the subject of cell speed , except 
that the number of stages in the compressor has a very def inite influence 
on the speed of rotation of full--span stall cells. 
The conclusions dra~-lll from the study of the pressure 
fluctuations ,,,hleh accompany the velocity distortions in the compressor 
are listed belmv. Included in this section are points concerning the 
overa ll performance of the compressor. 
13) Although the velocity perturbations during stall give rise to 
unsteady effects in the compressor inlet, the phase relationship 
bet'veen the velocity and total pressure fluctua tions are flueh that 
measurements taken at the circumferentia l centre of the stalled or 
unstal 1ed regions of the am1t'lus will not be influenced by the 
unsteadiness of the flmv. 
14) The static pressure in the exit plane is not circumferentially 
l!niform, as h as often bee.n assUl~,ed in the pa st, HO'llcver, t he phase 
relations hip b e tween the pressure and velocity fluctuations is such 
tha t the circumferentially. averaged pressures in the stalled and 
unstalled parts of the flow ",ill a lways be equa l. This means that 
elementary sta.ll models b ased on the p~ral1 e l ·compressor hypothesis 
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are not invalid ated by assuming constant static pressure ill. the 
exit plane. 
15) Although the circumferential static pressure gradjent~ c.etHeen 
the stalled and unstalled parts of the flow can be very J.arge, it Has 
concluded that these gradients do not have any direct influence on the 
details of t:1e flmv in the stall cell. The flmv in the: last stage of 
a multi - stage compressor behaves much like that in the first stage, 
even thou.gh the pressure gradients are greatly r educed to~mrds the rear 
of the compressor. 
16) Centrifugal effects ~n the stalled £lm'1 ahead of the rotor blades 
are responsible for strong rad ial gradients in. static pressure, and 
are a lso thought te contribute to the step increase in static pressure 
"Thich occurs ahead of each stage in the stalled parts of the 
compressor (Figure 46). 
17) By attributing the overall pressure r ise 1.n the stall cell to the 
influence of centrifugal effects in the sl'lirling flOF ahead of the 
rotor, a po ss ible explanation ~s provided for the observation that the 
tota l -t o-stat ic pressure rise per stage appears to be the same for all 
compressors, i.e. independent of the detai ls of blading us ed, This 
observation Has first made by HcKcnzie, and is supported by the model. 
of compressor behaviour developed in Chapter 5 (Figure Lf 6) , 
18) The observa tion that the pressure rise ~n the stall cell occurs 
J.n the mvirling floH ahead of the rotor can be us e d 1:0 explain why the. 
tot a l - to- static ('T - S) and the static- to - statiri ('5-5 ) characteristics 
are found to cross in the deep stall region. It also expla.ins Hhy the 
last stags of a Iuulti--stagc ccnpressor alH.lys 2F?2 ars to gi-;c a sma ller 
press ure rise than the preceding stages, even though the details of the 
flow ~n this stage are no different from those in any of the other st ages . 
19) It Has also concluded that the rule usuaLly used to relate the 
overall total ·oto - static and static·- to -static characteristics during 
t 
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unstalled operation, cannot be used during stall. If accurate 
stalled result.s are requLred, both characteristics must. be measured 
independently> rather than the one deduced from the other. 
Concideration of the unsteady measurements obt2,ined during 
this \\1or)( lead to the follm,ing conclusions concerning tl1e validity 
of the £10l'! models commonly used in the perturbation analyses of 
rotating stall: 
20) It Has observed that the assumption of irrotationaL flow 
immediately ahead of the rotor is not viable on account of 
circumferential sHirl Hhich accompanies the intense disturbance \"ithin 
the stall cell. This means that a simple potential equation c.annot be 
used to specify the preose inlet condition of all the blade passages 
around the annulus. 
21) The analytic assumption that the velocity of the flow in the 
stalled blade passages is merely reduced belm, normal by boundary 
layer separation, is a gross over-simplification of the real situation . 
Recirculation under the influence of centrifugal effects, or even ne.t 
reversed floVT, is more probable than a simple reduction in the local 
floH rate. An additional factor pointing to the lack of 'cealism in 
the. assumed m.odel of the £101v, is that it is totally incapable of 
explaining hoVl sufficient energy Cili .. be put into the stalled flmv to 
generate the. large te.mperature rises observed during unsteady oper at ion. 
22) In vieH of the significance of centrifugal effects in the rotor 
blade passages, it Has suggested that the perturbation analyses, Hhich 
take no account of centr.:i.fuga l effects, might be more 8.ppl:i.cable to 
stationa ry rather than moving blade 1'OHS. 
23) All the analytic models make the assumption of constant annulus 
averaged flO1'; rate d~ring ::h2 stalling process, This assumpt"ion does 
not accurately reflect the conditions under vlhich compres sor testing 
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~s usu.ally carried out. Besides Hhich , it ha:s been shmm that the 
slope 0£ the throttle line plays an important part in determining the 
made of stall which is e.stablished at stall inception. The use of an 
infinitely steep throttle line in the analyses is therefore also seen 
as a li:nitai:.ion. 
By postulating a number of simple hypotheses based on 
empirical observations, it has been shoHl1 that all t he available 
stalled performance data from moderate and hi gh hu?/tip ratio 
compressors) can be correl ated to decide Vlhether full -span or part-'span 
stall \vill occur a t stall inception, and to determine the s~ze of the 
stall/unsta ll hysteresi s loop, This correlation model marks a big 
improvement on any of the existing performance madels and makes possible 
the quantitative prediction of the entire compressor charact.eristic. 
From this work, the fol1.oHing conclusions ,,,ere dra"m: 
24) It has been shmm that the concept of stall cell blockage is a 
crucial factor in correlating the stalled performance of an axial flow 
compressor. The. blockage i s influenced by the shape of the. throttle 
line and the unstalled characteristic, and can be used to predict 
\'7hether a given compressor ,vill go into full-'span or part'-span stall at 
stall inception. This i s in direct contrast with the traditional 
assumption tha t the type of stall cell is predetermined by the llub-tip 
ratio of the compressor. 
25) The addition of fu.rther st aees to a compressor of a pven design 
flOH rate ,.;rill increase the prob ab ility of full-span stall at stall 
ons et, and uill l ead to the fOc~3tion of 8. larger hysteresis loop . 
26) For a fixed number of stages s an increase in the design flo,,] rate 
of the compressor vlill l ead to an inerease in the probability of full -
span sta l l at stall inception) and to an increase in the size of the 
hysteres i s loop. 
J.68 
27) Contrary to \v11at has al\vays been assumed in the pa st, the 
behaviour of the compressol during stal l is not purely a function of 
the b1ading deta i ls , bl!t also clepends .on the compression system as a 
whole. The slope of the throttle line affects the stall cell blockage) 
as does an inequality in exit plane pressure imposed by dovmstream 
components In the system, and so may jnf1uence the stalling behaviour 
of the compressor. 
Recommend ations for Yurther Work 
Opportunities for further work arise in three main areas; 
experimental, analytica l and performance modelling. Although an 
adequate analytic description of rotating stall would do away with the 
necessity for performance models, the complexity of the phenomenon 
suggests that such an adequate description vJi11 not be easi ly achieved, 
especially for mult i - stage compressors. 
From an experimental point of vievJ, the practicality of phase-
lock sampling opens up a \vhole n e,v field in the study of rot a t.ing stall. 
With ad equate computer facilities, the opportuniL.ies for monitoriIl8 the 
behaviour of the. flow in the compressor become limitless. Specific8.11y) 
hmvever, t.he principal areas requiring further investigation appear lo be: 
a) The flm'7 vlithin the blade passages of a stalled rotor or stator rm-l. 
b) The measurement of radial velocities in the stall cell . 
c)· A study of the temperature distribution Hithin the compressor. 
d) A closer investigation of the details of part-span st2.1l to 
ascertain \.Jhy this mode of st all ahvays gi·vE.s a greater pr essure 
rise> and rotates at greater speed, than full - span stal L 
Still on the experimental side, but directed more towards a 
fundamental understanding of rotating stall, \.70rk ~s also necessary on 
the behaviour of stalled blade rows. This should not be done from the 
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b) The meas urement of radial velocities in the stall cell. 
c)· A study of the tempel-ature distribution \'lithin the compressor. 
d) A closer investigation of the details of part-span stall to 
ascertain \Jhy this mode of stall al\vays gives a greater pressure 
rise~ and rotates at greater speed, than full - span stal l. 
Still on the expe rimental side, but direct ed more towards a 
fundamental underst anding of rotating staU t \-lork is also necessary on 
the behaviour of stalled blade rows. This should not be done from the 
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point of Vlew of studying the dynamic performance. of the blades, as has 
been the line of approach in the past, but from the ?oiDL of view '8f 
the blades behaving as rough paddle wheels. This cOLild be done 'vith a 
rotor of unstaggered blades in an open tank, considering first' the 
vortex systems . set up Hhen the blade rm-! is encased, and then examining 
the influence of st agger and pressure gradients on the de tails of the 
flmy surrounding the rotor. In this Hay~ it may be. possible to f::'nd out 
why highly staggered blades appear to favour cenLrifugal recirculation, 
",hereas 10v7er staggers produce a t~vo-dimensional fIm-1 system with fluid 
movlng prima rily in the reversed direction. 
The prese,nt ,vcrk has shmm up a number of deficiencies in the 
existing rotatir g stall analyses. The most important among these has 
been the unrealistic modelling of the flmy 1;vithin the stall cell, the 
neglect of centrifugal effects, and the assumption of a cons tant ann.uI m; 
averaged flov1 rate during the stall incept.ion process. Some progress 
has been made tOv1ards a more. accurate description of the floH in the 
stall cell, but as yet the factors which actually control the flovl h ave. 
not been isolated. It may be, therefore,that before further analytic 
work is attempted, attention should be focussed on more. fund amenta l 
research in the experimental field. 
Although the performance correlation presented in Chapter 6 18 
an advance. cm any of the existing performance models, it 18 rather 
limit.ed in teTIllS of the design vari ab 18s \ilhich I'.Clve been included. 
Only the design flmil coefficient and the numher of stages 1:3.8 been 
considered thus far, but. it is possibl e that' ot her less obvious 
parameters, such as solidity and aspect ratio~ should also be taken 
into account. In addition there lS, of courses the all importcmt 
question of the influen ce of hub··t i p r at io Hhich has not been considered 
in the present work. 
b 
• I~· I , ! I I 
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Interes t in rotating stall has gained impetus over the past 
5 years, ?.lld it is hoperl that tile efiorts made here will go some ~'7Cly 
towards draw'ing t,oge.t1ier the results obtain.ed over the last 30 
years, and tmvards providing some sort of basis for the ~vork which will 
undoubtedly be done in the futc.re. 
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COHPRESSOR .DESIGN PARA11ETERS 
<. 
COr-1PRESSOR NO. OF DESIGN 2..:. DESIGN REACTION STAGGER ANGLE CAIV.i.BER At"JGLE ' HUBL~IP N~ OF 
STAGES ROTOR!STATOR ROTOR/STATOR RATIO GLADES 
A (Low cjl*) 1 .35 50% 50°/50° 20°/20° .8 60 
B " 3 .35 50% !I " .8 
C(Intermediate~*)l .55 50% 35°/35° ° ° 20/20 .8 72 
D !I 2 .55 50% " !I . 8 
E 11 3 .55 50% 11 11 .3 11 
F !I 4 .55 50% !I 11 .• 8 
G (Hj_gh 1 .71 65% 35°/20° ° 0· 20 /40 .8 72. /bO 
react:ion.) 
H n . 2 .71 65% " 11 .8 ;. 
I il 3 .71 6 5% 11 n .3 I' 
J CE-li.g:Q cP *) 1 1.0 50% ° ° 10° /40° 20 /20 .8 b4-
K 11 2 1.0 50% II " .8 
L " 3 1.0 50% <, n .8 I' 
~1 " 4 1.0 50% " 11 .8 
OTHER BUILDS REPERED TO TN CHAPTER 6 
N (Greitzer ) 3 r~ eOJ 45% ..,r 3° '30 4° "- 0.· i . ? 0 C .;>8.8 /10.1 
. 7 
0 Clura and 3 5'7 ", , 50% 43.9°/28.9.0 20.2°/30° .6 
Rannie) 
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T.t',.BLE 2 
------
STALL CELL DETAILS 
---.--~ . .------.--------
COMPRESSOR NO. OF NO. OF TYPE OF SPEED OF 
- ---
--_.-
- --- ------
STAGES CELLS CELLS ROTATION 
- - - ----
Low <P*: 1 6 Par·t--Span 31% Rotor Speed 
11 12 Pdrt-Span 66% 
11 
F ... U .. 
1 ~-Span lQ~ _ J 0 
H 3 4 Paxt-Span 40% 
11 12 Part'-Spa n 60% 
11 1 Full-Span 32% 
11 3 1 Part--Span 29% 
11 (reduced 5 Part--Span 54% 
11 spac1ng) 1 Full- Span 27% 
Intermediat.e <p'v : J. 1 Part-Span 2 ') 0 .1-0 
11 1 Full-Span 15% 
11 2 1 Part-Span 33% 
11 1 FuJ.1 ~Span 22% 
11 3 1 Part - Span 41% 
11 1 Ful1'-Span 26% 
11 4 1 Pax-Ye-Span 43% 
11 1 Full-Span 31% 
,\ High Reaction 1 1 Part -' Spa n 25% 
11 1 Full - Span 14% 
11 2 1 Full - Span 24% 
" 3 1 Full--Span 30% 
High <!J'k 1. 1. Part- -Span 24% 
11 1. Full - Span J.1% 
" 2 1 Full--Spa n 20% 
11 3 J. Full-Span 24% 
11 4 J. Full~Span 28% 
-----~----
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